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ABSTRACT

The Northern Virgin Mountains of northwestern Arizona and adjacent 

Nevada are an arc-shaped anticlinal uplift that contains marine Paleozoic 

platform carbonate rocks flanking a central core of well-foliated Precam- 

brian metamorphic rocks. Except for strong truncation of Ordovician and 

Cambrian beds toward the southeast, and marked facies changes in the Mis- 

sissippian System, Paleozoic formations display little lithologic varia

tion across the width of the range; however, nearly every formation 

thickens westward, Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks, which include Upper Cre

taceous beds previously unknown in northwestern Arizona, are present in 

downfaulted blocks around the edges of the range. Except for marine 

Lower Triassic beds and Tertiary lacustrine limestones, they consist . 

largely of elastics of continental origin.

Tertiary and Laramide (?) deformation in the Virgin Range demon

strates that vertical uplift may result in gravitative adjustments which 

can take the form of major overthrusts. Gravity structures of different 

styles originated from each of three major structural axes in the Virgin 

Range.

The oldest uplift, the asymmetric Virgin Mountain Anticline, 

apparently formed during the Laramide orogenic interval by renewed uplift 

of a similar Precambrian fold already present in the basement rocks. The 

northeast trending anticline produced a structurally and topographically 

high axis, from which the Paleozoic cover slid, under the force of gravity, 

southeastward down a gradient formed by bedding. By moving across

ix
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successively younger beds of the southeastern limb, the allochthonous 

plate developed into an overthrust, remnants of which are locally pre

served by downfaulting. Compression generated by the gravity-induced 

thrust created strong folds in the overridden strata and within the thrust 

plate itself. Host important of these is a tightly overturned, throated 

syncline formed at, and beneath, the toe of the thrust plate for a dis

tance of 12 miles parallel to the core of the Virgin Mountain Anticline.

Two younger uplift axes were formed by Tertiary normal faults.

The Virgin Mountain Anticline was uplifted as a wedge-shaped horst in 

late Tertiary time by the Virgin Mountain Fault system on the west and 

State line Fault on the east. The strikes of both faults were controlled 

by basement foliation. Uplift and westward tilting along the State line 

Fault created a structurally high axis from which part of the sedimentary 

cover became detached and moved westward down a bedding plane slope, 

thereby truncating all older structures, both faults and folds, in both 

autochthonous and allochthonous blocks.

A horst formed by two large faults belonging to the Virgin Moun

tain Fault system created the third structurally high axis in the Virgin 

Range. Six glide plates, apparently originating from this axis, moved 

westward on bowl and scoop-shaped faults across steeply dipping strata of 

the northwestern limb of the Virgin Mountain Anticline, The glide plates 

both truncate and are cut by faults associated with the frontal Virgin 

Mountain Fault, which suggests gravity glide movement was initiated by 

the faulting.

In nearly every case of Tertiary gravity movements younger rocks 

were faulted over older, and the classic overthrust relationship exhibited
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by the leraad.de (?) structures was not normally achieved. However, this 

apparent difference between Tertiary and Laranri.de deformation is con

sidered one of degree, not of kind. Tertiary movements were shallow or 

at the surface and the energy required to carry older blocks over younger 

was spent overcoming near surface friction. Laranri.de deformation was 

beneath considerable overburden, allowing strata to behave plastically 

and move with relative ease. The extent to which Laramide overthrusting 

developed may therefore be attributed to depth of deformation and.asso

ciated confining pressure.

Although the gravity structures, both Laramide and Tertiary, 

produced by uplifts within the Virgin Range are necessarily local and of 

limited scale, consideration should be given to their use as models when 

overthrusting of regional proportions is investigated.



INTRODUCTION

Location and Accessibility

The. Virgin Mountains occupy a position along the eastern edge of 

the Basin and Range and western edge of the Colorado Plateau in southern 

Nevada and western Arizona. They extend from the northeastern part of 

Clark County, Nevada, into the northwestern corner of Mohave County, Aid- 

zona. On the north the range is separated from the Beaver Dam Mountains 

by the Narrows of the Virgin River. The Grand Canyon Arm of Lake Mead 

bounds them on the south; the Virgin River and Overton Arm of Lake Mead 

mark their western limit. Although the range is over 70 miles long, it 

is divided into northern and southern segments by a low divide near Whit

ney Pockets. This report deals primarily with 200 square miles of the 

North Virgin Mountains directly south of Bunkerville, Nevada, and mostly 

north of Whitney Pockets. The mapped area lies largely within the Virgin 

Peak 15 minute Quadrangle, Arizona and Nevada, and includes parts or all 

of T. 14, 15, 16, 17 S., R. 69, 70, 71 B. in Nevada and T. 36, 37, 38 N., 

R. 16 W. in Arizona.

Accessibility is limited to a few graded dirt roads, cattlemen's 

trails and old mine trails. These lead off from the communities of Mes

quite, Bunkerville and Riverside on the Virgin River eight miles west of

the mountain range. One graded road begins at Riverside and furnishes
. . .

access to the Whitney Pocket - Whitney Ridge area and eventually leads to 

Lake Mead and Gold Butte. Another graded road leaves the bridge over the

1
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Virgin River hear BunkerviUe and: provides access to the BunkerviUe Ridge, 

Lime Kiln Canyon area and to the east side of the range. Several secon

dary roads provide some access to interior portions of tho mountain.

Purpose and Scope

Southern Nevada is well known for the large overthrusts preserved 

in many of its ranges. In,recent years the origin.of forces required to 

produce such structures has created widespread controversy. For many 

years lateral compression was considered responsible, but evidence is 

slowly accumulating which strongly suggests that overthrusting is a direct 

result of gravitative adjustments to vertical uplift of the earth's crust. 

Structures within the Virgin Range illustrate several styles of

• gravity-induced•faulting. Some of. these are similar or identical to clas-
. . ; . .. , . .

sic overthrusts. The primary objective of this paper is to show by field 

evidence that these structures are not the product of regional compression 
. but were b o m  by simple uplift of the Virgin Range. Although the gravity 

structures;produced by the uplift of;the Virgin Mountains are necessarily 

local «md of limited scale, consideration should be given to their use as 

Btodels when overthrusting of regional proportions is investigated.

Special attention was directed to the structure of Precambrian 

foliated rocks in the Virgin Mountains with the idea that a relationship 

between it and younger geologic events.probably existed. Demonstration 

of; the nature of. thih relationship became a primary objective, which even- 

tually led to interpretations of the origin of the Virgin Mountain Uplift

and associated gravity phenomena.
. '
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Resolution of the many complex structural features within thei ■

range required an intimate knowledge of -stratigraphic details and rela

tionships, For this reason physical characteristics of the stratigraphic 

record became a secondary objective. Concerted effort was made to obtain 

exact thicknesses and-detailed lithologies from one side of the range to 

the other so that facies changes,"pinchouts and truncation of beds would 

be brought to light. No extensive faunal collections were made and dating 

of the units is based primarily on the work of Welsh (1959), Langenheim 

(1963), Brill (1963), Wheeler (1940, 1943), and others. Furthermore, the 
rocks were critically examined for their petroleum source and/or reservoir 

potential, -Work completed by other investigators in the vicinity was 

supplemented but not duplicated. '

Method of Investigation

Six months field work for this paper was carried out in the win

ter and spring .of 1965. Detailed mapping of structure and outcrops was 

done .with the aid of aerial photos. This data was transferred to a U. S. 

Geological Survey topographic base map enlarged to a scale, of two inches 

equals one mile. From this a series of twelve cross-sections were con

structed which showed important structural features of the range to best 

advantage. Stratigraphic sections were measured with Jacobs staff,:, cloth 
tape and Brunton compass. The results of surface and subsurface studies 

carried out by the author in central and southern Utah during the sum

mers and falls of 1964 and 1965 were utilized in discussions of the Upper 

Paleozoic stratigraphy.
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Previous Work

There is little published information concerning the geology of 

the Virgin Mountains, especially that segment of the range under considera

tion in this paper. Longvell (1928, p. 118-121) discussed briefly the 

major faults between Gold Butte and St. Thomas Gap in the Southern Vir

gin Range and described some of the Mesozoic and Tertiary formations there. 

Bowyer, Pampeyan and Longvell1s (1951) Geologic Map of Clark County,

Nevada, includes reconnaissance mapping of the Virgin Range. Wheeler 

(1943) and McNair (1951) published measured Paleozoic sections from Whit

ney Ridge; Bissell (1962), Welsh (1959), Brill (1963) and Langenheim 

(1963) have referred to Mississippian, Pennsylvanian'and Permian sections 

in the Virgin Range in their regional discussions of those systems. A 

reconnaissance geologic map of the North Virgin Mountains in Arizona is 

on the Geologic Map of Mohave County, Arizona (Wilson and Moore, 1959).

Physical Features

The northern half of the Virgin Mountains forms an arc-shaped up

lift, convex eastward, that presents a steep, abrupt western face. The 

southern portion of this northern segment is the topic of this paper. The

area is 25 miles long in a N. 70° E. direction, and 10 miles across at
■* ; • ■ . ■ ■ "• V:

its widest point;'it can be divided into three topographically and struc

turally distinct units.

A western, cigar-shaped segment trends N, 70° E. and extends from•• . ..

the north end of Lake Mead to the Arizona line. Black Ridge, Bunkerville 

Ridge and Cabin Canyon Spur are included in this division. Elevations in 

this segment are generally between 2000 and 4000 feet, except at its

. v
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northeastern limits on Cabin Canyon Spur, where they exceed 6000 feet. 

Topography and relief is steep and rugged, the result of desert weathering 

of steeply dipping sedimentary and metamorphic strata. T-shaped canyons 

and triangular facets are well displayed on the northwestern face of Cabin 

Canyon. Spur.

*>,. The middle topographic, division is nearly rectangular in shape and 

borders the western segment on the east. It is herein referred to as Vir

gin Peak Block. The eastern edge of Virgin Peak Block forms the backbone 

of the mountain range. It trends nearly-notth, reaches an elevation of 

over<8000; feet and presents a formidable east-facing escarpment along 

most of its course. High, rugged cliffs or steep mountain fronts also 

border Virgin Peak Block on the north, west, and south. Virgin Peak, the 

highest point,.in-the Virgin Range at 8075 feet is a pyramidal peak on the 

northern;.edge of the block. Narrow canyons heading beneath Virgin Peak 

and draining radially west and south thoroughly dissect Virgin Peak Block. 

A north trending prong known as Whitney Ridge extends southward from the 

southeastern corner of Virgin Peak Block for a distance of six miles. It 

is bordered by abrupt east- and west-facing fronts. x

The eastern.physical division is, in part, a low, flat pediment 

developed at the base of the eastern edge of Virgin Peak Block. Elevation 

mounts gradually to the north by a series of south-dipping hogbacks which 

eventually produce a steep, dissected escarpment at their intersection 

with the western front of the Virgin Range.

Dissected pediments alope away from the southern and western moun

tain flanks as well as the eastern. These are partly covered to various
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depths by alluvial fan material issuing from the many canyons draining the 

range. Especially well developed alluvial fans have partly buried the 

western edge of the range, thereby locally reducing the abruptness of 
the western face.



STRATIGRAPHY

General Features

With;the-exception.of the Silurian,.all systems of the geologic 

column are present in the Virgin. Mountains and. are well exposed for study. 

Thirty-one .formations are recognized within.or adjacent to the range. 

Their composite thickness oranges i between 11, 300 and 16,000 feet, the 

variation•being due to local and regional non-deposition, and erosion 

largely in rocks of the Tertiary System, Paleozoic rocks thicken from 
about .6900 feet.along the eastern edge of the range to about 8500 feet 

on the west. Although Mesozoic rocks reach a mmmH imim thickness of 4500 

feet, they vary considerably because of pre-Cretaceous and pre-Tertiary, 

erosion, . Tertiary rocks between 3500 and a few hundred feet thick are 

continuous around the flanks of the uplift.

Precambrian gneisses, schists, and associated granite veins and 

dik'eajarso wi'd'ely exposed in the core of the Virgin Mountain Anticline. 

from just south of the Narrows of the Virgin itiver to Lake Mead. Lower 

and Middle Paleozoic rocks flanking this core on the southeast and north

west are predominantly marine platform limestone and dolomite that re

cord intermittent deposition and erosion on the Cordilleran Shelf.

Permian rocks include redbeds, carbonates and evaporites, and are ex

posed, far down on the flanks. All strata display relatively uniform 

lithologies across the range except for marked facies changes in Mis- 

sissippian rocks, and strong truncation of Cambrian and Ordovician'bfeds ;•.

- 8
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Mesozoic rocks are preserved in down-faulted blocks along the 

southeastern and southern flanks of the Virgin Uplift, and are locally 

present on the northwestern flank. They are predominantly sandstone, 

shale and silt stone of continental origin, except for marine Lower 

Triassic beds. Probable Cretaceous continental clays and sandstones, 

heretofore unknown in this area, are present just d'ast of the range in 

northwestern Arizona.

Tertiary rocks overlie Mesozoic in most places on the southern 

•and southeastern side of the range and are faulted against Paleozoic on 

the northwest. Lacustrine limestone and sandstone, fluvial elastics and 

orogenic fanglomerates are dominant lithologic types and record much of 

the formative and erosional history of mountain building in this area. 

These rocks are not closely dated, so their ages are partly speculative.

Recent sediments are confined to dune deposits, stream terrace 

gravels, pediment gravels and alluvial fan material. Most show erosional 

effects of Recent uplift.

The general stratigraphic column in the vicinity of the Virgin 

Mountains is shown in Table 1.

The following discussion of formations is necessarily brief. 

However, Where field work uncovered unknown stratigraphic relationships, 

and new or little known formations, a more careful documentation was felt 

justified. Also, those stratigraphic features directly involved in 

structural interpretations are described in some detail. For the in

terested reader complete lithologic descriptions are contained in mea

sured sections in the Appendix, Detailed sections of the Chinle Forma

tion and Azte.” Sandstone from the Southern Virgin Mountains were published



Table 1 Formations of the Virgin Mountain Area. Nevada and Arizona IP 10
Formation Thickness

Age________________ Name________(feet)________  Characteristics________

Recent

Pliocene (?)

Pliocene and 
Miocene (?)

Alluvium 
(not named)

Bunkerville
Ridge
Fanglomerate

Muddy Creek 
Formation

Variable

0 to 
thousands

Sand dunes, pediment and terrace 
gravels, alluvial fan material.

Extremely coarse fan debris.

Awgriil n-p Tfaconform ity / v zx /" v / - \_ z 'x / * x /x / -N/'</™x>-'x^
0 to 
2000

Angular Unconformity

Sand, silt, gypsum;,becomes 
coarser toward uplifts,

Miocene (?)

Cretaceous 
or Tertiary
Late. 
Cretaceous

Horse Spring 
Formation

Overton
Fanglomerate

Baseline 
Sandstone

400 to 
700 - 

Disconformity 
0 to 
40

Disconformity 
0. to 
100

Jurassic and 
Trlaseic (?)

late

Triassic 
Early 
and
Middle

Willow Tank 
Formation

Aztec
Sandstone

Magnesite, travertine, dolomite, 
limestone, sandstone, conglomerate.

Extremely coarse fan debris; 
lenses of silt and sand.

Yellow-brown, limonitic, reworked 
Aztec Sandstone; massive.

0 to Variegated,•bentonitic claystone
120 with coarse sand lenses. Chert

pebble conglomerate at base. 
Slight Angular Unconformity,

Chinle Formation 750 tg 
(Shinarump Conglc- 1500 - 
merate at base)

Disconformity 
Moenkopi ■ 1600 to 
Formation 2200

800 to 
2500

Massive, cross-bedded, brick red 
sandstone. •

Disconformity

Leonard-

Permian

Leonard
or

Wolfcamp

Kaibab
Limestone

Toroweap
Formation

Coconino
Sandstone

Hermit
Formation

330 to 
550

Variegated shale and sandstone 
with limestone beds,. Conglo
merate and sandstone at base.

Red and brown sandstone and 
silts tone with gypsum in upper 
part. Limestone and shale in 
lower part, Red sandstone and 
shale at base,

Cherty gray limestone; gypsum 
red beds, breccia at top.

Minor Disconformity
400 to Middle cherty gray limestone
525 between upper and lower gypsum

and detrital beds.
Minor Disconformity

40 to Massive, white to tan, cross-
120 bedded sandstone.

Minor Paraconformity
700 to 
1350

Brick red, massive, flat-bedded 
sandstone.



Table 1 - Continued
Formation Thickness

Characteristics
1'

Permian Queantoweap 350 to Pink tb red massive cross-

Wolfcamp

Sandstone 400 bedded sandstone; intertongues 
with Hermit,

Pakoon 650 to Dolomite, solution breccia,
Limestone 725 ' gypsum and sandstone.

Pennsylvanian- 
MLssissippian-(?)

Callville
limestone

500
800

/^^s-^->,\-^N-^N^N^N^\^vDisconformity
Middle and 
Early
Mississippian

Monte 
Cristo. 
Group

500
700

late (?) Muddy Peak 500 to Brown and gray medium-bedded
Devonian limestone 800 dolomite in lower half; massive

white dolomite and gray lime
stone in upper half.

Regional Angular Unconformity^

limestone, dolomite, sandstone; 
red bed unit near base.

Black limestone on the west 
becoming white dolomite to the 
east. Thin-bedded cherty 
limestone at base.

Early 
Ordovician

tu

Pogonip 100 to Glauconitic dolomite, sandstone,
Group 500 flat pebble conglomerate; white

massive dolomite locally at top. 
Regional Angular Unconformity 

650 to 
900

Late

Cambrian ■

' Middle

Middle 
and Early

Early

Precambrian

Undifferen
tiated

Peasley
limestone

Chisholm
Shale

lyndon
limestone

HLoche
Shale

Prospect
Mountain
Quartzite

650 to 
800

225 to 
375
200 to 
300

Nonconformity

Gray-brown massive dolomite with 
"twiggy" bodies and "hierogly
phic" markings and white lami
nated • dolomite, interbedded.

Black limestone with tan lime
stone mottling and "hierogly
phic" patterns; bright orange 
or tan dolomite unit near top.

Brown, maroon and green 
shale.

Gray, mottled, pisolitic 
limestone.

Green, micaceous shale with 
glauconitic quartzite at base.

Metamorphic 
rocks (not 
named)

Very
thick

Maroon arkosic sands at base 
grading up to tan cross- 
bedded quartzite.

Hornblende, biotite gneiss, mica 
schists, pegmatites, amphibolites, 
etc; migmatites*



by Loiigwell (1923, p. 59, 64) and: therefore were not repeated in this 

work. .Stratigraphic work by McNair (1951) on Whitney and Pakoon Ridge

was supplemented but not duplicated,
' :

Precambrian Rocks

Exposed in the core of the Virgin Mountain Anticline, on part of 

Whitney Ridge and. along South Virgin Peak Ridge,. is a remarkably varied 

and complex suite of metamorphic rocks of Precambrian age, Mostodf the 

rocks are well foliated, but locally almost featureless augen granite is 

gradational with granite gneiss. Gneisses and schists of widely varying 

composition and texture are most prevalent, • Amphibolite, hornblende and 

biotite gneiss, granite gneiss, injection gneiss, muscovite schist and 

quartz-feldspar schist gradational with gneiss are common; most are gar- 

netiferous. The entire sequence is thoroughly intruded by pink granite 

and apHte veins and dikes; quartz veins are ubiquitous. Pods, lenses 

and dikes of tourmaline (shorlite) bearing pegmatite intrude the meta

morphic suite also, especially along folaition. Microcline and quartz, 

often in graphic intergrowth, are major constituents, but they have been 

mined for their muscovite, beryl and chrysoberyl content. All rocks are 

locally cataclastic; mineral smears and rodding of quartz and feldspar 

crystals add texture to the rocks. Much of the granite gneiss is por- 
phyroblastic, especially where fOliAtion iA obbcure^.

Along the crest of Virgin Peak Ridge for a distance of two to 

three miles, a migmatite facies displays flowage folding and complex 

injection to a marked degree. Also exposed in several canyons draining 

Whitney Pass are intensely folded migmatite zones that contain xenoliths



of mdtamoT&ho8ed rocks of recognizable sedimentary origin. The migmatite 

zones apparently resulted from local mobilization of the met amorphic com

plex, for flowage features gradually diminish in intensity away from these

center*!
No large bodies of granite intrusive* like those near Gold Butte 

are present within the mapped area. However, a two square mile area of 

gray augen granite with obscure foliation crops out on Whitney Pass.

This is gradational with granite and hornblende gneisses and schists 

surrounding it, has the same foliation trends and probably resulted from - 

a process,of granitization rather) than intrusion.

Thicknesses of Precambrian strata are impossible to accurately 
determine. The great variety and especially repetition of strata pre

cluded detailed mapping of faulting,or subdivision of the rock sequence. 

Furthermore, steeply dipping and overturned foliation made tops and 

bottoms of beds impossible to recognize and a normal sequence difficult 

to determine. Certainly the metamorphic sequence is thousands of feet 

thick and probably tens of thousands of feet.

Cambrian Formations
General

i n :apparently continuous succession of strata of Early, Middle 

and Late.Cambrian age rests with marked angular unconformity on Pre

cambrian crystallines. Clastic in its lower part, but grading upward 

into limestoneiand finally to dolomite, the successioh represents a 

classic example of transgression and regression preserved in the sedi
mentary record.

13



In the Virgin Mountains Cambrian fossils are rare, and dating 

is based on Wheeler’s (194-3) correlations and paleontologic work at 

Rampart Carve and Mormon Mountains. He indicates the equivalence of Lower 

and Middle Cambrian rocks in the lower half of the Virgin Mountain Cam

brian? The presence of Upper Cambrian strata is supported by Longwell’s 

(1949,- p. 930) identification of a Franconian fauna from equivalent beds 

in the Muddy Mountains.

. Formations originally recognized in the Eureka and Pioche Mining 

Districts, have' been extended to large parts of southern Nevada, western 

Utah/and western Arizona (Wheeler, 1943), The formations recognized in 
the Virgin Mountains are: Prospect Mountain Quartzite, Pioche Shale,

Lyndon Limestone, Chisholm Shale, Peasley Limestone, all of Early and • 

Middle Cambrian age. Upper and Middle Cambrian dolomites which lack a 

formal name comprise the upper one-half of the section.

Cambrian strata thicken westward from 2188 feet oh Whitney Ridge 

to 2450 feet, on Bunkerville Ridge. At the south end of Tramp Ridge in 

the Southern Virgin Mountains a thickness of 2220 feet of Cambrian rocks 

was measured. Orddtician strata rest on progressively older Upper Cam

brian rocks southeastward (fig. 17); this truncation combined with depot* 

sitional thinning results lii thb thinner dambiian sections in that direti^

tion. Within the Cambrian wedge complex intertonguing of dolomite and' '
limestone, and of limestone and shale, has been described by McKee (1945, 

p. 11-15) in the Grand Canyon Region. Similar intertonguing is conspicuous 

in the Cambrian rocks of the Virgin Mountains.
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Prospect Mountain Quartzite

The Prospect. Mountain Quartzite (Hague, 1892) is an easily recog

nized formation that.crops out in many ranges of the eastern and southern 

Great Basin, and in the canyons of. the western Grand Canyon region. In 

the Virgin Mountains it forms conspicuous but much faulted hogbacks along 

the southern half of Bunkerville Ridge and at the base of the cliffs im

mediately north of Virgin Peak. It forms a prominent continuous hogbabk- 

on the east side of South Virgin Peak Ridge and is especially veil exposed 

on Whitney Ridge,

In the Virgin Range a lower red sequence of arkosic detrital rocks 

and an upper brown orthoquartzite unit are recognized. The quartzites 

are cross-bedded and in most places exhibit contorted liesegang patterns 

on weathered surfaces. Being tightly cemented by silica and probably re- 

crystallized, the formation is thoroughly jointed and breaks into regular 

blocks.

The formation thickens to the north and west. At the south end 

of Tramp Ridge it is 186 feet thick* on Whitney Ridge 223 feet thick, and 

near Nickle Creek on Bunkerville Ridge 302 feet thick. Reber (1951* 

p. 10-12) measured 533 feet in the Beaver Dam Mountains and Tschanz and 

P&mpeyan (1961) report 300-500 feet in the Mormon Mountains.

The origin of the Prospect Mountain Quartzite is well established

(McKee, 1945). It is a classic example in. geology of a beach and near
; " - ' - • • '

shore marine deposit formed by seas advancing across weathered metamor- 
phiticdnd granitic terrain.

Over most of the eastern Great Basin the basal Cambrian sandstone 

is referred to the Prospect Mountain Quartzite, Tintic Quartzite is
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preferred in northern Utah and Tapeats Sandstone is used in eastern and 

central Grand Canyon; all are names for a physically continuous unit”. 

"Wheeler (1943), Schenk and Wheeler (1942), McKee (1945) and Wheeler and 

Beesley (194#), however, have shown that the Prospect Mountain Quartzite 

is Early Cambrian in Nevada and (the Tapeats) is Middle Cambrian in the 

western and eastern Grand Canyon areas. Although not directly dated by 

fossils in the Virgin Mountains, the quartzite is presumed to be Lower 

Cambrian as suggested by Lower Cambrian fauna collected from the over- 

lying Pioche Shale at both Delamar, Nevada, and western Grand Canyon 

(Wheeler, 1943, p. 1806).
The Prospect Mountain Quartzite is overlain by the Pioche Shale,

A well defined transition zone containing lithologies of both formations 

indicate continuous deposition and eastward advance of the beach environ

ment. •

Pioche Shale

The name Pioche Shale was originally applied by Walcott (1908)
• • ' = . ' . .. ■ . " 

to 970 feet of green shale, at Pioche, Nevada. The shale is a prominent

marker in the Virgin Mountains, where it forms a bench and subdued slope 
■ • ■ ■ ■ ■ : . ■ 

above Prospect Mountain hogbacks or cliffs.- It is generally covered

with talus and debris and is well exposed only where dissected by washes.

Because it is an especially incompetent unit, the formation has localized
'A

much faulting, bedding plane slippage and minor crumpling.

Over much of the Virgin Range, the formation is divisible into 

a lower transitional unit and an upper shale unit. The transition zone 

contains interbedded glauconitic and micaceous quartzite and siltstone



and a few thin oolitic hematite beds. The unit grades upward to bright 

green micaceous shale with minor interbeds of maroon and brown siltstone. 

Both units show complex patterns of burrows on bedding surfaces.

Within the Virgin Range thicknesses vary from 364 feet on Whitney 

Ridge to 228 feet on Bunkerville Ridge, A thickness of 320 feet is pre

sent on Tramp Ridge. Reber (1951# p. 13) reports 215 feet in the Beaver 

Dam Mountains, and Tschans and Pampeyan (1961) measured 350 feet in the 

Mormon Range. The transition zone at the base varies from a few to 60 
feet thick.

The Pioche Shale is considered to be a transgressive marine litho- 

facies formed farther seaward than the Prospect Mountain lithofacies. 

Regionally, the Cambrian shale facies is younger eastward. At Pioche, 

Mormon Mountains, and western Grand Canyon, Lower and Middle Cambrian 

fauna occur within the Pioche while Middle Cambrian forms are reported 

from the uppermost Prospect Mountain Quartzite at Music Mountain, Arizona 

(Stoyanow, 1936). The Virgin Mountain Pioche Shale is probably also of 

Early and Middle Cambrian age.

The Bright Angel Shale of the Grand Canyon and the Ophir Shale 

of north-central Utah are physically continuous with the Pioche Shale and 

contain similar trilobite forms, like the Pioche, these beds become 

younger eastward. The Pioche Shale grades upward into limestone.

lyndon limestone

A cliff-forming ledge or hogback is formed by the lyndon lime

stone above the Pioche Shale. In the Virgin Mountains the limestone is 

continuous and usually well exposed. Locally, its lower half, being

17



somewhat softer, i!s covered ty talus;' The,name Lyndon Limestone was 

applied by Westgate (1927) and Westgate and Knopf (1932) to expobures near 

Ploche, Nevada.

Gray, black, and brown micrite that weathers light gray to yellow-
- ' : 'brown and reddish-brown is characteristic of the Lyndon limestone. Much 

brown shaly mottling is present, which when weathered, gives the beds a 

cdrregated appearance. Part of the lower beds are pisolitic and some are 

oolitic; both ooliths and pisoliths are replaced by limonite, which stains 
the rocks yellow-brown.

The tgmdon limestone is of uniform thickness across the Virgin .. 

Mountain-area. On Whitney Ridge it is 88 feet thick, on Tramp Ridge 69 

feet and on Bunkerville Ridge 95 feet. However, the formation thickens 

westward to 4-50 feet in Lincoln County (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1961). East

ward the limestone thins gradually and disappears just east of the Grand 

Walsh Cliffs;

No fossils were found in the Lyndon limestone in the Virgin Range. 

However, its stratigraphic position clearly indicates its age for it lies 

between the Pioche and Chisholm Shales, both of which have yielded a Mid- 

die Cambrian fauna in the Mormon Range. McNair (1951, p. 515) shows the 

Lyndon Limestone to be equivalent to McKee’s Meriwitica and:Tinecanebits 

Tongues of the Bright Angel Shale. McKee (1945, p. 37-77) has shown 

these to be two of several marine limestone tongues which interfinger east

ward with the Bright Angel Shale and which represent a fluctuating eastward 

advance of Cambrian seas. Westward these tongues connect with the lower 

part of the Peasley-Mauv Limestone. The clastic tongues separating the
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thin limestone wedges from the Peasley-Mauv mark temporary regressions.

In the Virgin Range the Chisholm Shale is such a tongue.

Chisholm Shale

The Chisholm Shale (Walcott, 1916) is a thin, soft unit which 

forms a subdued bench and slope between massive cliffs of Peasley and 

Lyndon Limestone. Locally, the outcrop is discontinuous for the incom

petent beds are especially susceptible to bedding plane movements and 
squeezing.

Green, brown and maroon micaceous shale comprise most of Chisholm 

lithology. A few reddish-brown weathering gray biosparite beds are inter- 

calated. These are discontinuous and only one to two inches thick; they 

locally contain trilobite fragments.

In the Virgin Range the Chisholm Shale is as uniform in thickness 

as the Lyndon Limestone. Eighty-four feet were measured on Tramp Ridge,

72 feet on Buhkerville Ridge and 71 on Whitney Ridge. Eastward and west

ward from the Virgin Mountains the Chisholm maintains a relatively uniform 

thickness.

McNair (1951, p. 515) correlates the Chisholm Shale with McKee's 

Flour Sack Member of the Bright Angel Shale. East of the Grand Wash 

Cliffs where the Lyndon limestone (Meriwitica and Tinecanebits Tongues of 

Bright Angel Shale) is missing the Chisholm becomes the upper part of the 

Bright Angel Shale. Both workers consider these units to mark a temporary 

regression of Middle Cambrian seas.

The Chisholm grades abruptly upward into Peasley limestone.



Peasley limestone

Wheeler (1940) named the Peasley limestone from exposures in the 

Pioche District. In the Virgin Mountains the formation forms prominent 

double cliffs above Pioche and Ghisholm slopes. Where the formation dips 

steeper than 20 degrees it forms hogbacks and ledges with steep, smooth 

dip.slopes or vertical walls. The formation crops out in a faulted, 

•discontinuous belt on Bunkerville Ridge and forms the lower cliffs north 

•of Virgin Peak. Uhfaulted outcrops continue southward on the east side 

of South Virgin Peak Ridge to Middle Spring, Excellent exposures are 

also.present on Whitney Ridge.

The lithology of the Peasley Limestone is distinctive. Black to 
dark gray micrite, some of which apparently is recrystallized, forms most

of the thickness. Character is added to these rocks by laminae and dia-
■; ; ■ ;

continuous thin layers of gray micrite and argillaceous micrite which 

weather light brown to orange- red and impart to the strata a distinctive 

mottled effect. Complex .systems of burrows filled with impure micrite 

weather lighter shades of gray, tan and red than the rocks enclosing them; 

this results in a weathering pattern which resembles -hieroglyphic markings.
' . - ■.-V.

Differential weathering of micrite laminae, layers and burrows together 

produces a rough, corrugated surface on weathered exposures which is ty

pical of the Peasley. Upper and lower cliff-forming limestones are sepa

rated by a thin ledge-forming unit of shaly limestone, shale and sand

stone. The top of the Peasley is easily located by 100 feet of bright 

orange or light brown dolomite about 70 feet beneath the upper contact.

From southeast to northwest the Peasley thickens markedly. On 

Tramp Ridge it is 663 feet thick; it thickens to 791 feet on Whitney Ridge

20
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and to 890 feat on BunkerviUe Ridge. Wheeler (1943, p. 1805, 1791) 

reports much thinner sections to the northwest in the Mormon Range and 

Pidche District, McKee’s sections at South (brand Wash Cliffs and Peach 

Springs Canyon illustrate thinning'of the Peasley (Muav) southeastward.

The Peasley limestone represents the limestone lithofacies formed 

by the Early-Middle Cambrian transgression. In the Virgin Mountains the

Peasley is probably the deeper depositions! basin facies equivalent of
"

the Bright Angel Shale and Tapeats Sandstone in the Grand Canyon area.
* - v

Burrowed mielite suggests deposition in water normally undisturbed by 

strong currents and at considerable distance from a source. Occasional 

agitation of bottom muds by wave or current activity and influx of fine 

sediments is suggested by edgewise conglomerates and shaly beds. The 

bright orange dolomite tongues at the top of the Peasley apparently are 

similar to those described by McKee extending eastward from the base of 

the Muav limestone and may have a Similar origin. They may have formed
" 1 -

during maximum transgression of Middle Cambrian seas, or perhaps during
.:,.a :

incipient regression when waters began to shallow.

Mo folsils other than ironn burrows were seen i n  the Peasley of 

the Virgin Mountains, However, McNair (1951, p. 508) reports trilobite 

fragments from the medial shale beds -on Whitney Ridge. Dating of the 

formation as Middle Cambrian is based on fauna collected from equivalent 

rocks of the Muav limestone in the Grand Canyon area (Resser, 1945, p. I84), 

However, it has been demonstrated that the Feasley-Muav limestones, like 

the rocks beneath them, are younger eastward. Still, the Upper-Middle 

Cambrian boundary remains unrecognized in the region.
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Gradationally overlying the Peasley is a sequence of unnamed 

dolomites. The boundary is marked by the lowest white, laminated, fine

grained dolomite of the overlying.beds.

Cambrian Undifferentiated

A sequence of dolomites of varied lithology comprise the upper 

half of the Cambrian section in the Virgin Mountains. Equivalent rocks

of identical lithology but varying thickness crop out in the Beaver Dam,
/ " ' . - 

Mormon and Muddy Mountains and in the western Grand Canyon region. Simi

lar rocks at the:top of Cambrian sections in the subsurface of central 
and southern Utah are called lynch Dolomite, but it is possible these 

are dolomite facies of the Muav limestone and therefore older, at least 

in part, than the dolomite sequence in southeastern Nevada. At any rate, 

the uppermost Cambrian rocks in western Arizona and southeastern Nevada 

have yet to receive a formal name. Inasmuch as pre-Pogonip erosion re

moved successively g reaterrthicknesses of the upper part of these rocks 

southeastward, a more complete section should be expected in the Mormon 

Range. For this reason naming of the sequence is postponed until that 

section is examined.

Undifferentiated dolomites in the Virgin Mountains crop out in 

highly faulted exposures on Bunkerville Ridge, on the cliffs north of 

Virgin Peak, on both east and west sides of South Virgin Peak Ridge, and 

on the walls and floor of Lime Kiln, lower Ruin and Cougar canyons. They 

form much of the mountain face immediately northwest of Whitney Pass. 

Excellent exposures and an unfaulted sequence are present on Whitney Ridge, 

The rocks weather to ledgy slopes. Where dips are steep, however, they

\
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form steep, smooth dip slopes and saddles. A. massive upper dolomite unit 

characteristically forms vertical cliffs. The dolomites are especially 

susceptible to brecelation. In most places, whole beds tens of feet thick 

are reduced to rubble by small faults. Locally, as beneath flat glide 

faults, the entire sequence is so thoroughly shattered that.it erodes to 

smooth-sloped badlands.

For convenience, the dolomite sequence can be divided into three 

units: (l) a thin upper white dolomite, present only on Bunkerville

Ridge, (2) a middle massive cliff-forming brown dolomite, and (3) a lower 

sequence of alternating white, gray and brown dolomites.

On Bunkerville Ridge the top of the Cambrian is marked by twenty 
feet of laminated white dolomite, the upper surface of which shows ero- 

sional relief of several feet. The unit is missing by pre-Pogonip erosion 

everywhere on Virgin Peak Block two miles away. The middle, massive cliff- 

forming unit consists of dark bbownish-gray dolomite containing white 

"twiggy bodies" and distinctive "hieroglyphic" patterns. Its base is 

marked on Tramp Ridge by a thin flat pebble conglomerate. From Virgin Peak 

Block southeastward, Ordovician strata rest on successively lower beds of 

this unit. An alternating sequence of white, gray and brown dolomite 

comprises the lower unit. The white beds are laminated and contain slump 

structures and cryptozoan mounds; the gray and brown dolomites are similar 

to those of the middle unit. In addition, thin beds of flat pebble conglo

merate are intercalated. The lower unit is an overall light color that 

contrasts to the dark brown-gray of the overlying middle unit.

Overall the undifferentiated Cambrian rocks thin southeastward.both 

ty depbsitiqnal. and erosional thinning. On Bunkerville Ridge 863 feet of



dolomite compares with 898 feet on Tramp Ridge. This dolomite thins to 

651 feet on Whitney Ridge, Only W O  feet of the difference can be attri

buted to erosion of uppermost Cambrian strata.

McKee (1945) considers the dolomitic.beds above the Muav of the
• i- • ■ • ' ** ' ' ' ' *

Grand Canyon area to have been deposited by regressive Upper Cambrian

seas. Presumably shallowing of waters allowed concentration of magnesium 
•' * • • '* \

to the point where lime mud was early converted to dolomite. Evidence

of shallow waters is, furnished by occasional interbedded flat pebble con

glomerate and current-deformed laminae.

Evidence for a Late Cambrian age of the undifferentiated dolomites 

is furnished by trilobites from strata in the Muddy Mountains. These 

fossils, described by C. E. Resser (Longwell, 1949, p. 930) as "elements 

of Upper Cambrian Franconia fauna," occur above typical Peasley strata 

but.1000 feet beneath fossiliferous Devonian. Although part of this 1000 

feet is probably Pogonip, there is no doubt that much of the section is

equivalent to dolomites beneath the Cambrian-Ordovician unconformity in
■the Virgin Range.

Cambrian rocks in the Virgin Mountains are,separated from Ordo

vician by a regional unconformity that apparently is only present south

east of the Las Vegas-Wasatch Line. Langenheim and others (1961, p, 597), 

working in the Arrow Canyon Range 60 miles west of the Virgin Mountains, 

states that lower Pogonip rocks are apparently conformable on Upper

; Cambrian dolomites. Basal Ordovician sandstones and shales resting on.an
* • •*uneven surface of truncated Cambrian strata in the Virgin Mountains prove 

unconformity there. This unconformity.extends at least as far east as the 

• Grand- Hash Cliffs where Ordovician rocks wedge out. East of this area
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Devonian rocks rest on Upper Cambrian dolomites or Muav Limestone as a 

result of both pre-Pogonip and pre-Muddy Peak truncation.

Pogonip Group (Ordovician)

The name Pogonip was originally defined in Central Nevada by 

Clarence King (1878, p. 187-195, 248). Hintze (1951) elevated the forma

tion to group status and in western Utah defined six formations. Most 

workers now recognize the Pogonip as a group including all Ordovician 

rocks beneath the Eureka Quartzite, McNair (1951# p. 514) first recog

nized the probable existence of Ordovician rocks in the Virgin Mountains; 

he assigned them tentatively to the Pogonip Group. Physical evidence 

from the present study supports his conclusion.

As a result of repetition by faulting, Pogonip rocks crop out in 

many discontinuous bands within the Virgin Range, They are particularly 

well exposed locally on Bunkerville Ridge, on the south side of Cougar 

Canyon, the west side of Ruin Canyon along almost its entire length, on 

the eastern side of Lime Kiln Canyon, and on Whitney Ridge. In addition, 

the group appears in faulted segments on the eastern and western slopes of 

south Virgin Peak Ridge and in the cliffs immediately north of Virgin Peak.

In the Virgin Mountains an upper and lower dolomite unit is re

cognized. The upper unit of the Pogonip Group is present only oh Bunker-
.

ville Ridge and in lime Kiln and Cougar Canyon. South and eastward the 

unit wedges out by pre-Muddy Peak truncation; from the vicinity of Virgin 

Peak to the southern tip of Tramp Ridge, basal Devonian elastics rest on 

successively lower beds of the lower Pogonip unit, Pogonip rocks pinch
civ
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out west of Grand Wash Cliffs. The lower unit forms ledgy slopes and 

, saddles while the upper unit forms strong, massive cliffs/

Massive, light gray to white, cliff-forming dolomite forms the 

upper unit of the Pogonip. It is coarse- to medium-crystalline with a 

few dolomite lined vugs, "HieroglyphicM patterns formed by very light 

gray micrite-filled tubes and burrows are locally present. Rows of 

solution pits parallel to bedding and faint laminae are characteristic. 

The unit is about 200 feet thick near the mouth of lime Kiln Canyon but 

thins to 100 feet on Bunkerville Ridge. A few feet are present in Cougar 

Canyon, but this disappears a short distance south of Virgin Peak.

Rocks of the lower unit consist of a varied sequence of yellow- 

brown, porous glauconitic dolomite with scattered chert nodules, light 

gray to pink, massive dolomite and red to light brown dolomite and dolo- 

ndtic limestone. Minor but conspicuous beds of brown, glauconitic, sandy 

beds, brown intramicrudite, and gray-brown oosparite and biosparite with 

irregular dark-brown weathering streaks are interbedded.

Both depositions! thinning and truncation of beds results in 

southeastward thinning of Pogonip strata in the Virgin Mountains. A 

thickness of 550 feet was measured in Lime Kiln Canyon but this thins to 

415 feet on Bunkerville Ridge and to 216 feet on Whitney Ridge. Farther 

south, on Tramp Ridge, the formation is 121 feet thick,

Pogonip rocks in the Virgin Range record the advance of Early 

Ordovician seas onto the shelf adjacent to the Cordilleran Geosyncline. 

The basal sandy beds, odsparites and intramicrudites suggest warm shallow 

seas. As suggested by their rich glauconite content, the thick-bedded 

dolomites in the sequence may be a product of deeper waters. If marine
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life was abundant, its record in the Virgin Mountain Pogonip was largely 

obliterated hy later dolomitization.

Fossils, ranging in age from earliest Ordovician to.Middle Ordo- 

vician have been identified or described from the Pogonip in southern 

Nevada and Utah by Himtze (1952), Reso (1963), Langenheim (1962) and 

others. Fossil, fragments from Pogonip beds on Whitney Ridge "suggest an 

age younger than Cambrian" (McNair, 1951, p. 514)• Virgin Mountain Pogo

nip rocks most closely resemble those described by Langenheim (1962, p. 514) 

from lower Pogonip beds in the Arrow Canyon Range. Considering the in

creasing amount of time represented by the regional unconformity•at the 

top. of the Pogonip southeastward, it is probable that only Lower Ordovician 
rocks are present in the Virgin Range,

Strata lithologically identical to the Pogonip of the Virgin Range 

occur also in the Beaver Dam and Mormon Mountains. McNair (1952, p. 48) 

indicates equivalent lithologies in the Frenchman Mountains and Longwell 

(1949, p. 926) suggests their presence in the Muddy Mountains.

Basal Devonian sandstone rests on an irregular erosional surface 

on truncated Ordovician beds in the Virgin Range. Farther southeastward 

Ordovician rocks are completely overlapped and in the Grand Canyon region 

Devonian beds rest, on Muav limestone or on undifferentiated Cainbrian^dolo- 

mite.

Muddy Peak limestone (Devonian)

Longwell (1928, p. 24) named the Muddy Peak Limestone from expo

sures. in the Muddy Mountains. Equivalent strata crop out widely in the 

Virgin Mountains, A faulted band of Muddy Peqk Limestone appears just
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south of Dry Cascade Canyon, forms much of the southern wall of Cougar 

Canyon, the vertical cliff face beneath Virgin Peak, and continues un

broken southward along the western slopes of Ruin Canyon almost to its 

mouth. On South Virgin Peak Ridge .the formation is dismembered by com

plex faulting.and outcrops, though well exposed, are incomplete and highly 

brecciated. Ihe same situation exists on Bunkerville Ridge. On Whitney 

Ridge and in lime Kiln Canyon, however, the formation is unfaulted and ' 

well exposed. Exposures of Muddy Peak Limestone form strong cliffs, smooth 

dip slopes and ledgy slopes. However, the strata wire particularly suscep

tible to brecciation and in areas of strong faulting the whole formation 

may be reduced to coarse cemented rubble. The formation consists of an 
upper cliff-forming massive white dolomite and a lower ledge-forming series 
of brown dolomite.

• • The base of the Muddy Peak limestone.is marked by five feet of 

green soft dolomitic sandstone, which changes on the southeastern edge of 

the range to 30 feet of red-brown sandstone and dolomite. This is succeeded 

by a series of alternating light and dark layers of brown and brown-gray 

medipm-bedded dolomite which contains siliceous streaks and chert beds.

Most of these beds are decidedly fetid. The upper half of the formation 

contains massive, light-colored beds of coarse-grained dolomite which has 

replaced limestone along laminae and fractures. Isolated undolomitized 

beds and zones,are blue-gray micrite which contains few chert zones; they 

form strong white cliffs. The upper unit is exceptionally porous and of 
good reservoir potential.

The Muddy Peak limestone thickens northwestward. It is 552 feet 

thick on Whitney Ridge, and 666 feet thick on Tramp Ridge; a thickness of



788 feet was measured on BunkerviUe Ridge. McNair (1951# p. 517.). reports . 

only 4-03 feet in the South Hurricane cliffs.

. Kirk identified fauna collected by Longwell (1928# p. 26) from the 

Muddy Peak Limestone in the Muddy Mountains as probable Middle Devonian; 

Although fossils are rare in the Virgin Mountain Devonian, McNair (1951# 

p. 516) suggests that an assemblage of horn corals, gastropods, brachlo- 

pods and Stromatonora is Late Devonian in age.

Locally, at least, the Muddy Peak Limestone as used in this re

port includes the Mississippian Dawn Limestone. Horn corals collected 

from a small area of undolomitized black crinoidal limestone from upper

most Muddy Peak beds in Ruin Canyon are Mississippi# (p. 28, this paper). 

The limestone changes laterally to coarse dolomite identical to the Muddy 

Peak and inseparable from it. Over most of the range the Mississippian- 

Devonian boundary lies somewhere within the massive upper Muddy Peak beds 

and was not recognized. Distinctive Anchor Limestone beds were taken to 

mark the base of the Monte Cristo Group for mapping purposes.

Langenheim1s (1962, p. 601) and Reso’s (1963, p. 909) descriptions 

of the Arrow Canyon Formation of the Arrow Canyon Range and ,pper Guilmette 

Formation of the Pahranagat Range, respectively, appear similar to the 

lower unit of the Muddy Peak Limestone of the Virgin Rangel The Crystal 

Pass Limestone of the Arrow Canyon Range may be equivalent to limestones 

in the upper Muddy Peak, but dolomitization of these rocks in the Virgin 

Range has obliterated most of the original limestone, making correlation 

hazardous. Typical Muddy Peak strata are present in the Beaver Dam, Muddy 

and Frenchman Mountains.
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Except locally in Ruin Canyon, the Dawn Limestone Member of the 

Monte Cristo Group is missing (or dolondtized and rendered indistinguish

able from Upper Muddy Peak dolomites) and Anchor Limestone rests paracon- 

formably on Muddy Peak Limestone.
i

• Monte Cristo.Group (Missisaippian)

Mississippian rocks in the Virgin Mountains are assigned to the 

Monte Cristo Group. Hewett (1931) defined the Monte Cristo Limestone and 

divided it into five members; Langenheim (1963, p. 33) raided the gross 

unit to group rank and redefined the five, members as formations. They 

are, in ascending order: Dawn Limestone, Anchor Limestone, Bullion lime

stone, Arrowhead Limestone, and Yellowpine Limestone, Girty (Hewett, 1931, 

p. 18-21) assigns the Monte Cristo Limestone fauna to the Kipderhook and 

Osage Epochs. With the exception of the Dawn Limestone, which is only 

locally recognizable, the formations are readily identified in the Virgin. 

Mountains. They form prominent vertical cliffs,. steep dip slopes, and 

rugged ridge crests on Bunkerville Ridge and Virgin Peak Blockj in Cougar 

and Lime Kiln Canyons.they form vertical walls hundreds of feet high.

Within the width of the Virgin Range, rocks of the Monte Cristo 

Group undergo marked facies change. On Bunkerville Ridge black biosparite 

and biosparrudite comprise the entire thickness. This facies changes 

eastward by intertonguing to coarsely crystalline dolomite which is well 

developed on Tramp and Whitney Ridge. Apparently the facies change is 

regional for the writer has recognized identical transformation of Lower 

Mississippian carbonates in the surface and subsurface rocks along the 

central Utah shelf-basin boundary between Provo and Cedar City. Inasmuch



as the limestone facies is petroliferous and fetid and the up dip dolomite 

facies contains excellent intercrystalline and vuggy porosity, exploratory 

effort to uncover similar facies in the subsurface may be justified.

Thinning of Mississippian rocks coincides with facies changes.

On Burikerville Ridge the limestone facies is 695 feet thick. The dolomite 

facies on Tramp Ridge is only 486 feet thick, and on Whitney Ridge (McNair, 

1951, p. 519) 577 feet thick. Westward and northward the Monte Opisto 

group thickens to 887 feet in the Mormon Range, 1044 foot in the Muddy 

Mountains and 964 feet in the Beaver Dam Range (Langenheim, 1963, p. 34) • 

Ifearly everywhere in the Virgin Mountains the Dawn Limestone is 

indistinguishable from dolomite in upper Muddy Peak beds; for the purpose 

of mapping it was therefore usually included in the Muddy Peak limestone. . 

However, locally in Ruin Canyon, about 50 feet of black crinoidal limestone 

beneath the Anchor Limestone, containing Aaplexjazaphrentia sp. of Mis

sissippian age, is considered to be the Dawn Limestone. Above the Muddy 

Peak limestone or Dawn Limestone is a sequence of. alternating thin beds of 

chert and black limestone assigned to the Anchor Limestone. It forms a 

subdued rusty, chert covered slope between massive cliff-forming beds and 

is therefore one of the most distinctive mappable .units in the Virgin 

Range. Being a thin-bedded incompetent unit between rigid, massive rocks, 

much of the stresses of faulting and uplift in the region were transferred

to and localized by it. The formation has localized most of the low angle
< -

glide.faulting.in the region and has suffered bedding plane slips and 

flowage to a marked degree, especially beneath thrust and low angle glide 

faults. Above the Anchor Limestone are massive, cliff-forming beds of 

black limestone referred to the Bullion and Yellowpine Limestones. The
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two formations are separated by about 14 feet of thin-bedded, nodulir 

Arrowhead Limestone, which is covered or faulted out at most localities. 

Both the Bullion and Yellowpine Limestone contain abundant lithostro&ion- 

tids,. the genus Syringonora. rugose coral, crinoid, bryozoan, algae and 

•gastropod remains, and much of both formations is petroliferous. On 

Tramp and Whitney Ridges the formations are coarse-grained, porous dolo

mite, having changed facies eastward by intertonguing with the limestone.

In east-central Nevada and western Utah, the Monte Cpisto Grou|> 

is represented by the Joana Limestone and parts of the Chainman and Pilot 

Shale, The Gardison Limestone and upper Fitchville Formation of north- 

central Utah are also equivalent to rocks of the Monte Cpiste Group. The 

members of the Redwall Limestone of the Grand Canyon area, as defined by 

McKee (1963# p. 021-022), are easily matched with formations of the Monte 

Cpisto Group.< Certainly the Thunder Springs Member is equivalent to the 

Anchor Limestone; probably the Dawn limestone is represented by the Whit

more Wash Member, the Bullion Limestone by the Mooney Falls Member, and 

the Yellowpine limestone by the Horseshoe Mesa Member.

Monte Cristo Group rocks are overlain by thin- to thick-bedded 

micrite and oomicrite of probable Chester age, which are included here in 

the basal Callville limestone.

Callville limestone (MlseissiooianT-Pennsylvanlan)

. The name Callville Limestone was proposed by Longwell (1921, p. 47) 

for Carboniferous limestones exposed in Callville Wash in the Muddy

Mountains, In the Virgin Mountains, Callville outcrops .are widespread.
. . »#

On Bunkerville Ridge they form vertical hogbacks and smooth, steep dip



slopes hundreds of feet high. On Virgin Peak Block and in the Lime Kiln 

Canyon area Callvilie limestones form a stripped surface approximating 

dip. Where dissected, the formation produces ledgy slopes, cliffs and 

smooth dip slopes.

lithologically, the Callville Limestone is strikingly heterogeneous. 

The formation contains thick beds of cherty oosparite, biosparite, bio- 

pelsparite and micrite interbedded with white and pink porous dolomite. 

Cyclic interbeds of purple, pink, brown and pale orange cross-bedde#, sandy 

limestone and sandstone are common in the upper part. Near the base 75, 

feet of red detrital beds with interbedded limestone are conspicuous. 

Although most of the Callville limestones are dense, the oolitic,, pellets! 

and fossiliferous beds may develop porosity in the subsurface. The succes

sion of rock types indicates shallow water deposition on a semi-stable 

shelf adjacent to the Cordilleran geo syncline!.

From just east of the southern Hurricane Cliffs, where the Call- 

ville limestone changes facies to lower Supai redbeds, the formation

thickens northwestward at a uniform rate. McNair (1951, p. 522) measured
•• . . .  '

518 feet of Callville on Pakoon Ridge a few miles east of the Virgin Range. 

At Whitney Pockets the Callville is 746 feet thick; this thickens to 782 

feet on Bunkerville Ridge. About 1000 feet of Callville is present in 

the Beaver Dam Mountains. Over 2300 feet of Bird Spring Group in the 

Arrow Canyon Range is considered to be mostly Pennsylvanian by Langenheim 

(1962, p, 603) and equivalent, in part, to the Callville Limestone.

Callville Limestone as originally defined by Longwell (1921, p. 47) 

was considered entirely of Pennsylvanian age, McNair (1951, p, 524) sub

sequently recognized Wolfcampian beds in the upper part of the Callville
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on Pakoon Ridge; he named them Pakoon Limestone and restricted Callville 

terminology to the Pennsylvanian portion of the section. In the Arrow 

Canyon Range Langdhheim (1962, p, 596) recognized a Late Mississippian 

fauna in the basal Bird Spring Group (BSa unit) from rocks and strati

graphic sequences identical to basal Callville beds in the Virgin Range, 

Rocks of Chesterian age in the Muddy Mountains, called Bluepoint Lime

stone by Longwell (1928, p. 30), are probably equivalent to the BSa unit 

of the Bird Spring Group, Endothyroid Foraminifera of Chesterian age 

were recovered from limestones directly beneath the Callville in Pan 

American's No. 1 Pintura well near Leeds, Utah. These fossils support 

Bissell's (1963, p. 30) statement that Chesterian age strata underlie the 

Callville in extreme southwestern Utah. Unfortunately, Bissell (1963, 

p. 30) chose to include them in the Rogers Spring (Lower Mississippian) 

Limestonei1 . From the foregoing it seems likely that Chesterian age 

rocks are present on the shelf southeast of the Las Vegas-Wasatch Line.

The fact that deposition was apparently continuous across the Mississip- 

pian-Pennsylvanian boundary and that the rocks formed in each period are: 

similar argues that the Chesterian age strata may naturally be included 

in the Bird Spring or Callville Limestone. In view of the close correla- 

tion of basal Callville beds in the Virgin Range with the BSa unit of the 

Bird Spring Group of the Arrow Canyon Range, the Virgin Mountain Callville 

is considered to be both Pennsylvanian and Mississippian (?). .Further

more, Brill (1963, p. 310-311) shows only Virgil and Atokan rocks in the
-

Virgin Mountain Callville. Welsh (1959) suggests the presence of Virgilian, 

Desmoinesian and Morrowan sediments on the Callville Shelf southeast of 

his Las Vegas Line. It is apparent therefore that the Pennsylvanian System
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is only incompletely represented' by Callville rocks in the Virgin Moun

tains. Sandstone or limestone pebble conglomerate in',the formation may. 

mark intraformational unconformities.

Callville limestones are separated from basal dolomite beds of 

the overlying Pakoon limestone by a minor disconformable,: channeled 

surface of low relief.

PERMIAN FORMATIONS

General

Strata of Wolfcampian and Leonardian age have been recognized 

in the Virgin Mountains (McNair, 1951; Brill, 1963; Welsh, 1959). Fol

lowing correlation and fusU^inid dating by Brill (1963), Lower WolfCaspian 
rocks are assigned to the Pakoon limestone and Upper Wolf campian beds to 

the Queantoweap Sandstone and Hermit Formation. The Coconino Sandstone 

is tentatively regarded as Early Leonardian (?) in age, Toroweap and 

Kaibab Limestone are -Leonardian in age. The Permian section is readily 

located by its slope or valley forming redbeds and its position between 

hogbacks of Kaibab and Callville Limestone.

Permian rocks thicken westward across the area. On Pakoon Ridge
/ ' '

2677 feet are present (McNair, 1951). This thickens to 3180+ feet at

Whitney Pockets and to 3390 feet on Bunkerville Ridge, Brill (1963) and«
Welsh (1959) indicate continued westward thickening and facies change. 

Pakoon limestone
,

McNair (1951, p. 524) named the Pakoon Limestone from exposures 

on Pakoon Ridge three miles east of the Virgin Range. He recognized its 

Wolf campian age from a sparse fusulinid fauna. Pakoon beds form subdued



ledgy slopes at the base of vertical Callville dip slopes on Bunkerville 

Ridge. The formation is well exposed at the southwestern corner of Virgin 

Peak Block near Whitney Pockets where it forms stripped surfaces, dip 

slopes and rounded &ills. On the mountain east of Lime Kiln Canyon a wide 

stripped surface approximating dip was formed on upper Pakoon beds by re

moval of the overlying softer Permian redbeds. Canyons draining this 

mountain reveal exceptional exposures of Pakoon and older rocks.

Pakoon limestone is a misnomer, for the formation consists pri

marily of dolomite. The lower half contains fine to coarsely crystalline 

pale orange and light gray dolomite in beds one to four feet thick, with 

few interbeds of soft, very light gray dolomite. The upper part contains 

much soft, very light gray, fine-grained dolomite, minor sandstone, gypsum 

and associated solution breccias. In Red Rock Amphitheater 250 feet of 

gypsum interbedded with thin, very fine-grained dolomite beds occurs at 

the top of the Pakoon. This wedges out within a mile to the west and on 

Bunkerville Ridge only 15 feet of gypsum is present within a section of 

fine-grained cherty dolomite and solution breccias. Much of the light 

gray, fine-grained dolomite has a very porous, spongy texture.

Pakoon limestone maintains a relatively uniform thickness from 

Pakoon (688 feet) to Bunkerville Ridge (647 feet), A thicker section 

(723 feet) at Whitney Pockets is attributed to a thick wedge of gypsum 

at the top of that section. About 1000 feet of Wolfcamp carbonates are 

present in the Mormon Range and about 650 feet in the Beaver Dam Mountains 

(Brill, 1963, p. 321).

Pakoon dolomites are considered to have formed by a regressive 

phase following eastward transgression of Callville seas. Evaporites in
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the upper Pakoon were formed by deposition in a narrow, elongate lagoon 

along the shelf-basin margin. Similar evaporites in the Frenchman Moun

tains, Muddy Mountains and Star Range (near Milford, Utah) outline the 

northeast trend of the evaporite basin.

The Pakoon limestone is recognized as a distinct formation as 

far north as the southern Pavant Range, Utah. Eastward from there the 

formation interfingers with basal Cedar Mesa Sandstone and is referred to 

the Elephant Canyon Formation (Baars, 1962). East of the Virgin Range, 

Pakoon Limestone wedges out (McNair, 1951# p. 525) near the Hurricane 

Cliffs. Welsh (1959) shows Pakoon dolomite going over in southern Nevada 
by facies change westward to marine limestone which he terms Apex Forma

tion. He proposed that Apex Formation include the Lower Wolf camp basin 
facies and that Pakoon Limestone be restricted to the Lower Wolf camp

shelf facies. Formerly, limestone of the Apex Formation comprised the. . - i
upper part of the Bird Spring Formation.

In the Virgin Mountains upper Pakoon evaporites are succeeded 

apruptly, but apparently conformably, by flat, thin-bedded basal silt 

and sandstone of the Queantoweap Sandstone,

Queantoweap Sandstone

Queantoweap Sandstone was named by McNair (1951# p. 525) from 

exposures in Queantoweap Valley.: 'Brill (1963, p. 320) assigns the Quean

toweap a Late Wolfcampian age based on his correlation with an Upper 

Wolf camp marine section in the Arrow Canyon Range. Queantoweap beds 

form part of a wide strike valley on the west side of Bunkerville Ridge. 

In Red Rock Amphitheater and the Lime Kiln Canyon area they form sets of
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massive, rounded ledges and cliffs beneath the more easily eroded Hermit 

sandstones.' ' " ' . • z
The formation consists almost entirely of sandstone. Pink to red,

- * ' . ifine- to medium-grained, friable sand in massive beds constitutes most
- ' .

of the formation. The sand is calcareous, well sorted and shows both large

scale cross-beds with abrupt basal contacts and low angle, tangential
• - • ,

cross-beds in thin sets. Basal sandstones are flat, thin- to thick-bedded,

and contain pale orange and maroon strata as well as a few dolomite units.

The thickness of the Queantoweap Sandstone varies little within

the Virgin Mountains. It is 393 feet thick on Pakoon Ridge, 335 feet thick
at Whitney Pockets and 398 feet thick on Bunkerville Ridge, About 1900

feet of buff and tan sandstone in the Beaver Dam Mountains is considered
. - \ : ' . - ' ' 

a facies equivalent to both Queantoweap and Hermit. Brill (1963, p. 321)

shows the Queantoweap to aggregate to 2450 feet in the Mormon Range. Appa

rently both the Queantoweap Sandstone and overlying Hermit Formation lose
~ * #

• - ' Itheir red color northward where, together, they become the brown and pale 

orange Talisman Quartzite of southeastern Utah, This color transformation 

takes place between the Virgin and Beaver Dam Mountains. Surface and sub

surface work by the author in southern Utah shows that the Talisman Quart-
' ,  : :  ,  - 'zite is probably continuous with the upper Cedar Mesa Sandstone of the

- - . ' -

Kaiparowitz region, the lower Cedar Mesa having changed by intertonguing

in that area to Elephant Canyon (Pakoon) Formation. These correlations 

suggest that both Queantoweap and Hermit are equivalent to the upper Cedar 

Mesa Sandstone and therefore Wolfcampian in age. The Organ Rock Shale 

of Leonardian age pinches out in the vicinity of Bryce Canyon and cannot 

be equivalent to the Hermit of the Virgin Mountain area. The upper Cedar



Mesa-Queantoweap and Hermit-Talisman sand blanket changes facies northwest

ward to marine dolomites of the Kirkman Limestone. East of the Virgin Range 

Queantoweap Sandstone grades into the flatter-bedded, siltier upper Supai 

Formation. Westward, Brill (1963, p. 321) suggests the Queantoweap changes 

facies to marine Upper Wolfcamp carbonates, now exposed in the Arrow Can

yon and Las Vegas Ranges. He points out, however, that the intertonguing 

relationships are obscured by thrust sheets.

Red Queantoweap and upper Supai sandstones are considered to have 

formed largely on broad deltas and associated floodplains and within the 

littoral zone adjacent to Upper Wolfcamp seas. In view of the high angle 

cross-beds (greater than 30°) within the Queantoweap locally, it is not 
unlikely that dunes developed from time to time within this environment.

The yellow, white and brown Talisman and upper Cedar Mesa equivalents pro

bably are beach and neritic facies which interfinger northward with 

regressive marine dolomites of the Kirkman Limestone and southward and 

eastward into redbeds.

On Bunkerville Ridge the Queantoweap apparently intertongues with 

the overlying Hermit Formation. Elsewhere in the area, however, the 

formations are separated by a transition zone a few to 50 feet thick.

Hermit Formation

Noble (1922, p. 26) proposed the name Hermit Shale for a redbed

sequence at Bass Trail in the Grand Canyon. McNair (1951, p. 527-528)

pointed out that the Hermit consists largely of sandstone and suggested
' -

that Hermit Formation was more suitable. Baars (1962, p, 187) believes 

the Hermit Formation to be entirely Wolfcampian, but Brill (1963> p, 323)
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placed it arbitrarily in the Lower Leonard. It is here referred to Upper 

Wolfcamp based on its correlation with Upper Wolfcamp Cedar Mesa Sandstone. 

In the Virgin Mountains the Hermit is recognized by its bright red sediments 

On Bunkerville Ridge, the soft redbeds form part of a wide strike valley.

In Bed Rock Amphitheater and in the Lime Kiln Canyon area they form a 

ledgy slope beneath resistant Toroweap-capped hogbacks.

Brick red to brown, fine-grained, clacareons sandstone makes up 

the Hermit in the Virgin Mountains. The sandstones are generally thick- 

to massively bedded and are conspicuously flat-bedded. Beds exceeding 

50 feet thick occur in the upper Hermit on Bunkerville Ridge. However, 

between flat bedding planes, low angle tangential cross-beds in small • _ 

scale sets are common as are complex torrential type cross-beds. On Bun
kerville Ridge few beds of massive sandstone, cross-bedded in thick sets 

with acute basal contacts, interbedded near the base of the Hermit are 

probably Queantoweap tongues.

Westward thickening of the Hermit Formation is indicated by sec

tions at Pakoon Ridge (710 feet, McNair, 1951, p. 528), Whitney Pockets 

(1106.feet) and Bunkerville Ridge (1355 feet). In the Beaver Dam Mountains 

1900 feet of sandstone is probably equivalent to the Hermit-Queantoweap 

and should be termed Talisman Quartzite. Brill (1962, p. 321) shows over 

1000 feet of Hermit in the Spring Mountains and Biss ell (1963, p. 47) 

notes the presence of 1000 feet of Hermit in the Frenchman and Muddy

Mountain area. Eastward McNair (1951, p. 528) measured 698 feet at the
. . .  • •

Grand Wash Cliffs and 933 feet in the Hurricane Gliffs.

like the Queantoweap, the Hermit, Formation is probably a coastal 

floodplain deposit. Westward thickening may be the result of seaward
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construction and merging of deltas. The red floodplain and deltaic de

posits of the Queantoweap Sandstone and Hermit Formation change northward 

into the light colored beach and near shore marine deposits of the Talis

man Quartzite and Cedar Mesa Sandstone. These in turn interfinger further 

northwestward with regressive marine dolomites of the Kirkman Limestone.

A nearly flat erosion surface separates the overlying Coconino 

Sandstone from Hermit redbeds. Reworked redbeds in the lower Coconino 

suggest the contact may be an unconformity in this area, although 

apparently minor.

Coconino Sandstone

Barton (1910, p. 21, 27) named the Coconino Sandstone from expo

sures in the Grand Canyon. Baars (1962, p. 199) has shown the Coconino 

to be Leonardian in age. Although the formation is thin in the Virgin 

Mountains it is easily recognized by its light color and conspicuous cross

beds. It crops out on the west side of Bunkerville Ridge, at Whitney 

Pockets and just east of Lime Kiln Canyon. At all exposures the formation 

forms light honeycomb-pitted cliffs beneath prominent Toroweap hogbacks.

White to light brown, fine- to medium-grained, calcareous and 

siliceous sandstone makes up the Coconino. The sand is well sorted and 

contains a high percentage of frosted grains. Cross-beds in sets two-to 

five feet thick are etched in high reliefj they dip consistently south.

From the Grand Canyon Region the Coconino thins north and north

westward. McNair (1951# p. 533) measured 122 feet on Pakoon Ridge. This 

thins to 112 feet at Whitney Pockets and to 42 feet at Bunkerville Ridge.



It apparently vedges out between the Virgin and Beaver Date Mountains 

(Brill, 1963, p. 321).

MoKee (1934) and others have demonstrated the eolian origin of 

the Coconino. Although wedge-shape sets of cross-Beds are missing in the 

Virgin Range, the high angle of dip is characteristically an eolian fee- 

tore; the Coconino in this area is- therefore also regarded as eolian. .

The Coconino is succeeded by basal detrital and evaporitic beds 

of the Toroweap Formation. Reworked Coconino sand in basal Toroweap beds 

and a beveled upper Coconino surface strongly suggest the contact is a 

minor disconformity in this area.

Toroweap Formation

McKee (1938) named the Toroweap Formation for exposures in Toroweap 

Valley vest of Grand Canyon. Its Leonardian age seems well established 

(Boyd; 1958). The Toroweap consists of two soft gypsum units between a 

massive limestone in the Virgin Mountains. On Bunkerville Ridge, Whitney 

Pockets, and at the northern end of Hungry Valley the limestone unit forms 

pronounced hogbacks. Erosion of the soft upper gypsum unit forms a-narrow 

strike valley on Bunkerville Ridge but produces slopes beneath Kaibab lime

stone at Whitney Pockets and Hungry Valley, The double cliffs of Kaibab 

and Toroweap limestone separated by slope-forming evaporites are distinc- 

tive and quickly mark uppermost Permian rocks in the Virgin Range,

The Toroweap is divisible into three distinct lithologic units in

northwestern Arizona, designated Alpha, Beta and Gamma Members by McKee 
• ’ ; ' 1 . ' V

(1938, p. 13). In the Virgin Range the Gamma or lower member contains

detrital beds, travertine and gypsum and varies between 75 and 125 feet
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in thickness.- The Beta Member is massive beds of biosparite, oosparite 

and biopelsparite containing as much as 70 percent chert in nodules and 

layers. Minor fine-grained dolomite and green shale are present. The 

limestones are generally fetid and some beds contain well developed intern- 

crystalline and vuggy porosity. The Alpha or upper member is white massive 

gypsum about 45 feet thick.

McNair (1951, p. 535) measured 426 feet of Toroweap Formation on 

Pakoon Ridge. At Whitney Pockets 528 feet is present, but on Bunkerville 

Ridge the formation thins to 390 feet. The Toroweap Formation is present 

as far north as the southern Pavant Range, Utah, and as" far southwest as 

the Spring Mountains, Nevada, Intertonguing of the formation with beach 

sands of the White Rim and Diamond Creek Sandstone of central Utah was 

revealed by surface and subsurface studies completed by the author.

' Gypsum, sandstone, siltstone and travertine beds of the Toroweap
• .. .were presumably formed in restricted lagoonal areas in northwestern Arizona 

and adjacent Nevada and Utah. Evaporites of the Alpha Member probably 

represent marginal lagoonal environments residual to regressive seas which 

earlier produced limestones of the Beta Member. Beach and near short 

marine deposits adjacent to Toroweap seas are represented by the White 

Rim Sandstone of southeastern Utah and Diamond Creek Sandstone of north- 

central Utah (Seager, Baers And Seager, unpublished data).

f In view of the evaporite and travertine deposits at the top of 

the Toroweap it is not unlikely that the Kaibab-Toroweap Contact is a 

minor dlsconformity in the Virgin Mountains. McKee (1938) has shown a 

similar disconformity in the western and eastern Grand Canyon region.
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Kaibab Limestone

• The Kaibab limestone was named by Barton (1910, p. 28). McKee 

(1938) subsequently divided^ the formation into two distinctive formations, 

retaining Kaibab limestone for the upper and applying Toroweap to the 

lower. In Arizona the Kaibab is Leonard!an in age (Dunbar and others, 

I960, Chart 7), but in eastern Nevada it may be as young as Guadalupian 

(Steele, I960, p. 107).

Upper and lower Kaibab units,are recognized in the Virgin Moun

tains. These probably are equivalent to McKee’s (1938) Alpha and Beta 

members of the Kaibab. The upper (Alpha) member in northwestern Arizona

is named the Harrisburg Gypsiferous Member (Beeside and Bassler, 1922, p.
• • -»•

58). The lower unit consists of light brown, brown-gray and pink micrite 

and biosparite in massive beds. Up to 50 percent of the thickness is 

brown# red and gray chert in nodules and stringers. Limestone breccias 

and thin beds of siltstone are interbedded at the base. The upper member 

contains interbedded siltstone, limestone breccia and cherty dolomitic 

limestones. The unit has a variable thickness due to the local presence 

of thick gypsum lenses.

Between 468 find 553 feet of Kaibab is present on Bunkerville 

Ridge. At Whitney Pockets an incomplete section is 373+ feet thick, 

McNair (1951# p. 536) recorded 330 feet of Kaibab at Pakoon Ridge.
The Kaibab limestone has great areal extent. Together with its 

equivalent, the San Andres Limestone of New Mexico and West Texas, and 

the lower Park City Formation of northern Utah it forms a continuous 

blanket more than 1000 miles long. The upper member of the Kaibab appa

rently formed under conditions of marine withdrawal and is the product of
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deposition in residual lagoons, embayments and tidal flats. In the 

western part of the Plateau, Kaibab limestones were formed under normal 

marine conditions.

Evidence for a regional unconformity at the top of the Permian is 

abundant on the Colorado Plateau (McKee, 1954# P. 34# 35), In the Vir

gin Mountains basal Moenkopi beds containing angular Kaibab pebbles and 

boulders rest upon an irregular Kaibab surface. The hiatus is great, for 

the surface separates beds of Middle Permian and middle Early Trias sic age,

Triassic Formations
General

Triassic strata in the Virgin Mountains include the Moenkopi and 

Chinle Formations. The formations underlie and border Hungry Valley on 

the east side of the range. The Moenkopi is locally present on Buflker- 

ville Ridge and at Whitney Pockets. Both formations are widely exposed 

in the Southern Virgin Mountains near Bitter Ridge and St, Thomas Gap, . 

Badland topography developed on the brightly colored beds is characteristic 

of both formations except where they underlie gravel covered pediments. 

About 3700 feet of Triassic rock is present at Hungry Valley. 

Longwell (1928, p. 50, 54)# however, reports only 2378 feet of Triassic

strata in the Southern Virgin Range. He indicates westward thickening
. . , , -

toward the Middy Mountains,

Moenkopi Formation

The Moenkopi Formation was named by Ward (1901, p. 17) fer expo

sures in Moenkopi Wash, Arizona, Its Early Triassic age is well defined 

for the lower half of the formation by the ubiquitous occurrence ef



Meekoceras and Tirolltes in limestone units. It is possible that the 

upper beds are of Middle Triassic age (McKee, 1954# p. 10-11). Five 

members defined by Gregory (1950) on the Colorado Plateau are recognized 

in Hungry Valley. They are? "lower red" member, followed upward by the 

Virgin limestone Member, the "middle red" member, the Shnabkaib Member 

and the "upper red" member. On Bunkerville Ridge the upper two members 

have been removed by faulting. Resistant Virgin limestones form yellow- 

gray hogbacks, but the softer members above and below characteristically 

produce badlands, slopes or pedimented surfaces in the Virgin Mountains.

Rocks of the "lever," "middle" and "upper red" members are brown 

to red siltstone and sandstone that exhibit well developed ripple marks. 

Brown, yellow-brown and gray oondcrite, micrite and biosparite in lami

nated to thin beds form much of the Virgin Limestone Member. Some of the 

fossiliferous limestones are very porous and .contain dead .oil. The 

Shnabkaib Member is largely a siltstone unit that contains much gypsum 

in beds and lenses and as cement.

About 2160 feet of Moenkopi was measured in Hungry Valley. Long- 

well (1928, p. 50) reports 1634 feet from good exposures in Horse Spring 

Valley near St. Thomas Gap. On Bunkerville Ridge 1210 feet of lower 

Moenkopi are present in a faulted section. In the Muddy Mountains Long- 

well (1928, p. 48) reports 1600 feet of Moenkopi strata. Tschanz and 

Pampeyan (1961) suggest 2500 to 3500 feet of Moenkopi Formation is pre

sent in the Mormon Range. "

The Moenkopi is a distinct mappable unit from the Grand Canyon 

to central Utah. In north-central Utah the Wood side Shale, Thaynes lime

stone and part of the Ankareh Shale are equivalent to the Moenkopi.
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A complex depositions! environment governed by a low, flat flood

plain is indicated for the Moenkopi (McKee, 1954)• Probably a mixture of 

streambeds. lagoons, playas, flood plains, tidal flats and shallow seas 

produced the Moenkopi sediments.

The Shinarump Conglomerate Member of the Chinle overlies the 

Moenkopi on a disconformable, channeled surface of locally high relief.

Chinle Formation

Gregory (1917) described the Chinle Formation in the Navajo 

country. The Shinarump Member, assigned by Stewart (1957) to the Chinle 

Formation, was first described by Gilbert (1875) in Kane County, Utah,

A Late Triassic age based on reptilian and plant fossils is generally 

accepted. Within the mapped area, the Chinle Formation crops out only 

in Hungry Valley, where it underlies a pedimented surface.

Varicolored, soft silts tone and shale comprise most of the Chinle 

Formation, but coarse, green sandstone and a few limestone beds are 

locally intercalated. The upper 500 to 600 feet is bright red and orange 

siltstone and sandstone, which probably is equivalent to the Moenave For

mation and Kayenta Formation of the Zion Park region. The basal Shina

rump Member consists of yellow and brown cross-bedded sandstone with 

lenses and beds of chert pebbles, Petrified wood is common within the 

formation.

In Hungry Valley the Chinle Formation is about 1425 feet thick. 

Longwell (1928, p, % ,  62) measured only 741 feet in the Southern Virgin 

Mountains but reports as much as 3200 feet in the Muddy Mountains. Fif

teen hundred to 3000 feet of Chinle is present in the Mormon Range (Tsch&nz



and Pampeyan, 1961). The,variable thickness apparently is characteristic 

of the Chinle (Gregory, 1950,-p. 57)..

The upper part of the Ankareh Shale of north-central Utah is equi

valent to the Chinle Formation of the Colorado Plateau,

Continental conditions of deposition are indicated for the Chinle. 

Streams, broad mudflats and lakes, probably were existent.

The Chinle Formation is succeeded abruptly and apparently conform

ably by the Jtlrassic and Triassic (?) Aztec Sandstone, .

Aztec Sandstone (Triassic? and Jurassic)

Hewett (l93l) named the Aztec Sandstone for exposures in the Spring

Mountains, Nevada. It is probably correlative with the Navajo Sandstone

of the Colorado Plateau (Baker, Dane, and Reeside, 1936) and is therefore
.

considered Triassic (?) and Jurassic in age (Lewis, Irwin and Wilson, 1961). 

The Aztec Sandstone crops out at the southern end of Hungry Valley and 

at Whitney Pockets. At both localities it forms a gently sloping pediment.

Dissection of the formation beneath the pediment produced intricate and
* • •

often grotesque domes and spires with honeycombed and pitted sides.

Massive red, white and pale orange sandstone makes up most of the 

formation. Cross-bedding in large, high-angle sets is the most conspicuous 

feature of the formation; however, low angle tangential cross-beds occur 

in some places.. The sand is largely medium- to fine-grained quartz cemen

ted with calcium carbonate; most grains are frosted and well-rounded.

More than 800 feet of Aztec Sandstone is exposed in Hungry Valley 

in an incomplete section, Longwell (1928, p. 66) measured 700 to 2500 

feet in the Muddy Mountains. Variable thickness of Aztec Sandstone in



this region is due largely to pre-Cretaceous and pre-Tertiary erosion.

. In the Mormon Range, the Aztec Sandstone was completely removed and Ter

tiary rocks rest on the Chinle Formation,

Judging from its wedge-shaped sets of high angle cross-beds and 

the abundance of frosted grains,the Aztec Sandstone, like the Navajo, is 

considered largely of eolian origin.

An unconformity of major importance marks the top of the Aztec 

^ahdstdneV Are-Cretaceous erosion of the late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous 

Sevier Uplift removed post-Aztec (Carmel Formation) strata and developed 

on the Aztec an unconformity which increases in magnitude westward. In 

parts of the Virgin Range conglomerates of Late Cretaceous (?) age rest 

with slight angular unconformity on this erosion surface,’

Cretaceous Formations

General

Cretaceous rocks in northwestern Arizona have not been previously 

describtedl. About 220 feet of sandstone and shale, exposed in the Tom and 

Cull Wash area just east of the Virgin Range, are corf elated with Longwell’s 

(1949, p. 931) Willow Tank Formation and Baseline Sandstone in the Muddy 

Mountains. Correlation is based on lithologic similarities And strati-

graphic position between the Aztec Sandstone and Overton Fahglomerate.
. ' , : .. .

Willow Tank Formation

Longwell (1949, p. 93l)nnamed the Willow Tank Formation in the 

; Muddy Mountains. The Late Cretaceous age is based on the occurrence of 

Chara or related plants, the fern Tempakva. and shells?:of Uhio and other 

fresh water forms (Longwell, 1949# p, 932). The formation crops out on
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the east side of Tom and Cull Wash just east of the Virgin Mountains where 

it forms badland topography:in the red and gray sediments.

The formation has as its base a dhert pebble conglomerate, which 

is as much as ten feet thick. The conglomerate is succeeded by about 115 

feet of varicolored bentonitic claystone and brown, coarse-grained sand-
I V .V

stone, which, judgihg^from its fossil content, is of continental origin. 

Milky white opal nodules weathering from the soft strata are common. The 

unit appears lithologically identical to the Willow Tank Formation in the 

Muddy Mountains, which is about 300 feet thick. It is absent in the 

Sputhera Virgin Moimtains, Sandstones of the Baseline Sandstone overlie 
the Willow Tank Formation conformably.

Baseline Sandstone
P, . - .

The Baseline Sandstone was named by Long well- (1949, p. 932) in 

the Muddy Mountains, where a Late Cretaceous age is indicated by plant 

remains. Along Tom and Cull Wash, the Baseline Sandstone forms rounded, 

massive hills or slopes above the Willow Tank badlands and beneath Over- 

ton .Fanglomerate cliffs.

Reworked Aztec Sandstone largely makes up the Baseline Sandstone. 

Yellow-brown to "orange, limonitic sand in massive flat beds is predominant. 

The sand is poorly sorted and medium- to coarse-grained with conglomerate 

lenses; frosted grains are common. The strata are similar to those des

cribed by Longwilsll (1949, p. 932) in the Muddy Mountains. However, he 

measured more than 3000 feet of Baseline Sandstone at the type locality. 

Only 100 feet is present at Tom and Cull Wash and the formation is missing 

altogether in the Southern Virgin Mountains.
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A conspicuous unconformity separates the Baseline Sandstone from 

the younger, coarse Overton Fanglomerate. An erosional surface at the top 

of the Baseline Sandstone exists in the Tom and Cull Wash area, but it is 

not known whether the absence of the formation in the Southern Virgin 

Mountains can be attributed to erosion, non-deposition, or both,

Overton Fanglomerate (Cretaceous or Tertiary)

Longvell (1928, p, 69). named thick, coarse fan material in the 

Muddy Mountains the Overton Fanglomerate, Although lacking fossils, the 

formation resulted from erosion of a Laramide thrust sheet and is, there

fore, of probable Late Cretaceous or early Tertiary age. In the Southern 

Virgin Mountains the fanglomerate forms a dark, narrow band between red 

Aztec Sandstone and the light gray Horse Spring Formation. In the Tom and 

Cull. Wash area the Overton Fanglomerate makes cliffs and hogbacks between 

softer Cretaceous rocks and Horse Spring beds (fig, 2).

Subrounded to angular pebbles, cobbles and boulders as much as two 

feet in diameter make up the fanglomerate. These include rocks character

istic of the Monte Cristo Group through Kaibab Limestone, In a few places 

two tongues of coarse fan debris are separated by finer material.

At Tom and Cull Wash 40 feet of Overton Fanglomerate was measured. 

However, the formation was seen to pinch and swell along strike. In the 

Southern Virgin Range the fanglomerate is generally somewhat thinner, but 

rapid westward thickening is shown by Longvell to be the result of a source 

in the Muddy Mountains in the form of a major" eastward advancing thrust 

sheet. Thin Overton fan debris in the Virgin Mountain area is considered 

by Longvell (1928, p, 74) to represent the eastern edge of fan material
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derived from the Muddy Mountain thrust. However, in view of the coarse 

boulders and abnormal thickness in the Tom and Cull Wash area, which is 

more than 30 miles from the Middy Mountains, it is possible that contribu

tions to the fan also were supplied by a source within the Virgin Uplift,

Basal sandstones of the Horse Spring Formation overlie the Overton 

Fanglomerate. The abrupt change in lithology strongly suggests a change 

of environment involving a time lapse between deposition of the two forma

tions. This is supported in Tom and Cull Wash by an apparent erosion sur

face on top of the Overton Fanglomerate. Longvell (1949, p. 935) argues 

that Horse Spring strata succeed the Overton Fanglomerate conformably.

Tertiary Formations

General

Deposits of Tertiary age are present on the eastern and southern 

sides of the Virgin Range and are widespread along the Virgin River west 

of the mountain front. These include the older Horse Spring Formation 

and younger Muddy Creek Formation. The formations are separated by a 

regional angular unconformity at most places. They are not reliably dated 

but are similar to other basin deposits of early- and mid-Tertiary age 

in the Great Basin,

Horse Spring Formation

' The type section of the Horse Spring Formation as designed by 

Longvell (1928, p. 74) is Horse Spring Valley near St. Thomas Gap in the 

Southern Virgin Mountains. The formation also crops out at Tom and Cull 

Wash east of the Virgin Range, The age of the Horse Spring Formation is 

not known exactly but may be Miocene (Longvell jj} Feth, 1964, p. 70).
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At Tom and Cull Wash the formation consists of a lower slope- 

forming unit and an upper hogback-forming, resistant limestone sequence 

(fig. 2). Soft, poorly sorted, light greenish-gray sandstone constitutes 

the lower unit. Lenses of chert-pebble conglomerate and rock and mineral 

grains are important lithologic features. The unit is exceedingly friable 

and weathers to loose sand. The upper limestone unit contains much tra

vertine, white, fine-grained dolomite, oomicrite and magnesite. Bedding 

is rough and gnarly and the rocks are extremely porous. Several hundred 

feet of evaporate and detrital beds above the limestone unit, and appa

rently part of the Horse Spring Formation, crop out south of Whitney 

Pockets, but are missing at Tom and Cull Wash.

Seven hundred and eighteen feet of Horse Spring strata were mea
sured at Tom and Cull Wash. Longwell (1928, p. 86, 87) indicates about 

4-00 feet in an incomplete section at the type locality and 583 feet at 

St. Thomas Gap. More than 1200 feet are present in the Muddy Mountains.

Limestones of the Horse Spring are largely of lacustrine origin, 

having formed in saline, restricted playa lakes. However, the lower 

clastic rocks probably are the products of deposition in streams and on 

deltas and mud flats.

An angular unconformity separates the Horse Spring strata from 

overlying Muddy Creek beds at Tom and Cull Wash and St, Thomas Gap.

Muddy Creek Formation

Stock (1921) proposed the name Muddy Creek Formation for a series 

of deposits which fill all the large intermontane valleys adjacent to the 

Muddy Mountains and neighboring ranges. The formation is exposed in the



Virgin River Valley and in the structural depression between the Grand 

Wash cliffs and Virgin Range as well as in the Wechech Basin neeLr St, 

Thomas Gap. In most places the strata are horizontal or only gently in

clined, but locally they are strongly tilted. Where dissected by major 

drainage systems they form intricately carved badlands. However, pedi- 

mented surfaces, which slope away from uplifts, are preserved where the 

formation has escaped Recent erosion. Mammal bones reported by Stock 

(1921) suggest the formation is Miocene (?) in age, but an early Pliocene 

age for at least part of the formation is indicated by a calculated date 

of 10,6- 1,1 m.y. by Dr. P. E. Damon of the University of Arizona Geo

chronology Lab from the Fortification Basalt Member of the Muddy Creek. . .  . .

near Hoover Dam (Dr, R. F. Wilson, personal communication).
. - ' ' * . • - . . • • "

The Muddy Creek Formation is predominantly pink, yellow and

orange siltstone and sandstone that increases in coarseness toward the 

uplift flanks. Gypsum and, locally, salt are important constituents. In 

Grand Wash Valley and elsewhere, lava flows are intercalated. Bedding 

is generally flat and laterally persistent.

The Muddy Creek Formation varies in thickness from zero to 2000 

feet. At Tom and Cull Wash the formation thins markedly against pre-Muddy 

Creek hogbacks of Horse Spring strata. Maximum thickness occurs in
- V  • . ; • "

structural depressions adjacent to uplift flanks.

lacustrine and marginal lacustrine conditions are indicated for 

the Middy Creek Formation. Play as, streams and low alluvial plains inter

mittently covered with water probably received and distributed erosional 

waste from subdued ranges bordering the depositions! basin (Longwell,

1949, p. 936).
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.of the Virgin Range the t&ddy. Creek Formation is 

succeeded by varying thicknesses of a coarse fanglomerate. On the west 

edge of the range the surface between the two formations is not exposed 

but at Tom and Cull Wash on the eastern side, the surface is an angular 

unconformity.

Bunkerville Ridge Fanglomerate (Pliocene ?)

Coarse fan material above the Muddy Creek Formation and not pre- 

viously described is herein called the Bunkerville Ridge Fanglomerate,

The formation is steeply tilted and faulted against Paleozoic rocks on the 

northwestern edge of Bunkerville Ridge between Nickel Wash and Cabin Can

yon, The upturned edges of the formation are pedimented and overlain 

by a thin gravel veneer. Wasting of this veneer together with dissection

of the formation results in singularly poor outcrops. Exceptional axpo-
' ' '  '  '•

sures do occur, however, about one mile northwest of Hen Spring (fig. 3).
• - . - ■' . /'

Remnants of the formation beneath a narrow lava cap overlie the Muddy

Creek Formation with angular unconformity for several miles along the 
east side of Tom and Cull Wash. In general, the formation supports 

vertical or rounded massive cliffs and hogbacks. The formation has not
. ' ; ■ . . ■ ■ • v  . ' • . .

been recognized elsewhere within the area.

Bunkerville Ridge Fanglomerate consists primarily of well-cemented 

angular pebbles, cobbles and boulders of Paleozoic rock in crude, massive 

layers. Rock types from FTecambrian through Hermit Formation have been 

identified; Mesozoic rocks are conspicuously absent. ^Precambrian pebbles, 

absent in the lowest exposures/ increase in frequency in upper beds, but 

never become common.
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Figure 2. Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary strata at Tom and Cull Wash, Arizona.

Baseline Sandstone (Kb), Overton Fanglomerate (To), and Horse Spring 
Formation (Tho) are angularly unconformable beneath Muddy Creek beds (Tmc), 
Bunkerville Ridge Fanglomerate (Tbr) and Quaternary (?) lava cap. Muddy 
Creek beds pinch out by deposition on the Horse Spring hogback.

Figure 3. Bunkerville Ridge Fanglomerate one mile northwest of Hen Spring 
on Bunkerville Ridge.

'

Strata are turned up steeply along the Virgin Mountain Fault, which 
passes near left margin of photo.
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The top and bottom of the formation are not exposed in outcrops 

near. Bunkerville Ridge, The steep to moderate dips and wide outcrops 

suggest several thousand feet of strata are present near the western mar

gin of the Virgin Range. At Tom and Cull Wash, however, the formation is 

only 90 feet thick, having been partially removed by pre-lava erosion.

The strata are remnants of an old alluvial fan, the material of which 

records the erosional unroofing of Paleozoic sediments from an early 

stage of uplift of the Virgin Range,

The formation is not closely dated. It overlies the Muddy Creek 

Formation And is therefore post-early Pliocene. An age older than Pleis

tocene is suggested by:

1. widespread stripping of the formation on the east side of the 

range.

2. a composition of largely Paleozoic material. The fanglomerate 

accumulated in large part before the Precambrian core of the 

Virgin Mountain Anticline was breached. The Virgin Range now 

exposes a hundred square miles of deeply eroded Precambrian 

terrain.

3. deformation of the formation by recurrent movement along the 

Virgin Mountain Fault shows the fanglomerate formed through an 

episode of faulting earlier than that which elevated the Virgin 

Range to its present height.

Evidence from other parts of the Great Basih suggests initial 

Basin and Range uplift began in the Miocene-Pliocene. The formation is 

therefore tentatively considered pliocene (?),



The BunkerviUe Ridge Fanglomerate is overlain with angular un

conformity by Recent mixed Precambrian and Paleozoic gravel or lava 

flows.

Recent Deposits

Recent deposits are confined mostly to stream deposits, alluvial 

fan material, unconsolidated pedimeht gravels and sand dunes. Dissected 

consolidated stream terrace gravels occur in Hungry Valley along Cedar 

Wash and thin lava flows are common in the Grand Wash Valley.



STRUCTURE

Regional Setting

Southern Nevada is a region of fault outlined narrow mountain 

blocks separated by relatively depressed blocks filled to varying depths 

with alluvial waste. Transverse faults with large horizontal slip com

ponents have dismembered these blocks and separated regional trends. The 

largest of these, the Las Vegas Shear Zone or Walker Lane strikes north

west through Las Vegas Valley and effectively separates northwest trending 

mountain ranges in the southern block from north striking ranges and val

leys in the northern block. The Virgin Mountains are the easternmost 

range in southern Nevada north of the Las Vegas Shear Zone; they in turn 

border the western edge of typical Colorado Plateau physiography and struc

ture, The northern part of the range is an elevated and folded, but direct, 

continuation of the Colorado Plateau, The southern two-thirds of the 

range is separated from the Plateau by a structural depression bounded by 

the Grand Wash and State Line Faults on the east and west respectively. 

Structure of this depressed block conforms to the relative simplicity of 

Colorado Plateau geology and as such contrasts strongly with deformation 

in the Virgin Range,

Uplifts in the eastern part of southern Nevada are formed mostly 

of sedimentary strata which show the effects of multiple deformation, some

of which is exceedingly complex. A belt of overthrusting several miles
;

wide extends from the southern tip of the state in a north-south line to 

the northern Mormon Mountains where it disappears beneath volcanics.
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Strong folding accompanying the overthrusting shows that’ movement was in

variably eastward. The belt is segmented or interrupted by many younger 

or contemporaneous transverse strike slip and normal faults, Detailed 

accounts of"this deformation in the Muddy Mountains and Spring Mountains 

by Longwell (1949) and Hewett (1931) are available. Both men considered 

the structures to be a result of eastwardly directed compression. East 

of this belt in the Virgin-Beaver Dam Range deformation is less severe. 

Although strata are complexly faulted, large scale overthrusting and 

strong folding are subordinate.

The Virgin Mountains are separated into two structurally dis

similar segments by an east-west trending fault zone which passes near 

Whitney Pockets. South of this the Southern Virgin Range is broken into 

three blocks by two major east-northeast trending transverse faults which 

apparently have strike-slip components and a long history of movement.

The faults are called Gold Butte Fault and St. Thomas Gap Fault after lo

cales where they are well defined. The southernmost block south of Gold 

Butte Fault is composed largely of Precambrian rocks. The middle block 

includes north-south trending ridges of Precambrian, Paleozoic and Meso

zoic strata tilted eastward and faulted against Precambrian of the southern 

block. This block is thoroughly broken by transverse faults and strata 

are repeated by low and high angle strike faults of large magnitude.

North of the Gold Butte Fault, ridges are dragged into that fault in a 

manner which suggests considerable right lateral movement. Evidence for 

strike-slip movement on the St. Thomas Gap Fault is not so clear, but off

setting of equivalent strata in a left lateral sense more than six miles 

can hardly be accounted for by simple normal movement. The block
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included between St. Thomas Gap and Whitney Pockets is formed by an es

sentially simple sequence of uppermost Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata
' ■■

tilted eastward. However, along the Whitney Pockets Fault Zone Mesozoic 

strata bend to an easterly strike and dip steeply south. At the western 

edge of the block Kaibab and Mesozoic strata are upturned sharply and ' • 

overridden .from the northwest by a thrust plate of Callville Limestone.

North of the Whitney Pockets Fault Zone, the North Virgin Mountain- 

Beaver Dam-Mountain chain is a structural; entity of far different character. 

A large asymmetrical anticline with steep to overturned northwestern limb 

and. a gentle to moderately steep southeastern limb is the main structural 

form. It is named Virgin Mountain Anticline. The axis is arcuate, convex 

eastward, trending nearly north-south in the Beaver Dam Mountains but 

swinging to a N. 70° E. strike in the southern part of the North Virgin 

Range. A core of Precambrian rocks is exposed along the axis through most 

of its course. The anticline is uplifted primarily by a normal fault of 

large throw, down to the west, herein referred to as the Virgin Mountain 

Fault. This fault, also arcuate in trend, bounds the Virgin Range on the 

west and its northern extension borders the western edge of the Beaver Dam 

Range. Locally in the Virgin Mountains, and along almost its entire course 

in the Beaver Dams, the fault drops the steep western limb of the Virgin 

Mountain Anticline beneath gravels of the Virgin River Valley. Several 

large north-south trending faults, downthrown on the east, splay from the 

Virgin Mountain Fault, thus locally elevating the Virgin Mountain Anti

cline as a series of wedge-shaped horsts. Such a horst forms the basic 

structure of the southern part of the North Virgin Range in this report

area.
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General Features

Within the mapped area the Virgin Mountain Anticline is uplifted 

as a wedge-shaped horst bounded on the west by the N. 70° E. trending 

Virgin Mountain Fault and on the east by the nearly north striking State 

Line and Lime Kiln Faults, Within this horst the Frecambrian core is 

further elevated by movement on the Hen Spring and East and West Cabin 

Faults, all of which strike N. 70° E. The limbs of the anticline are 

partly obscured by younger faulting. North of Cabin Canyon, the steep 

western limb of the anticline is cut out by the Virgin Mountain Fault,

South of Juanita Springs, both limbs are down faulted and concealed by 

alluvium, but the narrow Frecambrian core, exposed as Black Ridge,- con

tinues southwestward where it plunges beneath Lake Mead. Movement on the 

State Line Fault has also modified the eastern limb. Along its northern 

limits, south-dipping upper Paleozoic and Mesozoic beds are juxtaposed 

against the Frecambrian core. For several miles along South Virgin Peak 

Ridge, steep to moderate westward-tilting of strata by uplift along the 

north-trending State line Fault markedly interrupts uniform southeastward 

dip on the southeastern flank of the Virgin Mountain Ahticline. The 

broad southwestwardly plunging syncline formed by interference of the two 

structures forms Virgin Peak Block. This block is outlined by sets of 

major faults trending north-south and east-west and is thoroughly broken 

by faulting directed somewhat west of north. The fault bounding Virgin 

Peak Block on the south is the Whitney Pockets Fault Zone which separates 

the North from the South Virgin Mountains.

It is apparent that within the mapped area the.Virgin Mountains 

have been uplifted along three major axes. The oldest, the Virgin Mountain



Anticline, trends N. 70° E. and, before modification by-‘younger faulting, 

probably had structural relief of 10,000 feet or more. Younger axes are 

formed by uplift along normal faults. The Virgin Mountain-Hen Spring and 

East and West Cabih Fault system on the west side of the range forms the 

second axis. These faults follow the strike of the older anticline and 

achieve a composite stratigraphic separation of over 15,000 feet. Uplift 

along the State Line Fault on the east side of the range formed the third 

major axis. Structural relief on this fault is about 9000 feet. Folia

tion data from the Precambrian metamorphic complex illustrate that the 

Precambrian structural trends and styles were transmitted faithfully to 

these younger uplift axes. Several styles of gravity faulting initiated 

by these uplifts are recorded by structures in the sedimentary strata on 

Virgin Peak Block and Bunkerville Ridge. The nature and origin of this 

deformation and its relationship to Precambrian structure is the main 
topic of this paper.

Structure of the Precambrian Rocks 

Precambrian orogeny in the Virgin Mountain area imposed several 

structural grains in the basement rocks, among which a N. 60o-70° E., a 

north-south, and a northwest grain were best developed. The growth of 

younger structures, both faults and folds, was directly or indirectly 

governed" by the basement configuration.

The structure of the Precambrian rocks exposed in the core of 

the Virgin Mountain Anticline and in the State Line Fault Block is repre

sented by foliation data taken from the metamorphic complex. In general, 

Precambrian rocks are folded into a large N. 60°-70O E. trending
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asymmetric anticline with a steep northwestern limb and a gentle to 

moderately steep, broadly synclinal southeastern limb. The axis of the 

fold coincides generally with the axis of the younger Virgin Mountain 

Anticline. The northwestern limb of the fold consists of steep to over- 

turned strata which strike persistently N. 70° E. They are enclosed 

within a cigar-shaped fault segment formed by the East and West Cabin 

Faults. These faults apparently are rejuvenated Precambrian fractures" .!•: -j'
for they contain Precambrian pegmatites along part of their course and 

strike N. 70° E., parallel to foliation. Strike and dip of foliation 

in the southeastern limb is more erratic. Between Lime Kiln and Big 

Springs Canyons foliation strikes N. 60o-70° E, and dips 35°-70o SB. 

but it swings through a north-south strike along South Virgin Peak Ridge 

to a N. 45° W. strike and predominantly northeast dip in the Whitney Pass 

area. Numerous reversals of dip bn this broadly synclinal shaped limb 

suggest subsidiary isoclinal folds modify it.

On Virgin Peak Ridge near the crest of the major fold, a migma- 

tite complex, elongated N. 60° E., crops out in a band two to three miles 

long and as much as one-half mile wide. Apparently the migmatite was 

part of a mobilized Precambrian metamorphic or sedimentary sequence which 

rose vertically, arched the rocks above and broke through crestal tension 

areas. Similar migmatites containing xenolithic blocks are associated 

with a smaller Precambrian fold on Whitney Ridge.

West of the West Cabin Fault, on Black Ridge, and in the Whitney 

Pass area the major, relatively simple Precambrian anticline is not re

cognizable and the metamorphic sequence is instead folded into smaller 

north and northwest trending isoclinal and overturned structures. Foliation



in these areas is complex, but it is clear that the overall structural 

grain directed younger tectonic events. .

The age of the major asymmetrical fold in the Precambrian rocks 

is not. definitely known. The possibility exists that the fold formed 

initially in Laramide time. If so, it is not surprising that it is faith

fully reflected by the Virgin Mountain Anticline. However, several points 

suggest that the fold antedates Laramide deformation. An age of 1650 + 

m.y. has been calculated for the metamorphic rocks in the North Virgin 

Mountains (Wasserburg and Lanphere,. 1965). If the basement fold was formed 

during the Laramide it was not accompanied by metamorphism. Also, base

ment rocks are everywhere angularly unconformable beneath the Paleozoic 

cover. The best attempt at reconstruction of basement structure by re

moval of Laramide and Tertiary deformation suggests that a major anticline 

with somewhat gentler flanks than those observed now, existed in Precam

brian rocks prior to.Cambrian time. If this fold is, indeed, Precambrian 

in age, it clearly was rejuvenated during the Laramide erogenic interval,

thus forming the similar Virgin Mountain Anticline.
’ v- ,

Laramide (?) Structure

The Virgin Mountain Anticline is the oldest post-Precambrian struc

ture preserved by Tertiary uplift of the Virgin Mountains. In shape and 

trend it closely conforms to the major Precambrian fold just described 

and was probably formed by renewed uplift of the old structure during the 

Laramide tectonic interval. Younger Basin and Range faulting and folding " 

has left the structure partly obscured or, in places, radically modified.
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Like the Precambrian fold beneath it, the Virgin Mountain Anti- - : .

cline trends N. 60O-70° E. and is sharply asymmetric. Structural relief
i n -  -

of the fold is on the order of 10,000 feet near its axis, which is roughly 

defined by the Precambrian core. Both limbs are formed largely of Paleo

zoic limestones. The northwestern limb, which forms Bunkerville Ridge, 

is vertical to overturned along most of its course but flattens consider

ably south of Government Spring. Strata of the southeastern limb form 

Virgin Peak Block. This limb dips about 30° southwestward. Original 

attitudes have been radically modified by younger uplift and westward 

tilting along the State line Fault. Both limbs are locally cut out by

movement on the large faults which border the range and each is severely
.

broken by attendant faulting with both large and small displacements.
; :i t- ' • •

Paleozoic rocks of the southeastern limb of the Virgin Mountain 

Anticline are strongly deformed in a narrow belt along the western edge 

of Virgin Peak Block. The deformation is older than Basin and Range fault

ing and is of a style usually assigned in southern Nevada to the Laramide 

interval. It is closely associated in time and space with growth of the 

Virgin Mountain Anticline.

In the walls and mountains north and south of Cougar Canyon three 

remnants of a large overthrust plate are preserved by down-faulting. The 

overthrust plate consists of Upper Cambrian, Ordovician, Devonian and 

Mississippian beds in normal sequence which have ridden southeastward 

across successively younger lower Paleozoic rocks. The thrust is generally 

a knife-sharp, single plane, locally healed by recrystallization. However, 

in places it divides and rejoins or sends out branches into the upper 

plate. Both upper and lower plates are shattered but bedding is not disrupted
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North of Cougar Canyon , the thrust plane dips about 30° southeastward,
w. ' • •parallel-to bedding, and'Upper Cambrian strata rest on Devonian. South 

of the canyon, the thrust flattens and cuts upward through Ordovician 

into Devonian rocks of-the upper plate, resulting in repetition of strata 

as these beds override the same formations beneath the fault (fig. 4, a, 

b). Mssiasippian and Devonian rocks in the toe of the thrust sheet, as 

well as the thrust itself, thru up sharply when they meet the massive 

Hississippian limestones in the lower plate. Abutting action of the over

riding plate also abruptly dragged up and locally overturned Hississippian 

beds of the lower plate at the toe of the thrust. No indications of

thrusting were found farther southeastward, but structure of the lower
. » .

plate along the western edge of Virgin Peak Block shows the overthrust 

sheet once had more formidable dimensions than those suggested by the three 

remnants.

Paleozoic strata, dipping uniformly southwestward are flexed up 

and overturned abruptly along the western edge of Virgin Peak Block. The 

sharply asymmetrid overturned syncline thus formed trends north-south') 

parallel to the western edge of the mountain front, but turns northeast 

in the vicinity of Dry Cascade Canyon where it becomes the overturned syn

cline at the toe of the over thrust just described. The overturned limb 

consists of Upper Cambrian through Moenkopi strata which dip steeply to 

moderately west at southernmost exposures but which are nearly recumbent 

in the area of Dry Cascade and Cougar Canyons. Just north of Indian Flats 

Draw the syncline is broken along its axis in lower Callville beds by a 

steep, west-dipping reverse fault. Northwhrd the fault cuts across His

sissippian, Devonian and Ordovician formations in the overturned limb and
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becomes a low-angle thrust upon encountering Upper Cambrian dolomites.

Near the mouth of Dry Cascade and Cougar Canyons the thrust has carried 

upside down Upper Cambrian rocks fron the overturned limb of the syncline 

onto Muddy Peak dolomite of the upright limb. The inverted Cambrian rocks 

and associated thrust are directly beneath the major overthrust plate

exposed in this area and are beveled by it (fig. 4 c). A smaller kUppe
■ 1 " - ‘ ...

of shattered Callville Limestone lies on Toroweap bedp belonging to the
‘ " ' ... - 

overturned limb at the southwestern corner of Virgin Peak Block. The belt

of folding and thrusting continues southward beyong the map area.

On Bitter Ridge, a few miles southwest of Virgin jPeak Block# west

ward dipping Mesozoic rocks are turned up abruptly and overridden from^ the 
northwest by a plate of folded Callville Limestone. The syncline beneath 

the,thrust, overturned to the southeast, parallels the northeast trending 

axis of the Virgin Mountain Anticline and strikes toward the similar over- 

turned syncline in Virgin Peak Block. Alluvium obscures structural rela

tionships between Bitter Ridge and Virgin Peak Block, but the two struc

tural zones probhbly are continuous and the widely separated overthrusts 

remnants tart of a single huge plate now downfaulted and largely buried 

in the graben between Black Ridge and Virgin Peak Block. The easternmost 

advance of the thrust plate is marked by the overturned syncline.

Substantial evidence in the forms of folds in both plates show 

that the major overthrust moved from northwest toward the southeast and 

east. The most obvious of these is the thrusted overturned syncline be

neath the overthrust on Virgin Peak Block. Especially illustrative, how- 

ever, are tight folds exposed in Cougar Canyon. Just above the overthrust 

plane in the north wall of Cougar Canyon Upper Cambrian dolomites are
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Figure 4; a, b, c. Evolution of overthrusting in the Cougar Canyon area.

Figure 4c shows the thrusted overturned syncline beneath the 
major overthrust just south of Cougar Canyon.
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folded' into a nearly recumbent, isoclinal anticline whose axial plane and 

plunge closely parallel the thrust plane, which there is dipping southeast- 

ward, parallel to bedding. This fold, coupled with drag in Devonian beds 

beneath the thrust clearly illustrate that motion on the thrust was direc

ted southeastward away from the crest of the Virgin Mountain Anticline. 

Other drag features and local flexing of beds show similar motion.

Origin
Available evidence strongly suggests the large Laramide.thrust 

sheet in the Virgin Mountains originated from the structurally and topo

graphically high crest of the Virgin Mountain Anticline and was propelled

by gravity southeastward across successively younger formations in the

southeastern limb. All drag features indicate movement toward the east

and southeast,. with the belt of overturning at the toe of the thrust closely

paralleling the axis of the Virgin Mountain Anticline. In Cougar Canyon

the thrust plane dips southeastward.parallel -to bedding in the southeastern

limb.and normal to the axis of the anticline. Certainly the overthrust

plate originated within the Virgin Mountain area, for Paleozoic rocks in 
’ . • • . - 

the overthrust plate are identical ip facies and thickness withi those in

the lower plate. In fact, a bed for bed matching of Muddy Peak dolomites

in upper and lower plates can be seen on the south wall of, Cougar Canyon

(fig. 5). Equivalent Devonian strata farther west in the Arrow Canyon.

and Pahranagat Ranges are thicker and consist., almost wholly qf limestone 

(Langenheim, 1962, p. 601; Reso, 1963, p. 909). Furthermore, oolitic 

Callville shelf limestones that form the oyerthrust plate exposed on 

Bitter Ridge are not known west of the Las Vegas-Wasatch Line. This block.
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Figure 5. Major Laramide (?) overthrust exposed in south wall of Cougar
Canyon.

Devonian Muddy Peak Limestone (Dm) is repeated by thrust. Note 
bed for bed matching of strata in upper and lower plates. Pogonip Group 
(Op) and Monte Cristo Group (Mm) also visible; undifferentiated Cambrian 
(*6u) in foreground.

too, must have originated on the Cordilleran Shelf in the Virgin Mountain 

area.

It is not necessary t6 invoke regional compressional forces to 

explain deformation in the Virgin Range. Uplift of the Virgin Mountain 

Anticline by rejuvenation of the Precambrian fold produced a structurally 

and topographically high axis from which the Paleozoic cover slid, under 

the force of gravity, southeastward down a gradient formed by bedding in 

the southeastern limb (fig. 4-> a, b, c). Compression generated by the 

southeastward moving, gravity-induced thrust created strong folds in the 

overridden strata and within the thrust plate itself. The nature of the



thrust plane and the tight folds in both plates suggests deformation took 

place beneath considerable cover of sedimentary rocks.

Dating of Structural Events

The structural features just described cannot be closely dated in 

the Virgin Mountain area. They are certainly pre-Basin and Hangs for they 

are everywhere cut and uplifted by large normal faults. Furthermore, 

the absence of Mesozoic debris in the Bunkerville Ridge Fanglomerate 

suggests the existence of a structurally high area prior to late Tertiary 

time from which Mesozoic strata had been removed by erosion. The deforma

tion is similar to that in the Muddy Mountains, dated by Longwell as post- 

Jurassic to pre-Miocene (?) and assigned by him to the Laramide interval,
'

The following points from the Virgin Mountain area suggest the Virgih 

Mountain Anticline and associated gravity thrusting belong to the same 

erogenic episode:

1. The anticline apparently was high enotighoifti’Eate'Oretadeous or 

early Tertiary time to effect non-deposition or erosion of the 

Willow Tank Formation and Baseline Sandstone along its crest and 

southeastern flank. The formations are present east (Tom and 

Cull Wash area, Arizona) and west (Muddy Mountains) of the 

Virgin Mountain Anticline but are missing across the structure 

in the South Virgin Mountains.

2. Thickening and coarsening of Overton Fanglomerate (Late Ore- 

taceous or early Tertiary) on the east side of the Virgin 

Range suggests a local source in the Virgin Mountain area, 

perhaps the large overthrust, was contributing debria" to the 

Overton fan.
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3. The nature of the overthrust plane and tight folds suggests the 

rocks yielded plastically during deformation, a condition which 

required a nearly full Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary cover 

present as overburden. This condition apparently existed on the 

anticlinal crest only until .-middle Tertiary time.

Tertiary Structures

High Angle Normal Faults

Most of the large faults which outline the Virgin Mountains or 

break the range internally are normal with steep to moderate dips. Nearly 

a U  follow closely the structural grain of the basement rocks. They 

strike N. 60°-70O B. in the northern and western part of the map area 

but shift to a north-south and north-northwest trend in the southern 

half, Many of the faults shift trend abruptly, conforming to changes in 

Precambrian foliation. The State Line Fault, in particular, combines the 

north-south and northeast trend. Most of the north-south and north-north

west trending faults are downthfcownnto the east; a few are downthrown to 

the west. Most of the major northeast striking faults are downthrown on 

the west side.

The large northeast trending faults which elevated the north

western limb and core of the Virgin Mountain Anticline are the frontal 

Virgin Mountain Fault, Hen Spring Fault and East and West Cabin Fault.

The largest of these, the Virgin Mountain Fault, borders the Virgin- 

Beaver Dam Mountain chain on the west. At the mouth of Cabin Canyon 

steeply upturned Bunkerville Ridge Fanglomerate is against Precambrian, 

indicating stratigraphic displacement of 16,000 feet. The fault truncates
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numerous | older structures on Bunkerrille Ridge and apparently has a 

history of repeated movement. Recent displacement on the fault at the 

base of the North Virgin Mountains has created scarplets in alluvial fans. 

The; Hen Spring Fault splays from the Virgin Mountain Fault near 

Cabin Canyon. It is traceable for five miles along the eastern side of 

Bunkerville Ridge, finally dying out in Pioche Shale near Sheep Canyon,

The fault has dropped the northwestern limb of the Virgin Mountain Anti

cline against the.metamorphic core with; te. maximum stratigraphic displace

ment of 5800 feet near its junction with the Virgin Mountain Fault, Re

peated movement on this and numerous attendant faults must be invoked to 

explain complex structure involving gravity glide klippen along this part 

of Bunkerville Ridge.• The faults cut and are cut by older low angle 

glide faults. The most recent movement has obliquely cut all older struc

ture on Bunkerville Ridge in this area.

Uplift of a cigar-shaped horst of metamorphic rocks in the Pre- 

cambrian core just east of Bunkerville Ridge was accomplished by movement 

on the East and West Cabin Faults. Trsingular facets and V-shaped canyons 

suggesting Recent uplift are well developed in the metamorphic terrain 

just east of West Cabin Fault. However, Precambrian pegmatites follow 

the faults through part of their course indicating a long history of ac

tivity on these features, also. Displacement is not known but. presumed 

to be large. Apparently, elevation of this horst, together with early 

movement on the Hen Spring fault triggered important gravity glide blocks, 

evidence of which is abundant on Bunkerville Ridge and will be described 

laterT



The State Line and Lime Kiln Faults border the eastern side of 

the Virgin Mountains. Movement on them coupled with displacement in an 

opposite sense on the Virgin Mountain Fault re-elevated the Earaad.de (?) 

Virgin Mountain Anticline as a wedge-shaped horst. Both faults splay 

southward from the Virgin Mountain Fault, are downthrown on the east, and 

created steep, east-facing mountainous escarpments. The largest and most 

important, the State line Fault, makes an arcuate trace from Lime Kiln 

Canyon to the southern tip of Whitney Ridge. Throw on the fault reaches 

* 9000 feet in the vicinity of Whitney Pass and South Virgin Peak Ridge. 

Uplift along the fault in this area was accompanied by southwesterly tilt

ing of Paleozoic and Precambrian rocks of the footwall, which earlier were 

part of the southeastern limb of the Virgin Mountain Anticline. The 

tilted fault block, which now forms South Virgin Peak Ridge, dips steeply 
to moderately west-southwest.

In the vicinity of Ruin Canyon a north-northwest trending fault of 

large throw, down on the west side, has elevated the southern half of the 

fault block as a horst. Northward, this unnamed fault loses throw rapidly 

by cutting fault slices downthrown to the east, but southward it continues

with increased throw to the southern end of Whitney Ridge where it meets
' ■ j - ■

the State Line Fault, The included horst is intensely broken by north-

northwest trending down-to-the-east faults of lesser magnitude. Near its

center the west-northwest trending Whitney Pass Fault divides the horst and

juxtaposes the Precambrian with rocks as young as Callville limestone.

Between South Virgin Peak Ridge and lime Kiln Canyon the State 

line Fault dropped the southeastern limb of the Virgin Mountain Anticline 

against the Precambrian core. This limb, with original dips somewhat
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modified by southward AiltingvofrtJia Viigin^Bahge, is now present as a 

nafcfcow'wedge of southward dipping strata between the State Line and Lime 

Kiln Faults. Throw on the State line Fault decreases northward as succes

sively older formations in this wedge (Moenkopi to Upper Cambrian)'are 

juxtaposed against the Precambrian core.

Uplift and tilting of the fault block created by the State Line 

Fault produced a structurally high axis which approximates South Virgin 

Peak Ridge, Evidence of large scale gravity-induced decollement, origi

nating from this axis aid moving westward down a bedding plane slope, is 

preserved in the Paleozoic strata of Virgin Peak Block as large and small 

klippen, windows, aid a major low angle decollement glide plane.

Decollement and Glide Faults

-- Uplift of the Virgin Range by movement on the major normal faults 

just described initiated large scale gravity gliding and decollement, 

evidence of which is abundant on Bunkerville Ridge and Virgin Peak Block. 

The faults are generally low angle and dip westward away from structurally 

high axes; most are attended by thick breccia zones above and beneath the 

plane of movement. Pioche Shale, Chisholm Shale, Anchor Limestone and in

competent basal Callville strata localized most of the faulting but where 

bedding is steep the faults may cut squarely or gently across the beds.

With few exceptions the faulting has resulted in younger rocks resting on 

older with varying amounts of the intervening section missing. Locally, 

the faults truncate older high angle normal faults and on Virgin Peak Block 

a major decollement plane slices squarely across tight folds formed beneath 

the major Laramide (?) overthrust.
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Within the Paleozoic strata that form Virgin Peak Block a major 

low angle decollement is preserved. The fault, which dips westward, can 

be traced by continuous exposure from the northwestern corner of the block 

eastward across the cliffs beneath Virgin Peak to the western slopes of 

Ruin Canyon where its trace turns southward to continue nearly to Whitney 

Pass, On'the eastern side of Ruin Canyon a downfsuited segment of the 

decollement.is exposed which continues southward where it nearly merges 

with the major western segment. At the southern end of Ruin Canyon the 

upper plate has been largely removed by.erosion but several large and 

small klippen define its original limits. West of Ruin Canyon in the in

terior of Virgin Peak Block, upper plate rocks are at the surface and 

only two windows formed by canyons reveal the structure of the lower plate 

beneath the fault. However, the structure of both plates is readily smen 

along the northern edge of the block and in Ruin Canyon.

Beneath most of Virgin Peak Block the fault plane dips west-south- 

westward between 55°-30o and approximates bedding. In Ruin Canyon, however, 

the decollement steepens to 50o-60° as it approaches the structurally high 

axis of the westwardly tilted State Line Fault Block. At the northwestern 

corner of Virgin Peak Block lower Paleozoic rocks of the upper plate were 

carried westward onto the Precambrian core by the decollement which here
: " f. .dips gently eastward. At its southeastern limits the fault is localized 

within or just beneath the Mlsslssippian Anchor Limestone in the upper 

plate, but warping of ihe plane carries it locally as high as middle Call- 

ville beds, northwestward, however, the fault cuts gently downward through 

lower Paleozoic rocks becoming finally a bedding plane fault within the 

Chisholm Shale. . Upper plate rocks rest everywhere on older strata ranging
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iti age from Miasisaippian to PreCambrian, but the amount of displaced 

section varies considerably. Horizontal movement may be a mile or more.

At least four large down-to-the-eaat steep normal faults were 

truncated by westward movement of the decollement. The structure is 

especially clear in lower plate rocks. The result is an apparent increase 

in throw on the decollement as it leaves younger strata on the hanging wall 

side of the normal faults and enters older rocks in the western footwall 

blocks. In'Ruin Canyon Miasisaippian rocks of the upper plate lie across 

a normal fault on Devonian and Upper Cambrian dolomites, juxtaposed by 

earlier movement. Similarly, northwest of Virgin Peak the decollement

moved westward from uppermost Peasley limestone directly into Pioche Shale- v ; .• ' .-
across a large normal fault, Post-decollement movement on both normal

i .
faults breaks the upper plates, but throw is not Sufficient to account

■ • ' • *■ " V ^ ...... . ' , . : . ■ ' ... .
for the magnitude of .displacement .beneath the decollement;. Two normal 

faults in the lower plate were seen to end at the decollement. One of 

these is preseht in the window one mile west of Ruin Canyon in the interior 

of Virgin Peak Block. The fault brings Mississippian rocks on the east 

against Devonian on the west;.both formations were:overridden and the
" - ' - V' ... ' . ,

fault is truncated by Callville limestones of the upper plate,
• Structures in the upper'plate also terminate abruptly at the

decollement. Especially striking is an overturned syhcline beneath the 
'  ̂ . ..r ■ ' " -. ..

major Laramide (?) overthrust which was truncated and carried westward
c • . .. . .. . . v .  ..

Cnto the core of the Virgin Mountain Anticline;by the decollement (fig, 15,
" ' ' ' • . •' . ■ V  ■ ... ' '

Section H-H1). Upper plate rocks are thoroughly-shattered/by a network 

of west-northwest trending down-to-the-east faults, most of which termi- 

nate at the decollement (fig. 6). Most of these probably resulted from
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Figure 6. Decollement fault exposed at northwestern corner of Virgin 
Peak Block.

Highly faulted Peasley Limestone and undifferentiated Cambrian 
(-6peu): rocks in upper plate above unfaulted Chisholm Shale (-Gc), I^ndon 
Limestone (*€1) and Pioche Shale (*Gp). Faults and jumbled upper plate 
beds are truncated at the decollement, which here is localized near the 
top of the Chisholm Shale. Precambrian met amorphic rocks (Pern) in 
foreground.

pulling apart of the upper plate as it rode westward, downslope.

Westward movement of the upper plate is indicated by substantial

evidence. Westward advance from the South Virgin Peak Ridge area is sug-
, -gested by the westward dip and shape of the fault plane. Sparse drag 

folds in rocks of the overridden plate beneath the decollement also indi- 

cate westward movement. Further, the presence locally of upper plate rocks 

resting with fault contact on the Precambrian core strongly substantiate 
westward rather than eastward movement. Uplift and westwardly tilting 

of the State Line Fault Block created a structurally high axis from which
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part of the sedimentary cover became detached and moved westward by 

gravity down a bedding plane slope, thereby truncating a U  older struc

tures, both faults and folds, in both autochthonous and allochthonous 

blocksi Tension, created by the down-slope movement, thoroughly dismem

bered the upper plate and post-decollement faulting, some of which was 

renewed movement on older faults, further broke both plates and the 

decollement plane.

Deformation with a similar origin but somewhat different style 

is preserved in the steeply dipping sedimentary strata which form Bunker- 

ville Ridge. Six eroded blocks of steep to moderate northwestwardly dip

ping Paleozoic strata ranging in size from one-half to more than one 

square mile are resting on the steep to overturned edges of Paleozoic rocks 

which form the northwestern limb of the Virgin Mountain Anticline (fig. 7, 

8), The structure of both plates is generally well exposed but nearly 

all upper plates are cut off on the northwest by the Virgin Mountain Fault, 

The blocks were carried by scoop and bowl shaped glide faults which dip 
generally westward at low to moderate angles and which alternatingly 

follow and break across bedding. Much of the movement was localized by 

tiie Anchor Limestone and basal Callville beds. Both plates are thoroughly 

crushed near the fault planes and upper plates are imbricated by lesser 

glide faults which flatten downward and merge with the sole fault. In 

places the sole fault divides into two strands. With few exceptions 
younger rocks are resting on older with varying amounts of the intervening 

section missing. Classic thrust relationships exist where older rocks 

are faulted over younger but these features can be shown to have originated
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Figure 7. Gravity glide block just south of Sheep Canyour,

Imbricated Mtssissippian limestone (Mm) carried over vertical 
Peasley Limestone (*Cpe), undifferentiated Cambrian (*Gu) and Pogonip 
Group (Op) by low angle glide fault. View looks southwest.

Figure 8. Gravity glide block just north of Sheep Canyon,

Glide plate of vertical Monte Cristo Group (Mm) and Callville 
Limestone ( (Pc) faulted over vertical Muddy Peak limestone (Dm) and 
Pogonip Group (Op). View looks northeast.
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in tiie same manner as the "younger over older" glide plates,, In most 

places the upper glide plates are dismembered by younger normal faults.

Two examples of glide blocks, free of younger faulting and 

classic because of their simplicity, occur along Cave Wash near the south

western tip of Bunkerville Ridge (fig. 9)* Both are formed of normal 

sequences of northward dipping Peasley through Callville Limestone car

ried by bowl and scoop shaped faults onto a lower plate which consists, 

in this area, of Precambrian through Devonian, also dipping north, in 

normal order. Each formation in the upper plate came to rest on an older 

formation with as much as 2000 feet of intervening section cut out. In 

one instance, however, repeated gliding resulted in a Mississippian plate 

riding over Callville limestone of a lower, older glide plate. Strata 

of the lower plate are continuous beneath both glide blocks. However, 

rocks of each glide plate are oriented differently, suggesting the blocks 

moved individually, Mississippian strata- in the upper plates are charac
teristically: deformed by small, curved faults, along which simple toreva- 

type rotation is the only apparent movement. Larger glide blocks farther 

northeast on Bunkerville Ridge are more complex, the result of extensive 

pre- and post-glide normal faulting of both plates.

Probably the glide blocks which form the ridge crests northeast 

and southwest of Sheep Canyon are remnants of a single, once continuous 

plate (fig. 7, 8), The plate, formed of steeply dipping Upper Cambrian 

through Toroweap rocks, rests on Peasley through Queeuhtoweap beds on a 

glide plane, which here varies from flat above the Lower Paleozoic to 

moderately steep as it cuts across u/pper Paleozoic beds. Removal of the 

upper plate in the Sheep Canyon area reveals exceptionally well the structure

8 2
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of the overridden block. Strata of the lower plate in this area are nearly 

vertical but are dragged to a southeastward dipping, overturned position 

directly beneath the glide plane (fig, 10). This and similar overturning 

beneath older blocks is interpreted as drag, indicating northwestward 

movement of the upper plates.

Two large northwest trending high angle faults break the upper 

plate in the Sheep Canyon area. Ttio upper plate Mississippian klippen, 

brought down to the level of the canyon floor by the normal faults, form 

conspicuous buttes near the head of the canyon. Structure in this area 

is complex for the upper plate sole fault consists of two strands, one 

at the Anchor Limestone level and one within the Upper Cambrian. Breaking 

of these two flat faults by the two normal faults, coupled with pre-glide 

faults already existing in the lower plate and lesser imbrication of the 

upper plates, produced a mosaid of shattered blocks which belie the basic 

structural simplicity of Bunkerville Ridge (fig. 11).

Major normal faults also existed in the strata of Bunkerville Ridge

prior to low angle glide movement. Good evidence of this is present at

the northeastern end of Bunkerville Ridge. Both the Hen Spring and Vir-

gin Mountain Fault in this area obliquely truncate a major glide block;:

but their existence prior to gliding is indicated by several lesser faults

which splay from them and which are known to be truncated themselves by ,

an overriding glide plate. The remnants of a large Mississippian glide

plate rest across two faults which form a wedge-shaped graben in this vi-
- ;cinity. Pakoon dolomite through Kaibab Limestone in the graben are faulted 

against Precambrian on the northwest and against Muddy Peak > through Peasley 

Limestone on the southeast; Mississippian klippen cross the faults and
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Figure 9. Field sketch of gravity glide block north of Gave Wash on 
• Bunkerville Ridge. View is toward northeast.
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Figure 11. Field sketch of faulted glide blocks on Bunkerville Ridge
near mouth of Sheep Canyon. View is toward northeast.



rest on each formation (fig. 15> section C-C1, in pocket). Strong over- 

turning of Pakoon and Queantoweap beneath the glide plane indicate move

ment of the Mississippian plate toward the northwest (fig. 12). Locally, 

the overturned Pakoon was sheared off and dragged as large shattered . ■ 

wedges into the fault plane. Recurrent, post-glide movement on the south

eastern fault and on the Hen Spring, Fault broke the Mississippi^ upper 

plate. Numerous kllppen, spared from erosion by this downfaulting, bear 

witness to the original wide extent of the glide block, as do shattered, 

upturned edges of Pakoon dolomite and Queantoweap Sandstone as much as 

one-half mile away from the large ttississippian klippe.

All of the glide faulting just described occurred between, or 

associated with, episodes of major normal faulting which uplifted the 

Virgin Range, It seems inescapable.that the gliding was initiated by 

this faulting and that the resulting glide plates were later broken by 

recurrent movement along the same fractures. Drag features in the over- 

ridden plate document, without exception, movement of the glide plates 

from southeast toward the northwest. It is likely, therefore, that the 

blocks originated from the structurally high horst formed by the Hen 

Spring.and-East-and West Cabin Faults and moved westward by gravity down- 

slope -onto the northwestern limb of the Virgin Mountain Anticline. Where 

the upper block moved far enough across successively younger strata or 
crossed faulted rocks in the lower plate, older rocks locally came to 

rest on younger.and the resulting structure assumed all the characteris

tics of a classic overthrust.
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Figure 12. Klippe of imbricated Monte Cristo Group (Mm) and CallviUe 
Limestone ( Pc) on strongly overturned Pakoon (Pp), Queantoweap 
(Pq), and Hermit (Ph) beds at the mouth of Cabin Canyon.

Note wedge of Pakoon dragged from its outcrop at the right edge 
of the picture into the fault plane. Contact of Pakoon and Queantoweap 
in center foreground. View looks north.

Low Angle Normal Faults

Westward dipping Paleozoic rocks in the State Line Fault Block 

are broken by six or more eastward dipping, low angle normal faults. The 

fault planes are broadly curved, dipping 55° at their highest exposures 

in Mississippian rocks but becomming bedding plane faults upon entering 

the Pioche Shale. Only one fault of this style is known to cut the Pioche 

Shale and to continue into the rocks beneath. A stratigraphic throw from 

a few hundred to 1500 feet is achieved on individual faults, The largest, 

which cuts across the Pioche, carried Upper Cambrian dolomite onto the 

Precambrian several hundred feet beneath the Precambrian-Cambrian uncon

formity. On most of the faults, however, the Peasley Limestone in the
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lower part of the hanging wall block was carried out onto the Pioche Shale, 

toreva fashion! Subsequent removal of parts of the hanging wall left 

numerous klippen of Peasley beds on the crumpled Pioche Shale outcrop (fig. 

16, section J-J1 and K-K1 in pocket).

At the southern 6nd of Tramp Ridge in the Southern Virgin Mountains 

the eastwardiy tilted Tramp Ridge Fault Blocks formed of Paleozoic strata, 

is repeated.by a large westward dipping low angle normal fault. The 

fault, which dips uniformly 10O-20°, carried a Mississippian through Pre- 

cambrian section across lowermost Cambrian beds onto Precambrian granite 

at the base of the Tramp Ridge Fatilt Block, achieving a stratigraphic 

separation of more than 2200 feet (fig. 13). Three large canyons> cut

beneath the level of the faulty provide exceptionally clear window^ to
"  ' ' •• * • . >

the structure of the footwall block. Unlike most of the low angle faults 

in the State line Fault Block, this fault crosses.the Pioche Shale and

Prospect Mountain Quartzite and continues into the basement rocks.
• '

The(low angle faults in the State Line Fault Block resemble huge 

toreva slides which moved downward andseastward, on curved planes, away 

from the structural axis of the fai^Lt block onto the Pioche Shale, Pro-

bably this toreva-style faulting was triggered by uplift of the State
V  ,Line Fault Block and the downward movement was propelled by gravity, in 

.-&■ maimer similar to that of the gravity glide plates on Bunkerville Ridge,/A .
but in a direction opposed to bedding.-'

•• ; * . . .  •' • ■*. . .

- Thai" ̂ liittf dimly '"dipping' low' angle-faults" in-the Tramp Ridge and "v

State Line Fault Blocks, which cross the Pioche Shale may have a different 

origin, longwell has suggested (1926, p. 577-578)-that faults of this 

style were originally steep but were flattened by tilting of the fault
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" • . a

Figure 13. Low angle normal fault at the southern end of Tramp Ridge 
in the Southern Virgin Mountains,

Monte Cristo Group (Mm), Muddy Peak Limestone (Dm), Pogonip 
Group (Op) and undifferentiated Cambrian (*Gu) strata visible in photo 
above Precambrian (Pern), Prospect Mountain Quartzite (*Cpm), Pioche Shale, 
Peasley Limestone (Ope) and undifferentiated Cambrian (Ou). View looks 
south.

blocks with which they are associated. It also seems possible that they 

may be outwardly directed shears formed near the crest of the uplift to 

accommodate lateral extension of the sedimentary cover as it is uplifted 

(Longwell, 1945, p. 117). In this respect they would correspond to surfaces 

of stretching (Streckflachen), which form near the crests of rising 

plut^hf-and serve to expand them horizontally.

Dating of Structural Events

With the information now known precise dates of uplift and gravity 

movements in the Virgin Mountain area cannot be given. Uplift of the



range along the major normal faults has apparently b^en a continuing 

process to Recent times. Uplift as early as Pliocene (?) 6s indicated 

by "the Bunkerville Ridge Fanglomerate but Recent movement is Shown by 

faulted alluvial fans along the mountain bases. The gravity glide blocks 

apparently formed at a time between the earliest and latest Tertiary (?) 

uplift, as most cut, and are cut by, the faults which uplifted the 

range. In the Beaver Dam Mountains Cook (i960, p. 76) reports detached 

blocks of Mississippian limestone resting on, and ipterbedded with, un- 

^^--'consolidated sand and gravel of probable late Pliocene or Pleistocene 

age. The gravity gliding and decollement in the Virgin Mountains may 

also belong to that interval. Presumably gravity gliding was initiated 

when faulting activity and uplift were at a maximum; for that reason up

lift of the Virgin-Beaver Dam fountain chain is considered.to have cul

minated during, the same period^

Structural Synthesis
' . . ' O. . .

The low angle faults in the Virgin Mountains all originated from
■■■ '" 1 . 'V . , . *' - " ' \  '

the structurally high axis of three major uplifts, which combined, 

elevated the range to their present height. Although the style of fault

ing initiated by each uplift apparently is unique, the difference is one 

of degree rather than kind. Thus, if on Bunkerville Ridge upper plate 

glide blocks had ridden far enough westward, older rocks would rest on 

younger and the Laramide (?) overthrust in the Cougar Canyon area would 

have been duplicated in form and style. Locally, of course, this condition 

exists on Bunkerville Ridge. Similarly, had the decollement on Virgin 

Peak Block cut upward through the section rathem than confine itself to



a single horizon, overthrusting relationships might have resulted. The

nature of the uplifts themselves may have controlled the style of faulting.

.As suggested by the tight folding, sharp fault plane and large
«. •

scale deformation, the. Paleozoic strata apparently reacted plastically to 

Larandde stresses. It is suggested that a considerable thickness of Paleo

zoic and Mesozoic rocks, first arched upward to form the Virgin Mountain 

Anticline, flowed southeastward down the flank of the structure under 

considerable confining pressure along a sharp break, which was. able to 

cut upward across the plastic strata with little difficulty and resulted 

in overthrusting. In contrast, as evidenced by the thick shattered 

zones and minor folding, Tertiary gravity adjustments toojc place at 

shallow depths if not at the surface itself. Thus, rather than cross 

Jiard, brittle strata obliquely, the decollement faults confined themselves 

to incompetent beds, moving upward or downward in the, section only in 

response to obstructions in their course. Individual blocks of limited

scale on Bunkerville Ridge moved on scoop-shaped faults in a manner re

sembling huge toreva blocks. Under a confining pressure similar to that
•V.• available.during-the Laramide this faulting may have Iqst less of its

energy, to overcoming high near-surface friction, thereby developing into
•vlarger, more coherent blocks which could have evolved into westwafdly‘ . . . u * < '. : ' :

directed overthrusts.

It ds the{thesis of this paper that the glide blocks on Bunkervillet . ' " ",
. * ■ . . . . «  *• .'••• •• v V" •

Ridge and the decqllemeht on Virgin Peak Block can be used as well-substan- 
■••• . v • ' &

tiated models of-structures resulting from gravitative adjustments to

vertical uplift by normal faulting. The, phenomenon, is apparently common
' . '' ‘ ' ^ •

for.identical structures are known by the writer to occur in the Beaver
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Dam Mountains, Mineral Range and Wasatch Mountains "of Utah, As such, the 

models, may be applied to interpret the overthrusting in the Cougar Canyon 

area as accommodating gravity movements originated by vertical uplift of 

the Virgin M6untain\Anticline. The only difference between the Tertiary

and Laramide (?) structures is the nattire of the uplift and degree to
*1 '•<

which overthrusting developed,: a difference which can be attributed to

depth of deformation and.associated confining pressure.
• " j  -

The Laramide (?) overthrusting and Tertiary glide faulting and

decollemeht were initiated by uplifts within the Virgin Mountains and 

are therefore of limited scale and of only local significance. It is ' 

suggested, however, they may be used as models to interpret overthrusts 

of regional dimenaihais, whose associated large scale "blisters, *' "welts'* 

or dome's have been destroyed or masked by younger deformation and are no 

longer obvious. It seems no longer necessary to seek explanation in the 

form of compression within the earth's crust to explain all,overthrusting 

and strong folding, as some of the structured within the Virgin Mountains 

so eloquently' testify..



APPENDIX

NOTE? The Wentworth grade scale is used throughout in the field des

criptions of the detrital grain sizes. Color terminology is from the 

National Research Council Rock Color Chart. Descriptions of carbonate 

rocks are based on Folk's (1961) classification. In most descriptions 

bedding thickness is given in numerical terms. Where general terms are 

used McKee and Weir's (1953) classification was adopted.

BUNKBRVILLB RIDGE SECTION 

Sec. 31. T, 14 S.. R. 71 E.. Clark Co.. Nev.

Mberikopi Formation (Triassic) (Incomplete) Thickness
(feet)

Siltstone and shale, dusky, red (5R 3/4) to reddish-brown 
(lOR 4/6) and grayish-brown (5YR 3/2); occasional 
1/2" to 1M bed of light gray micaceous siltstone and 
few 3/2 to 1 foot thick beds of fine-grained sandstone 
which increase in frequency downward; thin-bedded, forms 
rounded hills; ripple marks; top not exposed . . . . . . . .  4284-

Sandstone, light brown ($YR 6/4 ) to pink ($RP 8/2); few light 
green-gray ($G 8/l) beds; medium- to fine-grained, very 
thick-bedded with some thin-bedded interbeds near base . . .  72

Sandstone, white, fine-grained, subangular to subrounded, 
friable, well sorted but with some black heavy mineral 
specks; laminated, flat-bedded, forms single bed . . . . . .  20

Sandstone and siltstone, light pink-gray ($YR 8/l) pale to 
red purple ($RP 6/2), well sorted but with much heavy • 
mineral grains; very thin-bedded ................. .. 16

Siltstone and shale, dusky red (5R 3/4) with few thin beds 
of green and yellow calcareous shale, very thin-bedded; 
abundant ripple marks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  73

Shale and siltstone, greenish-gray (5GY 8/l) to pink (5RP 8/2); 
calcareous; interbedded with very thin-bedded micrite

92



which weathers light gray (N7); micrite beds badly crumpled; 
limestone increases in frequency and thickness downward . . 132

Hicrite, yellowish-gray (51 8/1') to yellowish-brown (lOYR 3/4) 
and very light gfay" (N8), micaceous, sandy, some oomicrite 
and biomicrite beds; thin- to thick-bedded; interbedded 
with micaceous and sandy, thinly-laminated micrite and 
green, micaceous 'shale; weathers to hogbacks' and'saddles; 
worm burrows..............  238

Micrite, light gray (N7) to yellowish-gray ($Y 8/l), yellowish- 
brown (10YR 5/4) and brown (5IR 4/4)1 thinly laminated; 
unit also contains one to two foot thick beds of oosparite- 
and biosparite and six inch to one foot thick beds of soft, 
earthy, cellular micrite; few interbeds of micaceous yel- • 
lowish-green'(lOGY'6/4 ) shale; forms hogback; worm'burrowsj 
ripple marks..................................................92

Shale, greenish-gray ($G 6/l) and green ($G 5/6) to yellow-green 
(lOGY 6/4 ), and yellow-brown (10YR 5/4) micrite in thinly 
laminated beds; some micrite is pure, some sandy and mica
ceous; forms saddle.........................................21

B D N K E R V IIIE  R IDG EfSECTIO N Co 93

Micrite, light gray (N7) to medium gray (N5), weathers pale 
greenish-yellow (10Y 8/2) to'greenish-gray (5G 8/l). hard; 
beds 1/2 to 1-1/2 feet thick.............. ................

Siltstone, moderate red (5% 5/4)i highly gypsiferous; few 
beds of fissile, thin-bedded, yellow-brown (lOYR 5/4 ) 
weathering micrite, four foot bed of brown (5YR 4/4) 
and yellow-brown (lOYR 5/4) micrite at base ..............

25

63
Limestone breccia, yellow-brown (lOYR 5/4) and moderate red 

(5R 5/4) pebbly siltstone; Kaibab pebbles and chunks up 
to 2 feet in diameter present in breccia; unit rests on +
irregular Kaibab surface and varies in thickness.......... 10-

Total thickness incomplete Moenkopi Formation ................  ■. 1210^

Sec. 36. T. U S . .  R. 70 E.. Clark Co.. Nev.

Kaibab Limestone (Permian-Leonard!an)

Micrite and dolondtic micrite, light gray (N7) to pale orange 
(lOYR 8/2); chert nodules and thin beds in upper 25 feet; 
massive; five to 10 feet erosional relief on upper beds . . 86

Siltstone, limestone breccia and gypsum; siltstone is greyish-
red (5R 4/2) and contains angular chunks of Kaibab Limestone;



massivej gypsum lenses and limestone breccia occur along ‘ + 
strike of unit) unit variable in thickness. . . . . . .  15-100-

Hicrite, yellowish-brown (10IR 5/4) *6 grayish-orange..........
(10YR 7/4): thin-bedded ........................... . . . .  125

BUNKERVILLE RIDGE SECTION -  C o n t 'd  94

MLcrite and biosparite, yellowish-brown (lOYR 6/2) to pale 
blue (5FB 7/2), pinkish-gray (5YR 8/1) and light gray 
(N7), weathers pale purple (5P 7/2) to light blue-gray 
(5B 7/l)j some beds sandy; contains up to 50 percent 
grayish-brown (5YR 3/2) and red-brown (lOR 3/4) chert 
and impure chert nodules, bands and stringers arranged 
in thin layers which makes unit look thin-bedded and' 
dark brown from a distance; thick to very thick beds, 
forms cliffs and dip slopes ............................... 120

MLcrite and biosparite, medium gray (N5) to brownish-gray 
(5IR Z/l)# weathers medium gray (N5) and pinkish-gray 
(5YR 8/l); chert nodules disposed in layers gives thin- 
bedded appearance; chert weathers brown to black and 
makes up to 50 percent of unit; very thick-bedded, forms 
cliff and ledges............ .................... .. 115

MLcrite, light greenish-gray (50% 8/1) to pink (5RP 8/2), 
weathers gray with very pale purple (5P 7/2) cast; 
abundant white and pink chert which weathers brown to 
pale orange (lOYR 8/2); lower 20 feet locally coarsely 
brecciated; very thick-bedded, forms cliff............... 68

MLcrite, light greenish-gray (50% 8/l); contains gray chert
layers; thin-bedded; five to 10 feet of limestone breccia 
at base and 9 feet of grayish-red (lOR 4/2), coarse lime
stone breccia at top of unit; thin interbeds'of yellow-
brown (10%R 5/4) siltstone at center of unit. . . . . . . .  39

Total thickness of Kaibab Limestone . . . . .  ................  468-553-
Toroweap Formation (Permian-Leonardian)

Gypsum, white, very thick-bedded; three feet of brown
(5%R 5/2) sandy, cellular micrite at top...................43

MLcrite, medium gray (N5) to pale brown (5%R 5/2), weathers 
very light gray (N8); scattered chert nodules; thick- 
bedded, forms slope, partly covered . . . . .  ............  29

Biosparite and biosparrudite, medium gray (N5)> weathers
gray with pale orange (10%R 8/2) and white areas, spotty 
vugular porosity, minor scattered chert in lower 1/2 but 
becoming prominent in upper 15 feet; very thick-bedded, 
forms cliff and dip slopes........ ...................... 37



Biosparite and biosparrudite, dark gray (N3) to medium gray 
(N5), weathers medium gray (N5) to blue-gray ($B 5/l)j 
irregular dark gray (N3), reddish-brown (10R 4/6) 
weathering chert nodules disposed in layers gives unit 
thin-bedded appearance; chert concentrated in thin and 
thick layers arid is very abundant; ten feet at base of unit 
is 70 percent chert and forms re-entrant on cliff; very 
thick-bedded, forms cliff; hydrogen sulfide odor throughout 86

Micrite and biosparite, brown-gray ($YR 4/l) to pink-gray
(5IR 5/l) and medium gray (N5) weathering medium (N5) and 
blue-gray (5B 5/l)J micrite in lower 1/3, biosparite in 
upper 2/3; abundant chert as nodules' arid'stringers; thick-' 
to very thick-bedded, forms slope ......................... 81

Dolomite, light gray (N?) to yellowish-gray ( 8/l, weathers 
white to very light gray (N8), firiely crystalline; scat
tered chert nodules and stringers; twenty feet of green 
shale near middle of unit; thick-bedded, forms ledgy slope, 42

Sandstone, moderate red (5K 4/6) to white and pink ($RP 8/2); 
minor beds of yellow-brown (10YR 5/4) spongy travertine; 
flat-bedded, thin-bedded, with some low angle cross-beds; 
sandstone is reworked Coconino and Hermit as frosted grains 
and fine red sand is present; no gypsum seen but may be
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present as unit is partly covered; forms slope, . . . . . .  72

Total thickness Toroweap Formation.................................390

Coconino Sandstone (Permian - Leonardian)

Sandstone, white to pale yellowish-brown (10TR 7/2); grayish 
orange-pink (5YR 7/2) in lower 10 feet, weathers pale 
yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) to grayish-brown (5YR 3/2)' 
with desert varnish; coarse- to medium-grained, clean, 
well sorted, frosted grains in part, subrounded, tightly 
cemented; strong cross-bedding in sets 2 to 5 feet thick; 
thick-bedded; erosiori surface with 2 to 6 feet relief at
base; forms cliff................................... .. 42

Total thickness Coconino Sandstone. ..............  . . . . . . . .  42

Hermit Formation (Permian - Wolfcampian or Leonardian)

Sandstone, pale reddish-brown (lOR 5/4)? numerous flat, thin,
light gray (N?) to white streaks; fine-grained, well sorted, 
subrounded, calcareous, friable; very thick-bedded (up to 50 
feet thick); inconspicuous small scale sets of low angle, 
tangential cross-beds; upper 18 feet is pure white sandstorie, 
cross-bedded in small sets; forms rounded cliffs........ .. 370
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Sandstone, moderate red (5R 5/4) aod grayish-red (5R 4/2): fine-
grained, calcareous; conspicuously flat-bedded; thick to 
very"thick-bedded with thicker beds showing small scale 
cross-bedding .  ......................................... 115

Mostly"covered interval. Few beds of fine- to medium-grained 
moderate"red (5R 4/6 ), cross-bedded sandstone show'through' 
alluvium................................................... 410

Sandstone, white to light pink (5RP 8/2) and moderate red.....
(5R 4/6 )j fine- to medium-grained, • well sorted, subrounded 
to fairly well rounded, calcareous, friable; flat bedding' 
but with inconspicuous small sets of low angle cross-beds; 
lower one-half contains few massive beds showing large scale 
sets of cross-beds which may be tongues of Queantoweap Sand
stone; few beds of very flat-bedded,"thick- to thin-bedded 
moderate red (5R 4/6) sandstone;'thick'to very thick'beds,'
forms rounded ledges and saddles...................... .. . 4&0

Total thickness Hermit Formation..................................1355

Queantoweap Sandstone (Permian - Wolfcampian)

Sandstone, light pink (5RP 8/2) to pale yellow-brown (lOYR 7/2), 
weathers light pink (5RP 8/2) with white* and pale red'
(lOR 6/2) areas; fine- to medium-grained, well sorted, 
fairly well rounded, friable, calcareous; thick to very 
thick bedding; tangential low angle and acute high angle 
cross-bedding in both thick and thin sets; forms rounded 
ledges and saddles; transitionally overlain by flatter
bedded Hermit ....................... .............. .. 313

Sandstone, white to.pale orange (lOYR 8/ 2); fine- to medium- 
grained, well sorted, friable; thick-bedded, flat-bedded 
but with small scale tangential cross-beds; ten feet of 
dusky red (5R 3/4) flat-bedded sandstone at base.......... 85

Total thickness Queantoweap Sandstone ............................. 398

Pakoon limestone (Permian - Wolfcampian)

Dolomite, very light gray (N8), very argillaceous, porous; 
sandstone, pale orange (lOYR 8/2) to pale yellow-brown 
(lOYR 6/2) and moderate red (5R 5/4), coarse-grained; 
limestone breccia, moderate red (5R 5/4)> coarse; and 
gypsum, massive, pure; all interbedded. Gypsum is 15 
feet thick and occurs as single massive bed in'middle 
of unit; thin- to thick-bedded, forms slope . . . . . . . .  100
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Dolomite, very light gray (N8) to" white, argillaceous, earthy 

to finely crystalline, very porous; some scattered chert' 
in upper beds; very thick- to thick-bedded............... 65

MLcrite, very light gray (NS), chalky, single bed............ .. 5

Dolomite,'very light gray (NS) to pink (5RP 8/2), sandy; few 
pink, fine-grained dolomitic sandstone interbeds; thick 
to very thick bedding ..................................... 70

Shale, dolomitic, black, weathers reddish-brown (10R 5/4) with 
a greenish'cast;‘fissile"in part; forms Slope;‘worm 
burrows................................................... 17

Dolomite, pink (5RP 8/2) and very light gray (NS); finely cry
stalline, soft; some pink, soft, earthy dolomite breccia; 
abundant siliceous streaks and gray chert; thin-bedded, soft.
gray (N7) dolomite interbeds not well exposed . . . . . . .  60

Dolomite, very light gray (NS), weathers white;'finely
crystalline, very porous; forms single bed................  2£

Dolomite, very light gray (NS); very fine-grained, vuggy, 
weathers to "spongy" surface; contains abundant chert 
as large round nodules and discontinuous stringers; 
thick- to thin-bedded, forms ledges and dip slopes. . . . .  104

Dolomite, medium grdy (N5), weathers yellowish-gray (51 8/l)
with rust spots and with a "spongy" surface; finely crys- ' 
falline, vuggy; thin-bedded, forms saddles and dip slopes. 22

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers very light gray (NS);
finely crystalline, vuggy; interbedded with soft, nodular,
very fine-grained dolomite which forms saddles'and is 
poorly exposed; beds 1 to 3 feet thick.....................69

Chert, gray (N5), single continuous b e d . ....................... l£

Dolomite, yellowish-gray (5Y S/l) to veiy light gray (NS);
coarse to medium crystalline, sugary texture for coarse
grained beds; bedding 1 to 4 feet thick; forms ledges 
and dip slopes............................................. 38

Dolomite, medium gray (N5) to brown-gray ($YR 4/l), brown 
laminae; weathers to "sandy" surface, coarsely crys
talline; beds 1 foot thick.................................10

Dolomite, yellowish-gray (51 8/l) to very light gray (NS);
coarse to medium crystalline, sugary texture for coarse
grained beds; bedding 1 to"4 feet thick; forms ledges 
and dip slopes........... .................... .. 83



Total thickness Pakoon Limestone. . '............................... 64?

Total thickness Permian System............................... 3305-5-3390
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Callville Limestone (Pennsylvanian & Mississippian? Chester)

Oosparite, ddpelsparite, medium gray (N5), weathers same plus 
blue-gray (5B 7/l); rare"sandy, laminated beds with 
laminae weathering brown;'chert present as nodules and 
small discontinuous seams; beds 3 to 6 feet thick, forms 
steep dip slopes....................................... .. . 42

Micrite and dolomitic micrite, red-purple (5RP 6/2), pink 
(5RP 8/2) and yellowish-gray ($Y 8/l), weathering same 
plus brown ($YR 5/2); sandy; laminated and conspicuously ' 
cross-bedded; interbeds of white to pale orange (10IR 8/2),
. very calcareous, fine- to medium-grained sandstone which 
is both flat and cross-bedded; interbeds also of blue-gray 
(5B 7/l) oondcrite and biondcrite which weather with a 
strong red cast and are cherty; five feet of white, friable 
calcareous' sandstone at top of unit; thick to very thick ’’ .’j 
beds....................................................... 178

Micrite, pale purple (5P 7/2), weathers light gray (N7) to 
moderate reddish-brown (10R 4/6) and brown (5IR 3/4); 
very sandy; sandy laminations and cross-bedding weather 
brown and reddish-brown (10R 4/6); forms single bed . . . .  23

Oondcrite and biondcrite, medium gray (N5), light pink (5RP 
8/2) to light purple (5P 7/2), weathering blue-gray (5B 
7/l) to pink (5RP 8/2), purple (5? 6/2) and brown (5YR 
3/4); few sandy and laminated beds; oondcrite is cross- 
bedded, finely oolitic; bedding thick to very thick . . . .  68

Oondcrite, pelmicrite and biondcrite, medium to dark gray 
(N5-N7), weathers blue-gray (5B 7/l), few purple 
(5P 6/2) and pale yellowish-brown (10IR 6/2) weathering 
beds; seven feet of soft purple (5P 6/2) weathering 
nodular limestone at base; beds 1 to 3 feet thick........ 66

Dolomite, white to pink (5RP 8/2), weathers very light
yellowish-gray (51 9/l) "to white; minor brown weathering 
laminated dolomite; coafse to medium crystalline, vuggy 
and intercrystalline porosity; three foot bed of light 
gray (N7) chert 15 feet above base; bedding thick to *
very thick, forms light band on cliff ..................... 85

Oosparrudite, medium to dark gray (N5-N3), weathers blue-gray 
(5B 5/l); few micrite beds; chert as layers and nodules 
abundant through unit; beds 1-1/2 to 5 feet thick, forms • 
cliff and ledges. . . .  ................................. 206



Biomicrite, bltie-gray (5B 7/l) in beds 1 to 3 feet thick
ihterbedded with purple ($P 6/2), nodular, soft micrite 
and moderate red (5R 4/6) to grayish-orange (lOYR 7/4), 
thin-bedded, medium^grained sandstone; unit soft, forms 
saddle covered with red-bed debris........................ 75

Micrite, medium gray (N5), weathers blue-gray (5B 7/l);"some 
oomicrite beds and few thin interbeds of nodular, soft 
micrite; beds 6 inches to 2 feet thick; unit underlain
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by more massive Middle Mississippian limestones . . . . . .  39

Total thickness Callville limestone...............................782

Sec. 2 and 3. T. 15 S.. R. 70 E.. Clark Co.. Nev.

Monte Cristo Group (Mississippian)
Yellowpine limestone Member

Micrite, medium gray (N5)> weathers light gray (N7); occasional 
large gray and white, reddish-brown (10R 4/6) weathering
chert nodules; very thick-bedded, forms dip slopes. . . . .  55

Micrite, medium gray (N5), interbedded with light gray (N7) 
chert which weathers brown (5YR 3/4) J beds 3 inches to 
1 foot thick...............................................  8

Biosparite, biosparrudite and dolomitic biosparite, dark gray 
(N3) to black and brown-black (5Y ^l), weathers dark gray 
(N3) to black (Nl); local porosity, occasional chert 
stringers; lower portion is strongly petroliferous'; hydros 
gen sulfide odor common in upper beds; very thick-bedding, 
forms cliffs and dip slopes; lower 100 feet contains rugose 
coral colonies, lithostrontiontids, Svringopora colonies.
high-spired gastropods and brachiopods. . . . . . . . . . .  134

Total thickness Yellowpine Limestone Member ................... .. . 197

Arrowhead Limestone Member

limestone, black (Nl), weathers dark gray (N3); nodular, soft;
thin-bedded, weathers to saddle; Svringopora.............. 14

Total thickness Arrowhead Limestone Member.........................14

Bullion Limestone Member

Biosparite and biosparrudite, medium gray (N5) to black (Nl), 
weathers light to medium gray (N7-N5); porous, sugary 
texture; minor brown chert streaks in mid section; hydro
gen sulfide odor general throughout but petroliferous in



upper 100 feet; very thick-bedded, forms'cliffs and
steep dip slopes; high-spired gastropods, rugose corals
and Syringopora prominent in upper 100 f e e t .......... .. » 330

Total thickness Bullion Limestone Member.',*.........................330

Anchor Limestone Member

Micrite and biomicrite, dark gray (N3) to black (Nl) inter- 
bedded with white to light gray (N7), reddish-brown 
(lOR 3/4) weathering chert; micrite and chert is both
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bedded and in nodules approximately 4 to 6 inches thick; 
hydrogen sulfide odor common; upper 20 feet has less chert 
and is transitional with overlying Bullion limestone. . . . 154

Total thickness Anchor limestone Member...........................154

Total thickness Monte Cristo Group.................................695

Sec. 3. T. 15 S.. R. 70 E., Clark Co.. Nev.

Muddy Peak limestone (Devonian)

Dolomite, dark to medium greenish-gray (5GY 4/1 - 5G 4/1 ) 
in lower 1/2; pale yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) to 
grayish orange-pink (5%R 7/2) in upper l/2; upper 20 
feet is thin-bedded gray (N7) and greenish-gray ($G 6/l) 
dolomite with red mottling in some areas; unit weathers 
overall yellowish-gray (51 8/l) to brown-gray (5YR 6/l) 
with reddish and pink areas; zones throughout unit where 
white and yellowish-gray dolomite is replacing darker 
beds causing local light streaks and cellular texture 
parallel to bedding; unit coarsely crystalline with ex
cellent inter crystalline and vugular porosity; very 
thick-bedded, forms continuous cliff beneath Anchor 
limestone........................................... .. 194

Micrite, blue-grey (5B 7/l), weathers white; and pinkish-gray 
(51R 8/l) to white coarsely crystalline dolomite, wea
thering white to yellowish-gray (5Y 8/l); dolomite is 
replacing micrite along laminae, fractures and bedding 
and converting limestone into a featureless mass of cellu
lar vuggy dolomite; dolomitization complete in some beds; 
bedding of micrite and dolomite is very thick, forms cliffs 99

Dolomite, very light gray (N8) with abundant gray (N5) chert 
which weathers black; chert makes more than 60 percent of 
unit....................................................... 10£

Dolomite, alternating light gray (N7), medium gray (N5) and
olive-gray (51 4/l)beds, interbedded; occasional limestone
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breccia arid soft green sandy dolomite; dolomite is 
coarsely crystalline and weathers to a "sandy” surface; 
many beds have dark siliceous inclusions and nodules 
which weather black giving beds a cherty appearance; many 
vugs with white rims; strong hydrogen sulfide odor through
out; beds 1 to 4 feet thick...............................221

Dolomite, medium gray (N$), weathers "sandy"; unit characterized 
by nodules of black dolomite which weather blackish-red 
($R 2/2); forms strong cliff.......... .................... 10

Sandstone, white; weathers grayish-orange (lOYR 7/4) j clean, 
well sorted, cross-bedding in long tangential sets; 
beds 8 inches thick.......................................1-6

Dolomite, dark gray (N3) to olive-gray (5Y 4/l), weathers
light gray (N7) to olive-brown ($Y 3/4); fine to medium 
crystalline, brown mottling in some beds, chert in lower

thick; lower 3/2 thinner-bedded

Dolomite, greenish-gray ($GT 6/l), sandy; soft, coarsely 
crystalline, porous; three foot bed of pale olive '
(10Y 6/2) sandstone at top; beds 2 to 3 feet thick, 
laminated..................................  24

Sandstone, pale green (5G 7/2); "dirty", calcareous; thin 
to laminated beds; irregular contact with Pogonip; 
relief of several feet. ...................................  5

Total thickness Muddy Peak limestone................................ 666

Pogonip Group (Ordovician)

Dolomite, light gray (N7) to white, weathers same; some pink 
(5RP 8/2) areas in upper beds; finely crystalline, 
solution pits and vugs common throughout unit, minor 
glauconite at top; very thick-bedded, forms strong cliff. * 72

Dolomite, light gray (N7) to white, weathers light gray (N7); 
five foot bed of soft grayish-yellow ($Y 8/4 ), nodular 
ndcrite at base; beds 1 foot thick, forms saddle. . . ,

Dolomite, light gray (N7) to pink (5RP 8/2) and light brown 
(5YR 6/4 ) weathering white to pale yellowish-brown

35
Dolomite, brownish-gray (5YR 4Z1 ), weathers grayish-olive 

(lOY 4/2), some red blotched areas, weathers "sandy"; 
coarsely crystalline with good porosity, many vugs; 
hydrogen sulfide odor; beds 1 to 3 feet thick . . . . 62

42



(lOYR 6/2) or light greenish-gray ($G 8/l); grayish- 
yellow (5Y 8/4 ) nodular, crumbly micrite'interbedded 
with lower 30 feet; coarsely crystalline; very thick- 
bedded, but with thinner beds in lower 30 feet. . . .
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Dolomite and dolomitic oosparite,•pale yellowish-brown 
(lOYR 6/2) to pink ($RP 8/2), interbedded with gray 
(N5) to brown-gray (51R 6/l) oosparite; oosparite has 
laminae and many irregular streaks which weather dusky 
brown (5YR 2/2) and contain minor comminuted fossil 
fragments, in beds 6 inches to 2 feet thick; dolomite is 
near top of unit, coarsely crystalline, porous and in 
beds 1 to 2 feet thick; dolomite and oosparite are inter
bedded with soft, yellow-green (10GY 6/4) shale, soft 
greenish-yellow (10Y 7/4) micrite and intrant!erudite; 
forms saddle............. .. ...........................

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers pale yellowish-brown 
(lOYR 6/2); contains abundant white chert which 
weathers black; hard; very thick-bedded ................

Dolomite, and dolomitic micrite, gray (N?) to pink-gray 
(5IR 8/l), weathers pale yellowish-brown (lOYR 6/2) 
to brownish-gray ($YR 6/l); contains red ($R 5/4) to 
grayish-red (10R 4/2) cigar-shaped micrite blebs, which 
when weathered give unit a characteristic mottled effect; 
unit coarsely crystalline; abundant glauconite in lower 
beds and scattered throughout unit; lower 20 feet ha# 
few greenish-yellow (10Y 7/4) soft, sandy dolomite layers; 
very thick-bedded........ ..............................

Sandstone, shale and sandy dolomite, green (50 7/4) to gray (N7) 
weathering yellowish-brown (10Y 7/2) to olive-brown 
(5Y 5/6); thin intramierudite beds weather grayish-brown 
(5YR 3/2; and with a streaked appearance; abundant glau
conite; cross-bedding on small scale and pre-lithification 
slump; unit soft, forms saddle....................  12

Dolomite and dolomitic limestone, dark gray (N3) to yellowish-
brown (lOYR 6/2), weathers brown (5YR 4/4) to dark yellowish- 
brown (lOYR 4/2); green (5G 5/6) glauconite in lower 10 feet; 
very thick-bedded........................................... 15

Dolomite, white to grayish-green (10GY 5/2); sandy and nodular; 
and sandy shale, yellowish-green (10GY 6/4 ); two foot bed 
of pure white sandstone locally present; dolomite coarse
grained, weathers to "sandy” surface; unit soft, forms 
saddle. . . .................................................. 10

Total thickness Pbgonip Group .....................................  415



Sec. 7. T. 15 S.. R. 70 E.. Clark Co.. Nev. 

Undifferentiated Middle and Upper Cambrian
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Dolomite, white, laminated; beds 6 inches thick; prominent
white marker beneath brown Ordovician dolomites ..........  20

Dolomite^ light gray (N7) to black, weathers dark brownish-' 
gray (5¥R 3/1); "hieroglyphic”* mottling in upper beds, 
lighter micrite laminae in some beds.......................233

Dolomite, white to medium gray (N5), weathering white to light 
gray (N7); conspicuous white, laminated dolomite 25 feet 
thick at base; two prominent olive-gray (5Y //l) dolomite 
beds 10 feet thick near top of unit; "hieroglyphic” mottling,
worm burrows and cryptozoan structures common throughout 
unit; thick-bedded, forms subdued slope ..................  185

Dolomite, black to medium gray (N5), weathers light gray (N7); 
some light micrite mottling in lower beds; faint hydrogen 
sulfide odor; thick-bedded.................................65

Dolomite, black, weathers dark greenish-gray (56 4/l); worm 
burrows and "hieroglyphic" mottling in lower beds; dolo
mite becomes nodular in upper 20 feet; faint hydrogen 
sulfide odor; beds 2 to 3 feet thick. . . . . . . . . . . .  185

Dolomite, light gray (N7) to white; conspicuous white dolomite 
beds 25 feet thick at top and base of unit; dolomite 
generally laminated; laminae weather brown and in relief; 
small chert nodules in beds near base; beds 1/2 to 1 foot
thick......................................... .. 175

Total thickness Cambrian Undifferentiated ..............  . . . . .  863

Peasley limestone (Middle Cambrian).

Dolomite, dark gray (N5) to black, weathers olive-gray (5Y 4/l); 
"hieroglyphic" mottling, laminations; laminae weather dark 
brown and in relief; upper 12 feet is conspicuous brown 
weathering unit with dark brown laminae; beds 6 inches to 
two feet thick............ ............................ .. .113

Dolomite, brownish-gray ($YR //l), weathers grayish yellow- 
green (5GY 7/2); in part nodular, in part laminated;

* "Hieroglyphic" mottling is a descriptive term for pattern on rocks 
produced by weathering of myriad interlaced "worm" tubes or burrows 
filled with micrite.



exrfcremely thin-bedded j forms' slope, 'partly covered; tran-: \ 
sitionally overlain by next higher u n i t .................. 30

Dolomite, light (N7) to medium gray (N5), weathers brown 
(5YR 5/6) to grayish-orange (10IR 7/4); upper"25 feet 
weathers bright grayish-orange (lOTR 7/4) to yellow-orange 
(10YR 6/6); laminated, laminae weather in relief and dark 
brown to black; some mottled patterns in lowermost beds; 
extremely hard, rocks ring when struck; beds 6 inches to 
2 feet thick.......... .................................... 97

MLcrite, black and light gray (N7), interlaminated; unit
weathers black as seen from a distance; gray (N8) laminae 
and burrows weather yellowish-orange (10YR 6/2) and"form 
distinctive pattern of mottling and "hieroglyphics"; 
twenty feet below top is light gray (N7) limestone unit 8 
feet thick which weathers light greenish-gray (5GT 8/l) 
and forms a conspicuous light band; also in middle of unit
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is 2 foot band of white laminated dolomite; unit in beds 
1 to 3 feet thick...................... .................. 133

Dolomite, light gray (N7) to white, laminated; laminae weather
brown; thin- to thick-bedded, forms saddle. . ............  19

Micrite, black and light gray (N7) interlaminated; unit 
weathers black as seen from a distance; grey laminae 
and burrows weather yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) and form 
distinctive pattern of mottling and "hieroglyphics"; 
extremely hard, rings when struck; unit in beds 1 to 3 
feet thick, forms ledges and dip slopes.......... .. 245

Micrite, light gray (N7) to brownish-gray (5YR 4/l) inter- 
laminated; intramicrudite in beds one-half foot thick; 
some sandy layersf unit thinly bedded and partially 
covered...................................1........... '. . 24

Micrite, brownish-gray (5YR 4/L) to medium gray (N5) inter- 
bedded in one-half inch layers; unit weathers grayish 
orange-brown (5YR 7/2) with gray (N5) limestone mottling; 
thin sandy layers veather brown to black; unit is thinly 
laminated but very thickly-bedded.........................22

Micrite, black, weathers dark gray (N3) to black; conspicuous 
brown (5YR 5/2) mottling from weathering of light gray 
(N7) laminae and burrows; weathers into rough corrugated 
surface; beds 2 to 3 feet thick; forms ledges and dip 
slopes..................................................... 123

Micrite, medium (N5) to light (N7) gray, weathers yellow-green 
(5GY 5/2) to yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) with dusky red 
(5R 3/4) areas; beds 2 to 3 feet thick.....................39



Hicrite, black, weathers grayish-brown (5YR 3/2) to black;" lower 
dneh-third*has brown mottling; "upper one-third has abundant' 
tiny burrows" filled by calcite; weak hydrogen sulfide odor; 
beds 2 to 3 feet thick..................................... 45

Total thickness Peasley Limestone................................. 890

Chisholm Shale (Middle Cambrian)

Shale, dusky yellow-green ($GY 5/2) with few thin merits beds;
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unit mostly covered; forms slope...........................72

Total thickness Chisholm Shale....................................72

Sec. 10. T. 15 S.. R. 70 E.. Clark Co.. Nev.

Lyndon Limestone (Middle Cambrian)

Micrite, black to medium gray (N5); lower beds contain brown 
shaly limestone mottling; upper two-thirds is very thick- 
bedded gray limestone; reddish-brown (10R 4/6) weathering 
two foot thick bed at top; very thick-bedded, forms cliff . 36

Limestone, brown (5YR 5/2), weathers yellow-brown (10YR 5/4)J 
interbeds of brown (5YR 5/6) micaceous siltstone; beds 
1 to 3 feet thick, soft, forms saddle ..................... 33

Limestone, gray and brown ( 5 ®  5/2), weathers brownish-gray 
(5YR 6/1), yellow-brown (10IR 6/2) and reddish-brown 
(10R 4/6); conspicuous black pisolites l/8 to 1/2 inch 
in diameter; thin-bedded, nodular but with two massive
limestone layers........................................... 26

Total thickness Lyndon Limestone.  ...............................95

Sec. 2. T. 15 S.. R. 70 E.. Clark Co.. Nev.

Pioche Shale (Lower and Middle Cambrian)

Shale, yellowish-green (10GY 6/4)? micaceous, fissile, numerous 
1 to 2 inch beds of moderate brown (5TR 3/4) to reddish- 
brown (lOR 3/4) quartzite and sandstone beds in lower 
one-fourth; occasional 1 to 2 foot beds of same throughout 
unit; upper 25 feet is brown (5YR 6/4 ) to yellowish-brown 
(lOYR 6/2) coarse sandstone aid siltstone interbedded with 
green shale; unit transitionally overlain by Lyndon Lime- 
stone; forms slope; abundant worm burrows . . ............  168
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Quartzite, grayiah-orahge (10IR 7/4) to olive brown (5T 4/4) 
iriterbedded with yellow-green (lOGY 6/4) micaceous 
siltstone and shale; quartzite is coarse,"fairly well 
rounded grains; beds 1 to 2 feet thick becoming thinner
at top....................................................... 60

Total thickness Pioche Shale....................................... 228

Sec. 9, T. 15 S,, R. 70 E.. Clark Co.. Nev,

Prospect Mountain Quartzite (Lower Cambrian)

Quartzite, light gray (N7) to pinkish-gray ($YR 8/1) to 
yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2), weathers yellowish-brown 
(10YR 5/4) to grayish-orange (10YR 7/4); minor thin green 
and black shale interbeds; coarse- to medium-grained, 
well sorted, tightly cemented; quartzite generally in 1 
to 3 foot thick beds, cross-bedded in sets 1 foot thick 
or thinner; contorted liesegang weathering conspicuous; 
forms hogback ..............................................153

Arkose, dark reddish-brown (10R 3/4)» coarse, interbedded with 
arkosic, dark reddish-brown (10R 3/4) siltstone and 
shale; occasional thick bed of gray (N5) or dusky red 
(5R 3/4 ) cross-bedded quartzite; unit soft, forms debris-
strewn slope................................................ 149

Total thickness Prospect Mountain Quartzite........................ 302

Total thickness Cambrian System................................... 2450

WHITNEY POCKETS SECTION 

Sec. 2L. T. 16 S.. R. 70 E.. Clark Co.« Nev.

Kaibab Limestone (Permian - Leonardian) (incomplete)

Biosparite and biomicrite, medium gray (N5), weathers light to 
medium gray (N7-N5) with pink cast in upper 100 feet; chert 
forms 20 to 40 percent of unit; irregular chert nodules dis
posed in layers makes unit appear thin-bedded; chert is brown
weathering and in form of blebs and branching irregular masses; 
hydrogen sulfide odor weak and scattered; thin- to very thick- 
bedded (1-7 feet), forms cliff, dip slope; top not exposed; 
brachiopods (Productid), crinoid segments, echinoid spines
common.............. ...................... ................  340+

Total thickness incomplete Kaibab limestone .......................  340+



Toroweap Formation (Permian - Leonardian)
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Gypsum, white,"massive, pure; forms slope largely covered by
Kaibab float............................................... 45

Idmestbne breccia, light gray (N7), weathers yellow-gray
(51 8/l); fragments of white chert, gray Toroweap lime
stone, 3/2 inch to 4 inches in diameter; indistinct 
bedding................................................. .. 8

Micrite, medium gray (N5), weathers white to very light gray 
(N8); reddish-brown weathering chert nodules; hydrogen 
sulfide; beds 2 to 6 feet thick, forms dip slope; few 
silicified crinoid fragments...............................65

Biosparite, medium gray (N5), weathers same; spotty vugular 
porosity; abundant irregular reddish-brown (10R 4/6) and 
black weathering chert nodules and stringers in upper 1/2; 
minor chert concretions in lower 1/2; hydrogen sulfide odor 
throughout; thick-bedded, forms dip slope; crinoid plates, 
echinoid spines, brachiopods...............................50

Biopelsparite, medium gray (N5), weathers same; minor black
weathering chert nodules; vuggy porosity, thick-bedded. . . 18

Micrite and biosparite, medium grey (N5), weathers blue-gray
(5B 7/l); abundant irregular black weathering chert nodules 
give unit black color from distance; vuggy porosity; bedding 
2 to 3 feet thick, forms crest of hogback................ 43

Biosparite, oosparite and biopelsparite with few micrite beds, 
medium gray (N5) to grayish orange-pink (5YR 7/2), 
weathers light gray (N7); intercrystalline and vuggy poro
sity well developed in upper 100 feet; chert abundant as 
scattered nodules and thin beds, gray, weathering reddish- 
brown and cellular; hydrogen sulfide odor string in porous 
bioclastic beds; bedding 2 to 3 feet thick, forms cliff . . 155

Siltstone and shale, olive green (10Y 5/4)? soft, forms
covered slope ............................................  16

Dolomite, pink (5RP 8/2) to medium gray (N5), weathers very 
light gray (N8) or white; finely crystalline; contains 
abundant coarse well rounded sand grains and few streaks 
of gray chert; beds 1 to 2 feet thick; forms ledge. . . . .  7

Gypsum, white to pink, pure, massive; locally 5 to 15 feet of 
yellow-green (5GY 7/4) flat-bedded sandstone at base of 
unit............................  121

Total thickness Toroweap Formation. ..................   5%)



Sec. 14.. T. ly S». R» 70 Clark Co., Nev, (Red Rock Amphitheater)

Coconino Sandstone (leonardian)
Sandstone, white to pink (5RP 8/2); friable, fine- to medium- 

grained, fairly well sorted, frosted grains; clean cal
careous; large and small scale cross-beds; base is per
sistant flat plane and lower 4 to'5 feet contain reworked 
redbeds; twelve feet of strongly cross-bedded yellowish- 
gray (5Y 7/2) and pink ($RP 8/2) calcareous sandstone at 
top of unit in beds 2 to 4 feet thick with cross-bedding 
etched in high relief; unit very thick-bedded, forms cliff
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which weathers to honeycomb pitted surface................ 115

Total thickness Coconino Sandstone.................... ............115
Hermit Formation (Wolfcampian or Leonardian)

Sandstone, reddish-brown (lOR 4/6) to pink (5R 7/4) and grayish- 
red (5R 4/2) siltstone; well sorted, fine-grained; cross
bedding is inconspicuous low angle, tangential thin sets 
within very thick beds; sets not more than 1-1/2 foot 
thick; thin streaks of greenish-gray (5GY 6/l) sandstone 
3 to 4 inches thick and thin-bedded siltstone common in 
lower one-half; otherwise unit is very thick-bedded and 
appears flat-bedded from distance; forms cliffs and ledges. 445

Sandstone, pink (5RP 8/2); medium-grained, fairly well sorted; 
numerous worm borings filled with fine red silt; incon
spicuous large and small scale cross-beds; very thick- 
bedded, forms cliffs and dip slopes.......... ............123

Sandstone and siltstone, grayish-red (5R 4/2) and pink (5R 7/4) 
with few white beds; inconspicuous small scale tangential 
torrential "type cross-beds within flat beds; thick- to 
thin- bedded; flat-bedded, forms saddles and ledges . . . .  205

Sandstone, pink (5R 7/4) to red (5R 4/6); fine-grained, well 
sorted; flat bedding; cross-bedded in low angle, tangen
tial sets which are small scale; cross-bedding dips south
east; gradational with large-scale high angle cross-beds
in underlying unit, massive................ ..............333

Total thickness Hermit Formation................................... 1106

Queantoweap Sandstone (Wolfcampian)

Sandstone, pink (5R 7/4) to red (5R 4/6); fine- to medium-grained; 
well sorted, subrounded, friable; some frosted grains; large 
scale cross-bedding with abrupt basal contacts............ 92



Sandstone, pink (5R 7/4) to yellowish-brown (10YR 7/2) with 
gray streaks (N5)j some reddish-brown (10R 3/4) thin- 
bedded 'sandstone' interbeds j fine- to medium-grained, :?fli
able, calcareousj tangential low angle cross-beds in 
2 to 3 foot sets; lower onef-half flat-bedded; massive . . . 153

Sandstone, red (5R 4/6) and yellowish-brown (10YR 7/2),
weathers blotched" white and grayish-red (5R 4/2); coarse- 
to medium-grained, friable, calcareous; thin- to medium- 
bedded but cross-bedded in 1 foot thick sets with long 
sweeping, tangential cross-beds; three foot bed;of sandy 
gray (N7) dolomite 5 feet above base; unit soft, forms
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saddles and dip slopes..................................... 90 0

Total thickness Queantoweap Sandstone ............................. 335

Sen. 1/.r 22. T. 16 S.. R. 70 15.. Clark Co.. Nev.

Pakoori Limestone (Wolfcampian)

Gypsum, white, pure, sugary texture; in beds 8 to 20 feet thick, 
separated by 1 to 3 foot thick-bedaAif soft,1 very light 
gray (N8) thin-bedded and nodular, fine-grained dolomite 
with vuggy or spongy texture; unit 85 to 90 percent gypsuti. 245

Dolomite, light gray (N?) to medium gray (N5), weathering very 
light gray (N8) to grayish orange-pink (5YR 7/2) and 
grayish-orange (lOIR" 7/4)? minor constituents are nodular 
soft dolomite, platy, silty dolomite, sandy dolomite, 
oolitic dolomite, upper one-third has brown weathering 
laminations; some spongy textures and vuggy porosity; some 
beds contain chert; two and one-half foot bed at base of unit 
has conspicuous reddish-brown (10R 4/6) weathering chert; 
unit soft, thin- to thick-bedded, forms ledgy slope . . . .  193

Dolomite, light to medium gray (N7-N5); soft, fine-grained, 
vuggy;* gray chert in lower one-half; thin- to thick- 
bedded, forms saddle, dip slopes...........................127

Dolomite, grayish orange-pink (5YR 7/2) to pink (5RP 8/2)* 
weathering light gray (N7) to grayish-orange (10YR 7/4)J 
some sandy, laminated beds and an occasional cherty 
layer; medium crystalline with spotty vugular porosity; one 
4 foot thick bed of gray biopelsparite 60 feet above base;
bedding 1 to 4 feet thick, forms ledgy slope.............. 158

Total thickness Pakoon Limestone...................................723

Total thickness Permian System.....................................3180*
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Sec. 15. T. 16 S.. R. 70 E.. Clark Co.. Nev.

CallviUe limestone (Pennsylvanian and Mississippian? - Chester)

Oosparite arid ‘ bidsparite, medium gray (N5), weathers blue-gray '
(5B 7/l); occasional chert nodules; beds 1 to 4 feet thick,
forms cliff............................................... 28

Micrite and dolomitic micrite, pink ($RP 8/2) to light purple 
($P 6/2) to light gray (N7); some beds finely oolitic; 
sandy; conspicuous cross-bedded sandy laminations weather 
brown; beds 3 to 5 feet thick, forms ledgy slope.......... 121

Micrite, medium gray (N5), weathers blue-gray (5B 7/l); some 
pinkish-gray ($YR 8/l) and purple ($P 6/2) beds,few dolo
mitic beds; lower one-third has brown weathering cross
beds and laminae which weather brown and to "sandy" sur
face; reddish-brown (10R 4/6 ) weathering chert nodules and 
layers scattered through unit; micrite is sparsely fossil!- 
ferous; very thick-bedded, forms cliff. . . ............... 133

Biondcrite, dolomitic and dolomite, light gray (N7) to pink 
(5RP 8/2) to light purple (5P 6/2) to white, weathering 
grayish orange-pink ($YR 7/2); interbeds of blue-gray 
(5B 7/l) biondcrite and oondcrite; limestone pebble con
glomerate common as is large circular red and gray chert 
nodules and chert layers; five foot bed of white chert near 
middle of unit; dolomite is fine-grained, in beds 2 to 4 
feet thick and forms ledgy slope; four foot bed of dark 
brownish-gray (5YR 3/l) laminated micrite 10 feet below 
t o p ....................................................... 149

Oosparite and pelletal biosparite, light (N?) to medium gray 
(N5), weathers blue-gray ($B 7/l) with red cast; few 
interbeds of white to red (5R 6/6), fine- to coarse
grained dolomite which weathers white; single 5 foot 
bed of limestone pebble conglomerate 50 feet above base 
of unit; chert nodules and layers which weather brown and 
reddish-brown (10R 4/6) persistent in upper half of unit; 
moderate red (5R 4/6) chert in uppermost beds; occasional 
sandy layers; very thick-bedded, forms cliff; corals, 
crinoids, brachiopods, gastropods, bryozoans.............. 197

Micrite, blue-gray (5B 7/l), thin-bedded, and purple (5P 6/2) 
to pale red-purple (5RP 6/2) nodular micrite, interbedded 
with moderate red (5R 4/6) and pale red (10R 6/2) sand
stone and siltstone; some cross-bedding in sandstones; 
sandstone few inches to 4 feet thick; lowest micrite bed 
contains limonite cubes; unit soft, forms saddle. . . . 8 5



Micrite, medium (N5) to light gray (N7), weathers blue-gray
(5B 7/1); three foot"bed of limestone pebble conglomerate 
with fossil hash at topjl. lower" two feet has reddish-brown 
(10R 4/6) weathering chert podules; beds 6 inches to 18

WHITNEY POCKETS SECTION -  C o n t 'd  H I

inches thick, forms ledges and slopes ................... . * 33

Total thickness Callville Limestone............ .................. 746

TRAMP RIDGE SECTION

Approx. Sec. 3. T. 18 S.. R. 70 E.. Clark Co.. Nev.

Monte Cristo Group (Mississippian)
' • '

Dolomite, pink ($RP 8/2) to light gray (N7), weathers white
to very pale orange (10YR 8/2) with pink areas; excellent 
intercrystalline porosity; coarse to medium crystalline; 
chert nodules abundant in upper 15 to 20 feet; very thick- 
bedded at base becoming thinner-bedded at top; Svrineooofa
in upper beds . ............................................29

Dolomite, pink ($RP 8/2), weathers light gray (N7); finely
crystalline, relict matted algae with excellent porosity; 
beds 1 foot thick; Svrineopora............................. 5

Dolomite, pale-orange (10YR 8/2) to light gray (N7) and pink 
(5RP 8/2), weathers grayish orange-pink (5YR 7/2) to very 
light gray (N8); coarsely crystalline with intercrystalline 
and vugular porosity; numerous solution pits on weathered 
surface give dolomite rough appearance; faint hydrogen 
sulfide odor; very thick-bedded, forms cliff; scattered 
large rugose eorals........................................ 143

Biosparrudite and dolomite, interbedded; dolomite is light gray 
(N7), weathers grayish orange-pink (5YR 7/2); biosparrudite 
is gray (N5), weathers black; dolomite is vuggy, porous; 
large rugose corals, brachiopods, low spired gastropods 
and Syrihgonora are conspicuous ........................... 5

Dolomite, pink (5RP 8/2) to white, light to medium gray (N7-N5) 
weathering white; finely crystalline with intercrystalline 
and vugular porosity; dolomitization is complete and primary 
sedimentary structures and fossils ere obliterated; very 
thick-bedded, forms cliff .................................  200

Biosparite, dark gray (N3); coarse to medium crystalline, inter
bedded with 2 to 4 inch layers of light gray (N7), reddish- 
brown (10R 4/6) to black weathering chert; unit weathers



black" as seen" from a distance; strong hydrogen sulfide odor; 
limestone In beds one foot thick; contains crinoid fragments; 
bryozoan, rugose corals and brachiopods ..................  104

Total thickness Monte Cristo Group.......................... .. 486
- - ♦ • • . - " ,

.. * ' * • , *
 ̂ , '4  ̂  ̂ ‘ * ' * « * • • - y •  f  •

Approx. Sec. 8. T. 19 S. R. 70 E.. Clark Co., Nev.

Muddy Peak limestone

Dolomite,*white to pink ($RP 8/2), weathers light gray to white

TRAMP RIDGE SECTION -  C o n t 'd  1 1 2

with red cast in upper part; medium crystalline; thick- 
bedded..................................................... 21

Dolomite, light gray (N7), "pearly", weathers white; extremely 
coarse-grained with vugular and intercrystalline porosity 
well developed; very thick-bedded ......................... 70

Micrite, black and dolomite, white to pink (5RP 8/2 ), weathering 
dark gray (N3) to black, interbedded; dolomite is replacing 
limestone along laminae and by point replacement; coarse
grained; dolomite is vuggy and porous; very thick-bedded. . 6

Dolomite, light gray (N7), "pearly", weathers white; extremely 
coarse-grained with vuggy and intercrystalline porosity; 
very thick-bedded........ ................................ 45

Micrite, dark gray (N3) to black and dolomite, dark gray (N3) * 
to black, weathering white to pink (5TR 8/l), interbedded; 
dolomite is vuggy, porous and coarse-grained and is 
replacing micrite along laminae and by point replacement; 
thin- to thick-bedded ......................... . . . . . .  37

Micrite, gray (N6); soft, nodular, forms saddle, mostly covered. 7 
'

Micrite, gray (N5) to grayish-olive (10Y 4/2), weathers blue-
gray (5B 7/1) with red cast; very thick-bedded, forms cliff 9

Micrite, gray (N6) with red and green blotches; nodular, thin-
bedded, forms saddle.......................................  5

Micrite, olive-gray (51 4/l)> weathers blue-gray (5B 7/l with
red cast; very thick-bedded, forms cliff.................. 75

Micrite, medium gray to dark gray (N5-N3), laminated in part; 
in process of being converted into light yellowish-gray
(5Y 8/l) to pink (5YR 8/2) dolomite by replacement along 
laminae and fractures; massive, cellular dolomite is end 
product of replacement; all characteristics of original 
micrite are obliterated; thick- to very thick-bedded. . . . 38



MLcrite " andT doldniite, weathers light " gray (N7) to white, pink
cast to some beds; fine to medium crystalline; thick-bedded. 38

Dolomite, dark gray (N3), some pink casts on weathered surfaces; 
some laminations; abundant dark gray (N3) to black chert; 
one foot limestone breccia near base...................... 15

Dolomite, black to medium gray (N5) and brown-gray (5YR 4/1);
weathering into series of alternating dark and light layers;" 
some soft, white, chalky beds form saddles; some white chert; 
dolomite generally laminated; hydrogen sulfide odor through
out; thick-bedded .........................................  180

Dolomite, black to light gray (NY), some beds weather with pur-'
pie areas; finely crystalline; thick- to very thick-bedded. 35

Sandstone, white, weathers yellowish-gray (51 7/2) to yellowish-
brown (10R 6/2); pure, medium-grained; beds 4- inches thick. 4

Dolomite, brown-gray (5YR 4/l)j medium crystalline; granular, 
sugary texture; tiny burrows; some small dolomite lined 
Tugs; beds 2 to 4 feet thick, forms ledgy slope ..........  43

Dolomite, light gray (NY); finely crystalline; some brown-gray
(5YR 4/1) vuggy dolomite interbeds; thin-bedded ........  . 18

Dolomite, brown-gray (5%R 4/l) to black, weathers brown-gray 
(5YR 4/l)> finely crystalline; numerous dolomite lined 
vugs and fractures; minor interbeds of lighter gray but 
otherwise similar dolomite; scattered reddish-brown 
(10R 4/6 ) weathering siliceous nodules and stringers; 
beds 1 to 4 feet thick, forms ledges and steep dip slopes . 74

Dolomite, dark gray (N3) to black, weathers brown-gray (5IR 4/l)j 
coarsely crystalline; solution pits parallel to indistinct

TRAMP RIDGE SECTION -  Coat'd 113

laminae; thick-bedded .....................................  37

Sandstone, pale green (5G 7/2); friable, fine-grained, well
sorted, clean quartz sandy thin-bedded..................... 9

Total thickness Muddy Peak limestone................................ 788

Pogonip Group (Ordovician)

Dolomite, pink-gray (5YR 8/l), weathers yellowish-gray (5Y 6/l); 
coarsely crystalline; abundant bright green glauconite; 
lower beds contain large angular fragments - coarse breccia 
cemented by laminated dolomite; coarse, gray (N5) thin- 
bedded granular dolomite in upper 10 feet; unit very thick- 
bedded in lower 1/2 becoming predominantly nodular; thin- 
bedded dolomite at top. ............................. .. 101



Dolomite, very light gray (NS) to white, weathers yellowish^gray 
(5YS/l); medium crystalline; glauconitic; gnarly, indis
tinct bedding; one foot of nodular, soft dolomite at base;

TRAMP RIDGE S E C T IO N :- C o n t 'd

thick- to very thick-bedded, forms saddle . . . . . . . . .  20

Total thickness Pogonip Group ..................................... 121

Undifferentiated Upper and Middle Cambrian

Dolomite, light to medium gray (N7-N5), weathers light brown- 
gray (5IR 6/l) and greenish-gray (5GY 6/l)j abundant 
"hieroglyphic" patterns and light, fine-grained dolomite 
laminae; finely crystalline but upper beds medium crystal
line; two to four feet of brown flat pebble conglomerate 
at base of unit followed by 12 feet of thin-bedded, nodu-' 
lar brown-gray (5YR 4/l) dolomite; unit very thick-bedded, 
forms cliff...............................................239

Dolomite, white; finely crystalline; thin-bedded, laminated. . . 11

Dolomite, light to medium gray (N7-N5); finely crystalline; 
light gray (N7) mottling and "hieroglyphic" patterns; 
few thin interbeds of laminated white dolomite at top; 
cheirfc nodules at base; thin- to thick-bedded.............. 50

Dolomite, white to medium gray (N5); finely crystalline; thin-
to thick-bedded, laminated................................. 45

Dolomite, dark gray (N3) to black, weathers light to medium 
gray (N7-N5) with greenish cast; finely crystalline; 
coarse ,dolomite in thin, short veins and vugs and iso
lated small masses; chert nodules and layers'in lower l/2; 
thin- to thick-bedded, laminated in part.................. 21

Dolomite, very light blue-gray (5B 8/l) to white; finely
crystalline; thick-bedded, laminated (often contorted). . . 23

Dolomite, dark gray (N3) to black, weathers - light to medium 
gray (N7-N5) with greenish cast; light, fine-grained, 
micrite filled laminae; finely crystalline; coarse dolo
mite in thin, short veins and vugs and isolated masses;- 
thin-bedded, nodular in lower 1/2 becoming thick-bedded
and laminated in upper p a r t ............................... 101

Dolomite, white to medium gray (N5); finely crystalline; 
chert nodules and stringers; thin- to thick-bedded; 
laminated (some contorted)................................. 70

Dolomite, light to medium gray (N7-N5); finely crystalline; 
thin, coarse dolomite streaks and vugs; irregular linear



TRAMP RIDGE SECTION - Coat'd

patches of light"fine-grained dolomite • give xmlt mottled 
"effect; very" thick-bedded in lower 3/2, thin- to thick- 
bedded in upper 3 / 2 .......... ............................ 143

Dolomite, black, weathers medium brownish-gray ($YR 5/l); '
fine" to medium crystalline; abundant tiny worm burrows,
"twiggy bodies" and "hieroglyphic" markings; very thick- 
bedded, forms cliffs and steep dip slopes ................  75

Dolomite, dark gray (N3), weathering brown-gray (5YR 4/L) an<* 
light gray (N7); finely crystalline; "hieroglyphic" 
markings fdribed by micrite filled burrows; also, tiny 
tubular burrows ("twiggy bodies")'filled by white dolomite; 
several 5 to 6 foot beds of white, finely crystalline 
laminated dolomite in upper part; thin- to thick-bedded , . 120

Total thickness Undifferentiated Cambrian ......................... 898

Peasley limestone: (Middle Cambrian)

Dolomite, dark to light gray (N3-N7), weathering light gray (N7) 
to olive-gray ($Y 6/1); finely crystalline; contorted thin 
laminae and large scattered black and reddish-brown (10R 4/6) 
weathering chert nodules and beds; bedding 2 to 4 feet i' i.cV 
thick..................................................... 75

Dolomite, yellowish-brown (10 YR 6/2) to reddish-orange (lOR 6/6), 
weathers dark gray (N3) to olive-gray (51 6/l) and shades 
of light orange; finely crystalline, rings when struck; 
brown (5YR 3/4) weathering laminae and occasional black 
chert nodules; bedding 1 to 2 feet thick.................. 70

Dolomite, very light gray (NS), weathers light gray (N7) to
grayish-orange (lOYR 7/4) > finely crystalline; very thick- 
bedded..................................................... 58

Micrite, dolomitic, medium gray (N5) with very light gray (NS) 
laminae; unit weathers grayish yellow-green (5GY 7/2); 
thick-bedded................ .............................. 60

MLcrite, black; brown (5YR 5/2) mottling and laminations; \ 
weathering of laminations gives micrite a rough, corru
gated appearance; bedding is 1 to 2 feet thick........ .. . 65

MLcrite, gray (N5), weathering yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) and 
light gray (N7); interbeds of intramicrudite, which are 
very micaceous; unit thin-bedded, forms saddle............ 35

MLcrite, black; brown (5YR 5/2) mottling and laminations which 
weather to a rough, corrugated surface; bedding 1 to 2 
feet thick............................................... 40



Micrite, gray"(N5);"soft^ nodular; and'laminated green ($G 7/2)
micaceous sandstone; forms saddle, poorly exposed ........  20

Micrite, black; brown ($YR 5/2) mottling and laminations 
which weather to" rough, corrugated surface; bedding 
1 to 2 feet thick......................................... 65

Micrite (?), reciystallized, light gray (57),"coarse
crystalline, very thick-bedded............................. 4

Micrite, dark gray (N3); yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) and light
gray (N7) mottling; thin- to thick-bedded...................20

Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers white; sugary texture;
porous.....................................................  8

Dolomite, pink (5RP 8/2); extremely coarse crystalline,
vuggy porosity.............................................  3

Dolomite, medium to very dark gray (N5-N3);"finely crystal
line; beds 2 to 3 feet thick................................. 30

Dolomite, light gray (N7); laminated; medium crystalline;
thick-bedded. ............................................ . 10

Micrite, dark gray (N3) to black, with light gray (N7) to
brownish-gray (5IR 6/l) mottling and laminations parallel * 
to bedding; thick-bedded, forms steep cliff and dip slopes. 100

Total thickness Peasley Limestone.................................. 663

Chisholm Shale (Middle Cambrian)

Shale, yellow-green (10GY 6/4) and brown (5YR 3/2), mica
ceous; interbeds of 1” thick gray (N5) biospaidte 
weathering reddish-brown (10R 3/4) with trilobite hash. . . 84

Total thickness Chisholm Shale................................... .. &$.

lyndon limestone (Middle Cambrian)

Oosparite, light gray (N7), weathers brownish-gray (5YR 6/l);
eoliths are yellow-brown (10IR 5/4)* replaced by limonite , 6

Micrite, recrystallized, black; brown (5YR 5/2) to gray (N5) 
shaly mottling in upper 20 feet; medium crystalline; 
five foot bed of brown (5YR 4/4) siltstone near middle 
of unit; forms cliff....................................... 5&

Micrite, recrystallized, dark gray (N3); weathers yellow-
brown (10YR 5/4); coarsely crystalline..................... 5

TRAMP RIDGE SECTION - Cont'd 116



Total thickness Lyndon Limestone...................................69

TRAMP RIDGE SECTION - C o n t 'd  1 1 7

Pioche Shale (Middle and Lower Cambrian)

Siltstbne and shale, brown ($IR 3/4) j micaceousj minor interbeds 
of micrite and yellowish-green (10GY 6/4)# micaceous shale;
worm burrows throughout...................................55

Biosparite, dark gray (N3)j coarsely crystalline; strong
hydrogen sulfide odor; trilobite fragments................  2

Shale,' yellowish-green (10GY 6/4 ) and dusky yellow-green 
(’5GY 5/^); micaceous; minor brown (5YR 3/4) micaceous 
shale and 2 foot thick beds of biosparite.............. .. 63

Shale and siltstone, dark reddish-brown (10R 3/4) J micaceous . . 20

Shale,' yellowish-green (10GY 6/4 ) and dusky yellow-green
(5GY 5/2); micaceous, fissile; minor interbeds of yel
lowish-brown (10YR 6/2) and reddish-brown (lOR 3/4)
siltstone; worm burrows abundant. . ....................... 180

Total thickness Pioche Shale. ..................................... 320

Prospect Mountain Quartzite (Lower Cambrian)

Sandstone, grayish-orange (10IR 7/4) to light gray (N7); medium 
to very coarse-grained, siliceous; cross-bedded in sets 
1/2 to 2 feet thick; five foot bed of purple quartzite at 
top; thin-bedded; transitionally overlain by Pioche Shale . 150

Shale, siltstone and arkose, dark reddish-brown; extremely
coarse-grained; unit mostly covered by Prospect Mountain
Quartzite float..............................................36

Total thickness Prospect Mountain Quartzite .....................  186

Total thickness Cambrian System...................   2220

TOM AND CULL WASH SECTION

Approx. Sec. 5. T. 37 N.» R. 15 W.„ Mohave Co.. Aria.

Horse Spring Formation (Tertiary-Cretaceous ?)

Magnesite, white; fine-grained, slightly calcareous; interbeds 
of travertine and gray weathering, soft, white micrite 
with flat, chalky inclusions, chalcedony streaks and chert;



unit is extremely"porous; especially- travertine"and"micrite; " 
bedding gnarly, rough and very thick, forms strong cliff. . 45

Sandstone, pale green (5G 7/2), weathering dark gray (N3);
coarse," torrential small scale cross-bedsj thin-bedded; " 
iriterbedded with white, soft magnesite and nodular, chalky 
limestone with spongy-and cellular structure and with 
travertine; unit soft, mostly covered, forms slope. . . . .  80

MLcrite, white to very pale orange (10YR 8/2), weathers light 
to medium gray (N7-N5); contains discontinuous streaks and 
blebs of very fine-grained laminated white calcite; clear 
to gray-brown ($YR 8/2) weathering chert and chalcedony in 
small nodules and irregular blebs common; spongy, porous 
texture; soft; interbeds of very fine-grained, white, thin- 
bedded dolomite hear top of unit and dolomitic white and 
pale green ($G 7/2) sandstone scattered throughout; very 
thick-bedded, forms cliff ................................. 65

V

Oomicrite, white, weathers light to medium gray (N7-N5); sandy 
and pebbly in part; soft; contains laminated white lime
stone fragments and chalcedony blebs; porous; rough, ir
regular and nodular bedding; interbedded with soft, white 
to pale green (5G 7/2) coarse, calcareous "dirty" sandstone 
in thin to thick beds; coarse dusky-yellow (5G 6/4) sand
stone and fine conglomerate lenses in lower 15 feet; forms 
ledges and slopes......................................... 118

Sandstone, light gray (N7) to greenish-gray (5GY 6/l) and ' 
yellowish-green (10GY 6/4); coarse- to medium^grained, 
locally pebbly; poorly sorted, poorly rounded, poorly 
cemented; friable; much interstitial clay; contains rock 
and mineral grains; minor interbeds of cross-bedded chert 
pebble conglomerate; unit soft, forms boulder strewn slope;

TOM AND CULL WASH SECTION - Coat'd 118

where exposed weathers into loose sand.................... 410-

Total thickness Horse Spring Formation.............................718-

Overton Fanglomerate (Cretaceous - Tertiary ?)

Conglomerate, brownish-gray (5YR 4/l); contains subangular to 
subrounded and angular pebbles, cobbles and boulders up 
to 2 feet in diameter. Kaibab through Mississippian rocks 
recognized; thick-bedded; forms strong cliff; unit thickens
and thins along strike..................................... 40

Total thickness Overton Fanglomerate...............................40



Baseline Sandstone (Cretaceous)
Sandstone, yellow-brown (10YE 5/4) to yellowish-orange (10YR 6/6)j 

coarse, poorly sorted, many rocks fragments; subangular to 
subrounded; some frosted grains; appears to be reworked'
Aztec Sandstone in part; flat-bedded; very thick-bedded,

TOM AND CULL WASH SECTION - ContM 119

forms rounded hills beneath Overton Fanglomerate.......... 100

Total thickness Baseline Sandstone. ............................... 100

Willow Tank Formation (Cretaceous)

Claystone and sandy shale, light gray (N7) and pink ($RP 8/2);
bentonitic; milky white opal nodules; forms debris
covered badlands..........  40

Claystone, pink (5RP 8/2) and purple (5P 6/2); bentonitic;
milky white opal nodules; weathers to "popcorn soil" and 
badlands..................................................... 45

Sandstone, brownish-gray (5%R 4/l)> coarse, poorly sorted, 
poorly rounded; mixed dark rock and mineral grains; 
thin-bedded, cross-bedded; forms ledge...................... 5

Claystone, red (5R 4/6) and gray (N7); bentonitic; weathers
to "popcorn soil" and badlands; poorly exposed............ 25

Conglomerate, composed of well rounded chert pebbles up to
cobble size; lies on eroded Aztec Sandstone ...............  6

Total thickness Willow Tank Formation............................   121

LIME KILN CANYON SECTION

Approx. Sec. 23. T. 38 N,. R . 16 W.. Mohave Co.. Ariz.

Pogonip Group (Ordovician)

Dolomite, medium gray (N5) to white, weathers shades of very 
light gray (N?) to grayish orange-pink (5YR 7/2); coarse 
to medium crystalline, occasional dolomite lined vugs; 
numerous small solution pits; very light gray (NS) micrite 
filled burrows produce "hieroglyphic" pattern in 20 foot 
interval near top; very thick-bedded, forms strohg cliff.
(About 6 feet of soft pale green (5G 7/2) sandstone at base 
of Devonian here)......................................... 202

Dolomite, light green (5G 7/4), sandy, soft; very thin-bedded, 
nodular, forms slope....................................... 8



Dolomite, light gray (N7), weathers very light gray (NS); fine 
to medium crystallinej thin, very light gray (NS) dolomite 
laminae, often crumpled, are prominent; thin- to thick- 
bedded, forms cliff....................................... 26

Dolomite, light gray (N7) with pinkish cast (5YR 8/l), weathers 
light gray (N7) with greenish and yellow stain; fine
grained, nodular; thin-bedded, forms slope. . ............  24

Dolomite, medium gray (N5), weathers very light gray (NS);
coarse crystalline; very thick-bedded, forms cliff. . . . .  44

LIME KILN CANYON SECTION - Cont’d 120

Dolomite, yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) to grayish orange-pink 
(5YR 7/2) and light gray (N7), weathering same and to a 
,lsandy" surface; coarsely crystalline; moderate brown 
(5YR 3/4) laminations, irregular streaks and worm burrows; 
some brown weathering flat pebble conglomerate and small 
scale cross-beds; interbeds of soft yellowish-green (10GY 
6/4 ) shale and thin-bedded, nodular, grayish-green 
(lOGY 5/2) micrite and fissile, thin-bedded, laminated 
biosparite; beds 1 to 5 feet thick, forms ledgy slope . . .  72

Dolomite, medium gray (N$) to white, weathers medium gray (N5) 
to light yellowish-gray ($Y 8/l); coarse to finely 
crystalline; some highly glauconitic beds; very thick- 
bedded, forms strong cliff...............................V, 131

Dolomite, yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) to pale red (10R 6/2);
nodular; dark brown streaks and flat pebble conglomerate; 
interbedded soft, yellowish-green (lOGY 6/4) and brown 
(5YR 5/2), sandy dolomite and sandstone; all beds 
glauconitic; thin- to thick-bedded, forms slope ..........  22

Dolomite, brown (5YR 5/2) and brownish-gray (5YR 6/l)
weathering yellowish-gray (5% 7/2) and pinkish-gray
(5YR 8/l); coarsely crystalline; abundant galuconite; very
thick-bedded, forms cliff ................................. 17

Sandstone, shale, grayish-green (lOGY 5/2); soft, gnarly
bedding, mostly covered............................... 5

Total thickness Pogonip Group 551
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